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SPECIAL
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Corporal

to-day
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Pension Bureau

interesieq may uuifipiy .»« -*« «"«* «* auiu
tide, particularly the elauaes with reference to
tlieuTs. Government Bonds, Deposits in Savings
Sauks, and Abatement of Taxes, and thus save
hard thoughts and possibly hard words, when too

An

News and

Congress
Waukenphast Boots for $3.00
Button,

Cnee and
Congress Boots, opera toe, si little soles, dougola tops, seamless
cut— Just the thing for young
men’s dress shoes.
Call and see for yourselves.

Absolutely

SDtf

W.O. LITTLE & CO.,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
fCalBblishrd iu 1N43.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
All kinds of property insured at lowest rates.
First-cIbss companies, American and Foreign.
0CI2P
sueodtl

CAKPET

Pure.

FICS!

CHURCH.

___

BEATING NOTICE.

Patented, Steam Carpet Beating Machine at Forest City Dye House,

III PREBLE ST.,
opposite l’rehle House. Carpets cleaned at all
seasons of the year and in alT kinds of
weather.
Orders for carpet < leaning should be left the day
before, or early In the morning u> ensure return
of carpets the same day order is taken.

aPrB___eodsutf

Ht imi'HG PIGS

stalllzed fruit Cathartic.

(Medicated)

one

Put up expresaly

FOR FAMILY USE
in 3, 6, 10 lb palls and 10 lb tubs; Is for sale by
every Klrst-Class Crocer and Provision I Dealer:
all Laid rendered by us Is free from all Cotton
beed Oil, Tallow, Suet, and other adulterations so
used, and Is Wwrravird niricily
commonly
*’“re. None genuine without our name stamped
upon the package.
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Klg.

Persons who suffer from occasional palpitation
of the heart are often unaware that they are the
victims of heart disease, and are llafjle to die without warning. They should baulsli this alarming
symptom, and cure the disease by using Db.
Flint’s liEMEDYMack Drug Co.. N. Y.
mart)
aodlstply
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tiuued Secretarj Noble, “it is not one wUil
more radical than my own. I am in thor
ough accord with him, even in the matter ol
making removals of incompetent and ineffi
clent Democrats, and the selection of Itepub
licans. Neither of us makes a secret of thi
fact that in reorganizing the Pension Offlct
and the entire Interior Department, Repub
licans are to be preferred.
Since that ordei
was issued, which was intended to apply ti
all branches of the service which I control
Commissioner Tanner has made quite t
number of recommendations for changes in
his bureau, and so far as I can remember 1
have promptly respected every one of them.
He believes in turning out the ex-Confederates and employing Union soldiers, and he
wauts to institute a liberal policy toward
the pension applicants. These are the views
1 also entertain.”
“Is it true that at the end of the present
fiscal year there will be dropped from the
rolls the 150 special examiners in the field.all
oi wuom are unuersrooa to ne democrats .’
“Yes, and a great many more Democrats
will go.
The work of turning out Demecrats will not stop there.”
"Do you advocate the retention of a Democrat on each of the medical pension boards
throughout the country?”
“That will he a matter of policy left entirely to the Commissioner,” replied the Sec-

Out of America.

If

are

you

buy Mixed
Colors, or
Varnishes, or

to

going

White Lead,

Paints,
Oil, or Turpentine, or
Brushes, or Stains—In short, anything needed for general painting, It
or

will pay you to call and look over our
stock and get our prices. We keep
strictly reliable goods, and shall be
glad to sell you whatever quantities
H. H. HAY &
you may wish to buy.
SON, 262 Middle Street.
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PORTRAITS !
MISS J. €.

HOOPER,

Boston, Mass.,
AT

House, A|«ril

10 to 14.

colored mounts, bevlled and gilt edge, gilt
letters of the 23 Presidents of the Uulted States,
sent pout paid on receipt ot •1.50.
Send postDffice order or registered letters. Agents wanted.
A. E. SHAW, No. 652 East 140th 8t.. New York
(lit}’.
aprOdlw*
on

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays executed) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
at 07 Exchange Street, Portland, Me,

How the business did roll in
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PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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WONDERED AT,

low a Swiss Immigrant named I. N. Flaig, to
land. He will be sent home at the expense
of the vessel which brought him over. Flaig
came to this country In response to an adver
tisemeut inserted in a Swiss newspaper by
George Baum, of Aroshach, at the instance
of H. Bornemann, of the Newark embroidThe advertisement called for
ery works.
12 embroiderers for Newark, saying the

trade in this country was short of operatives. It was shown that Flaig paid his own
passage money and had made no contract
with the Newark companv.
He brought a
letter from Baum to Bornemann saying he
had engaged him as an embroiderer, and admitted he had made up his mind six months
ago to come to America, and had availed
himself of the present opportunity to secure
work in advance.
The collector held that
Flaig was prohibited from landing by the
provisions of the contract labor law.

wondered

Signal Office, Wab Dep’t,
)
>
Washington, D. C.,
April 9.1889, 8 p.m.)
Indications for the next 34 hours for New
England arc fair weather, stationary temperature, followed Wednesday by cooler

right

winds, becoming northwesterly.

It is not
LOCAL WEATHEB REPORT.
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PORTLAND, Me,, April 9, 1889.
18 A M | 8 P M

It and the most magnificent stock

bpring Clotlung to be round
any where re.idy Tor them, and
never was clothing made so good
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8—The very low prices.
4— The reliabliity of our work-

ment
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Norfolk, Va. 29.98
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in any place in this city.
2— The absolute confidence buyers
have in what we have lo sell.
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is so high ihat we guarantee
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good. Ibis
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The Largest Clothing Houbin America,
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The Walkers at Pittsburg

No. 255 MIDDLE ST.
W. C. Ware, Mauuger.
apSdtf

Pittsburg, Pa., April 9—The score of the
international six days go-as-you-please contest Id this city, at midnight, was:
Mis.

Mis.

Connors.‘402 Williams.171

York man.155

Hegelman.202 Siebert.177
Day.201 Nolan...176
Noremas.200

Cartwright.192 Mackle.1
Messer...190

>0

Taylor.1*9

Horan.186 Dillon.123
Adams.181 Turner....187
Brown.
The Cale on the Coast.

OF

KtitMIMiSS

COST !

For One Month Only*

MORRISON & CO

,

•

Jewelers,

565 Congress Street.
mar4

Washington, April 9.—The Secretary of
State is informed by Mr. Adamson, United
States consul general at Panama, that the
trouble feared on account of the stoppage of
work on the canal, has not occurred and
The consul reports
good order prevails
that great railroads will soon be built in
and
American
Chili,
capitalists are projecting extensive enterprises of a similar nature
in Jamaica.
He says the Panama Canal
Company are ordering work done at several
points on the line of the canal, it is thought
for the purpose of preventing questions arising from the toial abandonment of the pro-

ject.

Other

dtt

Chatham, Mass., April 9.—The gale is
moderating. The sea continues very rough.
Steamer Eleanora, New York for Portland,
anchered in the bay Sunday and has pro
reeded East.
Masked robbers early Monday morniug
entered the house of Hubert McBaue at East
Liverpool, Ohio, and violently assaulted the
Inmates whom they aroused.
The secured
only a small sum of money.

Washington

Matters.

Washington, April 9. Mrs. Russell Harrison is seriously ill, her symptoms being
those of malarial fever. Her physician yesterday stated that she is suffering from the
effects of breathing the sewer gas which the
defective plumbing permits to escape in the
living rooms of the White House. In this
respect the executive mansion is as badly off
as any old shanty in the District.
The sewerage system, if such it may be called, is of
an old type, and is entirely inadequate,
while the plambing has been repaired from
uuio

and

Win-

The Situation at Panama.

—
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piece of patchwork.
The marriage of Justice Gray and Miss
Matthews will occur in May, probably on the
15th.
Lewis Pray of Portland has been granted
a patent on a piano lamp-holder.
Tlie President today appointed Frank
Plumley of Vermont to be United States Attorney for the district/jf Vermont.
The following Maine postmasters were appointed today: L. S. IKichardson at East
Baldwin, K. O. Pinkham at East Holden,
Asa C. Cary at Fort Fairfield, F. J. Leavitt
at Hollis, A. A. Milligan at Milltown, and
E. A. Dudley at Monmouth.
Secretary of the Navy Tracy will soon
make an official visit of inspection to the
Charlestown, Mass., and Portsmouth, N. IL,
navy yards, but the exact time of the inspection has not yet been determined upon.
Mr. Harold M. Sewall, the former Consul
General to Samoa, has been requested by Mr.
Blaine to act as disbursing agent to the
Ainericau Legation at Berlin. The object of
this is to have him there when the Berlin
conference occurs on the Samoan difficulty.
The State Department desires to utilize his
knowledge of the geography and politics of
the Samoan Islands for the benefit of our
commissioners.
On account of the fact that the New
Hampshire delegation desire a delay in the
appointment of collector of internal revenue
until they are able to agree on a candidate,
it is probable none will be appointed till
June. Whether Maine or New Hampshire
will get the collector is uncertain. It is
probable that one State will get the collector
and the other the bank examiner.
The
Maine delegation are united on Col. Wentworth for collector, but they have several
candidates for bank examiner, F. W. Parker
Em|., vt Luwit ton, among thorn. Iu order that Collector Page and his deputies
may not repeat the evasion of the law, i n
failing to give the real names and street and
number of liquor tax payers, as they have
done heretofore, a special agent has been
detailed to look after their eperations in collecting the special tax on liquor dealers next
IUUUUI.

BOASTED OF THEIR CRIME.
One of the

Hatfields Confesses th« 1

Murders by the Gang.

Wheeling, W. Va., April 9.—Ellisoi
Hatfield, one of the participants in the Hat
field-McCoy feud, who is confined in the Pik<
county jail in Kentucky, has made a confes
sion to the state attorney. “I was present,’
he said, “and participated in the murder o:
the three McCoy brothers, Tolbert, Earle]
and Randolph.
“The three brothers were taken from e
school house in Logan county, W. Va..
where they had been guarded for a day and
night, and brought over to the Tug river,
which separates West Virginia and Kentucky. About 50 feet from the river Carpenter tied them to a paw paw bush and hung a

lantern

their heads.

over

Anse Hatfield

then said to them: ‘Boys, if you have any
peace to make with your maker, vou had
better make it.’ Tolbert and Randolph bepraying, but Farley did not However,
efore the boys had time to finish theii

San

Tnbn IT-.1.1

r\voimrs

T?_1_

j..

"Ause then gave the order to fire, and shol
as he gave the word, killing Tolbert, and
then emptying the contents of his revolver
into the dead body. Alexander Musser fired
and killed Randolph McCoy.
The others
followed suit and all of the bodies were riddled with bullets.
“After the boys were killed Wall Hatfield
administered an oath to all of us, binding us
to tnke the life of the first who divulged the
name of any who were along.”
Captain Hatfield said that he and Tom
Wallace shot Jeff McCoy after he had escaped from them. The prisoner also gave
the particulars of the brutal murder of Allfera and Alvin McCoy, in which ho took
part. Nine of the Hatfield faction on a Sunday night in January, 1888, crossed the river
into Kentucky under the command of Jim
Vance. They surrounded the McCov homestead, fired the house and killed th'e hired
girl as she attempted to extinguish the
flames. Cap and John Hatfield both claimed
that they killed Alvin McCoy and bragged
about it.
___

MAINE.
Btddeford Street Railway.
Biddefobd, April 9.—Boston electricians

have submitted to the directors of the Biddeford and Saco Horse Railroad Company

estimates of the cost of
with electricity.

equipping

the road

Neither agent can promise the completion
of the contract before the first of July, which
would spoil about a month’s good business.
It Is thought probable that electricity will
not be introduced this year. A meeting of
the directors will be held to decide the mat-

TO

The Members of

BERLIN.
the

Samoan Con-

ference Ready to Sail.

New York, April 9.—John A. Kasson of
Iowa arrived in this city yesterday from
Washington on bis way to the Samoan conference at Berlin.
He put up at the Brevoort House. The commissioners sail on the
Cunarder Umbria on Saturday.
They are
William Walter Phelps of New Jersey, Geo.
H. Bates of Delaware, and Mr. Kasson.
Harold N. Sewall of Maine goes with them
as clerk to the commission.
Count Herbert Bismarck and Count Berchen will be two of the German representatives, and Sir Edward Malet, British ambassador at Berlin,will look out for the interests
of England.
Mr. Kasson was unwilling to sav anything
on Samoan affairs when seen iast night.
"We want,” he said, “to go to tbeconference
absolutely uncommitted to any course of action adopted in advance.
In this spirit all
the members of the commission enter it.
Our aim and our determination is to reach
results that shall honor the interests of the
powers concerned without interfering with
the rights of native independence. We want
to secure good order on the islands, and to
do justice to all.
The effect of the recent
It may be the means of inducing
disaster?
the various nationalities interested to adopt
such an agreement as shall render it unnecessary to keep any considerable force
at the islands.
Cider

Intoxicating.

De* Moines. Ia., April ».-An interesting
liquor case has Just been decided at Mount

Pleasant in this State. The defendants were
tried on the ordinary liquor selling Indictments. The witnesses had, as shown by the

Attorney General Littlefield’s Decs*
ion on the Railroad Commission
——■———

Members of the Present Legislates
Ineligible Until January, 1891.

The New Law to Be Observed As Vtcances May Arise.

were

also taken.
from

Saco.

Biddkford, April 9.—The Saco Building
Company has offered to construct a shoe factory building and let it at four per cent on
the cost of construction. Caldwell & Libby
of Richmond, Me., and D. A. & D. I. Caldwell of Lynn, are contemplating moving
their shoe factories to Saco.
The Building
Company’s proposition was submitted to
win,in

iiuunj

RHODE
Will

ISLAND

REPUBLICANS

Elect the State

Ticket

In

the

Legislature.

Providence, April 9.—By today’s elections the control of the next general assembly is settled in favor of the Republicans.
Elections were held in Newport. Bristol and
Canton, and eight places filled. In Newport,
where a third and final trial was had, the
contest was close and exciting, and a large
vote polled. The result shows a failure to
elect

appoint

at a

specified

time iom-

nf

iucn OB

nr

ill

hn

nlmnhU

__A

railroad commissioners, the Attorney

as

General decides that they will not be until
two years from the first Wednesday olJacuary, 1889. This decision Is under aticle

4, part 3, section 10, of the constitition.
Chapter 313 of the public laws of 1889 provides that compensation of the commisioners shall be in full for all services $2,00( per
annum each, and for clerk. $1,200 pei annum.
Under the old law the compensUion
was $5 a day while actually
employed in
their official duties.
If actually empoyed
every secular day In the year, the compensation could not exceed $1,565.
That the
duties to be performed under the new
law exceed those previously imposed does
not effect the Increase of the emoiumen; re-

ceived.
Constant and actual employment tnder
the old law for a full year would result h an
emolument of $1,565. Tbe commissioners
under the new law cannot devote more time
to the duties of the office.
Answering the inquiry as to the Governor’s duty as to appointments under said
chapter, the Attorney General says the chapter contemplates a board of commissUners
to be
appointed under its provisions to consist of three commissioners having separate
and distinct qualifications.
The object of
the law can be adequately accomplished only
by filling tbe vacancies as they occur In the
board as now constituted, appointing the
members in the order named.

to keep

THE WAY THE TEUTONS CAME OVER

applied for an injunction last evening, and was told by Judge Jameson to

To Be Illustrated in

Mayor-elect Cregier out of office by
haring last Tuesday’s election declared IlleLawyer
gal did not materialize today.
Stevens

He did not
into conrt this morning.
appear, nor did the election commissioners
whom Stevens was to notify of the application for au order of court to keep them
Master In
ballots.
from counting
the
Chancery Boyle reported in favor of the injunction. He stated today that they asked
for an injunction to restrain the election
commissioners from counting the vote in
section 25, the town of Jefferson.
The complainant in the bill is Mr. Russell, a Republican candidate for assessor at Jefferson, who
is defeated if section 25 is counted in, and
elected if it can be thrown out.

at

come

New

Cerman

the

Big

Parade

the Centennial.

Industry and Art to Be
orately Represented.

Beer and Wines

of

the

s river overhanging with green leaves, that
goes six miles to accomplish two and a half
Bridgton and vicinity is well
or three.
worth the attention of sojourners, tourists
and capitalists as well.
To be poetical this region Is,
“Where the woodland Is nigh
Where trickles a brook through the valley;
Where hard In the distance the mountains are

And
Elab-

Fatherland

Given Places of Honor.

th'e merriest songsters keep tally.”

Where green grassy meadows stretch out from
the plain.
Joining hands with the foothills beyond;
And down by the hillside, Just out from the lane,
The miles lie thick in tbs pond.’’
The spring term of Bridgton Academy
closes the Uth inst. with the usual dramatic

entertainment, Thursday evening.
The summer term opens

Association*,
England Roads.

In-

of rail and lake rates to the West is tbe outof an organization of these roads which
will now complete the system of associations
among the railroad companies from tte New
cngiauu coast to me

nocay Mountains. The

their geographical order
now are:
The Board of Presidents of the
New England Roads; the Trunk Line As-

<

in

sociation ; the Central Traffic Association,
and the Interstate Commerce Association.
Co-operating in the work of securing harmonious acvtrm lu i«. Uaurs
and in
adjusting all disputes through the meiiiuu“
of arbitration, the different associations are
believed by railway men to give promise of
better rates and better profits than have prevailed In the days of uncontrolled competition.
The force of the agreements entered
into will be increased by the action of
the
Interstate Commerce Commissioners under
the amended law, which renders shippers
punishable along with the railway companies in violation of the Federal law.
The plan of organization of the New England roads has been signed by all the interested companies except the New York, New
Haven and Uartlord. President Clark could
not attend the fiaal conference of the roads,
but there is no doubt expressed of his willThe agreeingness to affix his signature.
ment has been formally approved by President Wm. Bliss, of the Boston and Albany;
President K. B. Phillips, of the Fitchburg;
President J. Gregory Smith, at the Central
Vermont; Traffic Manager E. P. Vioipg. of
the New York and New England, and Gen.
Manager James T. Furber.of the Boston and
Maine. The agreement pledges the roads to
act jointly with the Trunk Line Association,
and with the joint committee of the trunk
lines and the Central Traffic Association on
freight and passenger questions, excepting
the coal and petroleum traffic. The nead
organization is the board of presidents, and
William Bliss, of the Boston and Albany,
has been chosen chairman. A freight committee of the traffic managers or general
freight agents and a passenger committee
of the traffic managers or general passenger
agents of the roads are to .be appointed by
the board of presidents to execute detail
work. The principle of differential rates is
agreed upon. It is provided that “if the
maintenance of published tariffs reduces the
amount of competitive traffic received by
any of the parties hereto (the agreement) below a fair and reasonable proportion of the
whole, such an adjustment of rates and
fares as may be just and lawful shall be
made from time to time either by Imutual
agreement or by arbitration.’’ All competitive traffic covered by the agreement is to be
reported to Commissioner Fink’s office.
The agreement is to date from April 4. Any
company may withdraw by giving thirty
days’ notice, but tbe withdrawal of one or
more members shall not dissolve the association except by mutual consent of the re-

maining members.

Senator and second and fifth representatives. These members, therefore, hold
a

They are Senator R. S. Franklin, Republican, and Representatives Dalton E.
Young, Democrat, and John J. Corry. The

DEVOY CETS

VERY

MAD.

over.

first, third and fourth representative Republican candidates were chosen. The official

count is;
For Senator—Frauklin, Rep., 1677: Underwoooa, Dem., 1634; Albro, Fro., 68.
For First Representative—Townsend,
Rep.,
1588; Crosby, Dem., 1613; Dranklln, Pro., 02;

scattering,

3.

For Second Representative—Van Horne, Rep.,
1604; Nolan. Dem., 1497; Barker, l’ro., 08; scat-

leilng,
For

Third

Representative—Sheffield, Rep.,
1588; Myers, Dem., 1617; Fray, Fro., 61; scattering, 1.
For Fourth Representative—Swinburne, Rep.,
1688; Helme, Dem., 1508; Riggs, Fro., 69; scattering, 6.
For Fltth Representative—Corry, Rep., 1583;
Cranston, Dem 1618; Jacob, Fro., 02; scatterCranston elected Rev. Arthur Given representative by 170 majority.
Bristol chose
Chaudler H. Coggeshall representative by 87
majority. Tile Senate now stands: Republicans, 25; Democrats, 10; to be chosen, one.
The House stands: Republicans. 34; Democrats, 30. The election of the Republican
State ticket, which failed of election by the

people, Is now assured.
The legislature again balloted for United
States Senator today with do choice, as follows:

Dixon..
Wetmore.
33
Arnold.

13

Durfee

n

Colt.
■loddard.
Rogers.
BOILED TO DEATH.

LITERALLY
A

4
4
y

Boy Imprisoned

In a Machine Full

of Steam.

Dover, N. H„ April 9.—A shocking accident occurred at the print works here today
The cloth is baled in a large kiers at night,
when the

covers are

applied at

a

fastened

on

and steam

high

pressure.
Jerry Sullivan,
a 17 years old lad, was at work packing cloth
While
in the kiers.
waiting he probably
fell asleep, and not being missed the manhole was closed and the steam turned on.

Sullivan was literally boiled to death before
being discovered.
Small Pox In Pennsylvania.
Wilkesbakre, Pa., April 9.—Small pox
appears to be spreading in the vicinity of
Nanticoke. It first made its appearance in
the family of a Hungarian and is now atCases were
tacking all classes of people.
reported this afternoou from East and West
and
Avondale
Grand Tunnel.
Nanticoke,

Mr.

Parnell Asked to Help Settle H!a
Quarrel with Egan.

New York. April 9.—At a meeting of the
municipal council of the Irish Nations]
League tonight, John Devoy submitted a
statement concerning his controversy with
Patrick Egan.
The Evening Telegram
Wednesday last. In a Washington special,
said in an interview Egan had charged De'***'
iaanirlne an attack on the genuineness of the cable despatch describing Egan’s
services in unmasking Plgott, and called
Devoy a traitor. Devoy telegraphed to Egan
that unless the statement was repudiated he
would hold Egan personally responsible, and
take steps to vindicate his character. Mr.
Egan replied that be had not given any interview about Devoy to any paper, but had
no hesitation in the expression of his belief
that Devoy was the author of the untruthful
attack on him.
Devoy demanded a public
denial and an apology for the use of the
word “traitor.” Mr. Egan replied he had
not used the word referred to.
If Devoy
thought he could exact anything further he
Further correspondence
could go to law.
was declined.
Devoy responded that he
had solicited no correspondence.To decline it

He had demanded
impertinence.
the public contradiction of a foul slander
in
the
As Egan had
sneaking and cowardly
way that characterizes him insinuated the
same foul slander before there was reason
to believe he was correctly reported. Egan
dared not publicly contradict the report Test
he be proved a liar. To that Mr. Egan has
Devoy threatens to rake up
not replied.
Egan’s character and make things unpleasant for the administration generally unless
He introduced a
a public apology is made.
resolution that as charges of treachery had
interests
of
the
the
been made
case demanded
an investigation. He asked that a committee
whose character shall be a guarantee to Impartiality be appointed by Mr. parnen to
investigate the charges and the condition of
the national movement in America generally.
The resolution was adopted unanimously.
was

an

the Twine Trust.
Anderson, lnd., April 9.—A large meeting of farmers was held here yesterday, and
pledges were made to pay no more than 15
cents per pound for the trust binding twine,
and not in any manner to patronize a merchant offering such twine for sale at a greatIt was resolved to boycott-the
er price.
twine binding reapers as long as the trust
exists. The farmers declare they will allow
the hogs to eat the wheat in tbo fields before
submitting to the twine trust.

Fighting

The Emma F. Hart

Bilged-Damage
by High Tides.

Norfolk, Va., April 9.—The
information was received from
Beach: “The schooner Emma F.
Camden, Me., is bilged, with sails,
rigging intact.”

following
Virginia
Hart of
spars and

Reports coming from Norfolk, Princess
Anne and Hansemond counties show serious
damage sustained from the storm and tides
Saturday night and Sunday. In many localities cattle and other property were destroyed by the extraordinary high tides. The
potato crop in the trucking sections is greatly injured by water, which will rot the seed
in the

ground.
Lost in Chesapeake

Bay.

Baltimore, April 10.—'The storm which
raged in Baltimore with severity on Saturday and with comparative gentleness 'on
Sunday, swept over the lower Chesapeake
and was most disastrous to shipping. Over a
dozen seamen lost their lives and 30 or 40
vessels, some small and others large, were
and loss of life continue to come In by vessels arriving at Baltimore and special despatches. There will also be a severe loss to
property holders aloog the Potomac rtvor
front, as the land was submerged in many
places. The Baltimore oyster fleet suffered
severely and 30 vessels went ashore in
Scott’s creek.
A Maine Captain Drowned.

Gloucester, Mass., April

9.—A letter
from President Hadin of the Yaquina (Oregon) Deep Sea Fishing Company, dated
March 30, received in Gloucester today, gives
the particulars of the abandonment of the
On
new steam schooner George H. Chance.
the night of March 28 the schooner was
off
sighted
Yaquina harbor flying distress
signals, but the sea was too heavy to render

Bate on the same night a small
boat from the Chance with Henry Hare,
Daniel Hastings and a sailor named Barnes
reached Cape Foul Weather. The boat was
crushed in the breakers on landing and
Barnes was badly cut about the head on the
rocks. The men said that the Chance had
In the morning togs
broken her rudder.
went in search of her, found her abandoned
and towed her in. No trace could be found
of those who had remained on the vessel and
they are believed to have been lost. Four
men are missing, Capt.Janies Robinson, two
•sailors named Robertson and Singer and a
Chinese cook. Capt. Robinson belonged in
Southwest Harbor, Me.
assistance.

The Boat to Lead the Valkyrie Over
the Course.

New York, April 9.—At all the

yacht

clubs last night the members talked more or
less of the international challenge, and the
more they talked the more firmly the desire to retain the cup on this side of the Atlantic at all hazards took root
“I have made my mind np 'long ago as to

what the proper course should be in this
matter,” said Jules Montant, a popular member of the NewYorkYacht and SeawanhakaCorlnthian Yacht Clubs. “There is only one
thing for us to do. That cup is the most
valuable trophy in existence, and we cannot
It has been
afford to 1st it go by default•tiled for and won by the fastest yacbt in the
worla, xne votuusm, ond it woula oe ootn
unjust and unfair to Gen. Paine who built
the boat, and so ably defended the cup, to
meet the V alkyrie with a smaller boat, simply for the sake of what you may call sport.
No doubt the challengers thought when they
challenged with the Valkyrie that we would
build a boat of her size, but what use or
sense is there in spending money on a new

boat that is untried when we have one that
we know is fast.
“it is true that if the Volunteer meets the
Valkyrie she will defeat her, for we know
she can beat the Shamrock, Katrina and
Titania that sail in the same class as the
Valkyrie, even when they have the 12 or 13
minutes’ time allowed them, and such a race
will not be worth going down the bay to see,
but we cannot help that.TheVlountecr is the
boat to use. and there should be only three
races sailed, in my opinion.”
Caldwell H. Colt, owner of the schooner
Dauntless, said: “I don’t think any boat
but the fastest one we have should meet the
challenger. If thev have built a 70-foot
to sail in the 90-foot class, it is their
yacht
lookout if they get beaten.
The Volunteer
is the fastest yacht so far, and she can defend the cup against all comers.”
GENERAL NEWS.

The funeral services over the remains of
Colonel James I. Christie, assistant doorkeeper of the United States Senate, were
held at St. Thomae Episcopal church in
Dover at noon yesterday.
The Boston Advocate, a journal of the col
ored people of Boston, owned and published
by J. D. Powell, Jr., has suspended publication.
The city election at Trenton, N. J., Modday, resulted in a victory for the Republicans, who elected the mayor and a large majority of the other officers.
Another lot of goods, alleged to have
been smuggled into this country by Allard
a
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Tlie Connecticut House yesterday refused
to pass over the Governor’s veto the resolution commuting the death sentence of John

II. Swift.
The indictments against the electric sugar
swindlers are declared to be valid.
The Savannah cotton mill burned yesterThe operators escaped
day; loss $100,000.
through the windows. Eight tenement houses
were also burned.
President Mortensen, of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas road has euchred Jay
Gould and Itussell Sage, who intended to secure
a
controlling interest. Mortensen
weDt to Europe and got proxies of foreign
stockholders to an amount sufficient to give
him the power.

Secretary Tracy paid an official visit to
the Brooklyn Davy yard Monday and wa>
received with the customary honors.
Four fires in Wichita, Kan Monday, all of
which are believed to have been incen4U*y, rllii HRiWO datnqgp
The burning of the Louisville Bridge &
Iron Company’s works causes a loss of $150,000 and throws over 300 men out of work.
Henry Searle, the Australian oarsman,
will leave Sydney on May 4 for England,
On his anival there he will issue challenges
to John Teemer, the American oarsman, and
William J. O’Connor, the Canadian oarsman,
to row on the Thames for $2,500 each and the
championship of the world.
Mr. Whiteiaw Reid denies the report recently circulated that he had decided to decline the appointment of minister to France.
He states that he has notified the department of state that he will at once arrange his
business affairs in order to proceed to his

post as soon as possible.
The Republican Speakers’ Union of the
United States was incorporated in New
York yesterday by J. C. Delmore, J. E. Foster, C. W. Johnson, D. H. Glldersleeve,
Daniel Butterfield and others.
Jersey City ratified a new charter yesterday abolishing the boards of police and fire
commissioners and public works.
F. F. Battles has resigned as agent of the
Massachusetts corporation of Lowell after
being connected with the mill 38 years.
James Cleuimlno and Stephen Perter, employees at a mineral bath house at Port Uu
ron, Mich., were overcome by gas in the vat

yesterday and

afterwards died.

A Crash on the Rail.
Los

Chicago Election.
Cuicauo, April u.—The proposed scheme

Later on will come a float depicting the
immigration which followed the revolution
of 1848, and the arts and culture it brought

with it A special float will be devoted to
the Germans in the Revolution. A guard of
German-American soldiery will surround
It.
The second division will be devoted to the
arts. On one float a little old hand press
will be worked by sturdy Germans in the
dress of long ago, and old-fashioned programmes of the parade will be struck off and
thrown among the the spectators. The next
float will carry out a modern printing press,
which will rattle off thousands of probeautiful typogrammes of modern and
grahy, to be scattered as souvenirs along the
route.
Flower and vegetable gardening

the manufacture nf wine will he Ulustratt'd. What is expected to be a telling and
beautiful group will be a float full of women. each personating a different kind of
wine.
Last
of the
wine
groups will (come
a great figure of old Bacchus, crowned, with
Bacchantes dancing around him.
Then will come beer and here the Germans will spread themselves.
The first float
will show tne old process of making beer. It
will be followed by other floats carrying the
latest apparatus. The series will close with
a group clustered about King Gambrinus.
Plano making, shoemaking and the making
of sausages will be features ol the manufactures’ floats. The kindergarten system will
have a float, the central figure of which will
be a family around a Christmas tree.
After these floats will come the singing societies, led by the Liederkranz, the Arion,
tne Beethoven, and the Kichenkranz- the
sharpshooters’ companies, led by William
Tell, and many other societies, among which
will be the Plattdeutschers, the Swiss, and
the Bavarians; King Carnival, with his retinue ; Humboldt, the explorer, and illustrations of his deeds, and the engineering department will reach a climax in a representation of the Brooklyn bridge.
There will also be floats typical of painting, sculpture and architecture. Music will
have a department.
The float of sacred
music will be surrounded by 200 surpliced
boys, marching and singing. Another float
will group the standards of the various German Catholic societies.
Wagnerian opera
will have a float, on which piece the Kbine
will
be
daughters
grouped around a bust of
Wagner andj ideal figures of Tannhauser,
Siegfried, the Walkure, Elsa and Lohengrin.
Another float will typify German opera in
Some of tne figures will be Mozart,
thoven, Weber and Meyerbeer.
Columbia and Germania joining bands will
be the subject and central figures of the float
following. Around them will be grouped
figures representing the different types of
Germany. The display will be closed by
long lines of Turners, with floats showing
their system of education.
A plan has been adopted for a medical and
surgical relief department during the celebration, and the pplice will be asked to set
it a going.
It is proposed to nave six
stretchers and a physician at each of a number of stations near Broadway, and a considerable force of aids.
The chief surgeon of
the police department will be asked to take
charge, and the physicians will also
ably come from the department.They wl'l be
asked to have their entire ambulance force
and
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There will probably be ten men of war in
the naval parade, including the Boston, the
Chicago, the Yorktown and the Vesuvius.
There will be ten miles or less of steamboats
probably 400 in number, under command of
Capt. Woolsey. Foreign steamships in port
at the time will be asked to join.
The President will float his flag over the Despatch. It
is of dark blue, with the coat of arms of the
United States in white and thirteen stars
over the eagle.
The President will not
breakfast with Gov. Green at Klizabethport,
He will breakfast on the train, and he and
Gov. Green will lunch on the Despatch. The
President will stay
at
Vice President
Morton’s house while in the city.

HALF

Anueles, Cala., April 9.—The

west

bound overland passenger train on the Atlantic and Pacific railroad arrived here
many hours late having been in collision
Sunday afternoon with an east bound passenger train near Peach Springs, Arizona,
The trains
190 miles beyond the Needles.
were drawn by two engines each and met on
a sharp curve on a high embankment.
They
come together with a fearful crash, demolthem
down
tne
and
throwing
ishing
engines
the bank into the stream, carrying three or
four cars with them. One engineer jumped
on the wrong side and fell down a rocky
steep, 80 feet. He was fearfully bruised and
Internally injured. The rest of the trainmen

and passengers escaped serious injury,
were badly shaken up. A laborer stealing a
ride on the platform next to the tender was
crushed to death.

Which

Goldsborough

to supply Australian coal to
the vessels at Samoa for $16 a ton.
Tbe
offer was refused, and the contract given to
a Philadelphia firm who
shipped 2,000 tons of
coal at special rates. It Is claimed that it
the offer of the Australian coal had been
accepted, the disaster might have been
avoided as coal could have been placed on
board within 30 days.

About the Attractions for
Summer Resort.
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Lowell Freight Houses
Destroyed by Fire.

Boston, April 9.—The freight houses of
the Boston and Lowell Bailroad were destroyed by fire early this evening, only a
portion of the walls remaining. The struc
ture consisted of a three and a half story
brick building, 350x50 feet, and a two and a
half story building of the same size, connected by a wooden building 150 feet long.
The

fire was discovered about 5 o’clock
among the cotton. The buildings were filled
with a great variety ol general merchandise,
including a large quantity of oil and vitriol.
Frequent explosions intimidated the firemen
and caused a rapid spread of the flames,
.standing on the tracks within the structures
were 35 or 40 freight cars,many being loaded.
All were destroyed. A portion of the larger
building was used as a grain elevator, in
which were 30,000 to 50,0*0 bushels of grain
At midnight
and a large quantity of flour.
the fire was still burning, but was entirely
Borne of tbe books of the
under control.
It is impossible
company were destroyed.
to correctly estimate the loss or insurance.
The officials affirm the loss will aggregate
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here, in the picturesqueness and variety of
its scenery, the pure air of its hills, its fishing facilities, and by no means least of all,
in its genial and large hearted Yankee population, a yeomanry of which any region may
well be proud.
This article is not written to advertise, for
Bridgton is already of no mean pretensions
as a summer resort, having well nigh all the
sojourners she can accommodate at present.
And this brings me to another view of my
subject—Brldgton's only hindrance to excelling greatness as a resort.
It is her lack of accommodation. We have
some very good places, but not enough of
them.
Amid the host of applications received yearly here from the denizens of
the crowded city or other where, our people
are waking up to this fact evidently, and in
the near future will no doubt do what they
lu the meancan to obviate the difficulty,
time, there would be no better opening for a
work
come
to
to
than
Bridgton.
capitalist
and put iu his money to develop the region
for
entertaining
and enlarge the facilities
the city "cousins and aunts,” who come or
wish to come here, not only to visit, but to
pay for it as well. At present we have some
We have
very good, if not large places.
three hotels in town of more than average
capacity as compared with country village
hotels, aud then there is "Kidge Cottage,”
run very successfully by Mr. W7G. Kimball
and among farmhouses may be mentioned,
those of Mr. Kuel Dodge, Mr. J. C. Berry,
Mr. Henry G. Fessenden and numerous others whose names we have not at hand.
A pre-eminent feature in the configuration
of the surface of this region, is Mt. Pleasant.
It is sort of an anomaly among mountains,
inasmuch as it rises so abruptly aud stands
out alone. It is as though all the earth used
in making the white hills in New Hampshire had been carried trorn the coast over
this region, and the large mound representing Mt. Pleasant had been accidentally
dropped on the way, and got planted some
25 miles away from the main hills. There is
a fine hotel on the summit of this
mountain
owned by C. B. Gibbs, Eaq., of this town.
The steamer “Hawthorne” that plies between Sebago Lake and
Bridgton Is a^o
owned bv the same gentleman, and passes
over a route of rare
beauty, including the
of the “sinuous Songo.”
re\*?us
of which Longfellow so beautifully wrote.

Deputies

Pass

Bill

a

Prescribing the Method.

Members Exchange Abusive Epithets
During the Heated Discussion.

A

Change In the Leadership
English Tory Forces.

of the

Paris, April 9.—The indictment against
Gen. Boulanger besides charging conspiracy
to destroy the republic Is especially dlreated
against Coant DIUon M. Laguerre, member
of the Chamber of Depotles and M. Rochefort, Dubarall and two Journalists of Paris.
The Chamber of Deputies today discussed a
bill prescribing the mode of procedure to be
followed by the Senate as a court for the
trial .of. Gen. Boulanger.
U. Delafosse
denounced the measure as a mockery of
justice and an insult to the public conscience.
He declared the Senate, being a political
body, could not act Impartially In the case.
This assertion caused a great uproar »«s
members exchanged abusive epithets. 'The
president of the chamber repeatedly called
the House to order and urged the members
to observe moderation In the discussion.
M. Delafosse said that law and decency

required Gen. Boulanger to be tried at the
assizes. Otherwise the trial would be an
outrage on justice and a disgrace to the
Senate. His remarks caused a renewal of
the uproar. The members of the Left made
no attempt to reply to M. Delafosse and
immediately moved to apply the closure
rule. The motion was carried 283 to MX A
$500,000.
motion made to begin the dlscnaalon of the
THE STATE.
bill by clauses was carried, 321 to 332.
The chamber rejected all the| amendments
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
suggested by the members of the Right The
The following are the officers elected at
M. Ribot that a majority of
the Baldwin town meeting:
Moderator, | proposal by
seven-twelfths of the Senate be necessary to
Frank Brown; clerk, Frank G. Sawyer; selectmen, etc., Frank G. Sawyer, A. N. Bur- make valid any sentence pronounced upon
Gen. Boulanger was defeated. The bill was
nell, Alpheus Wiggins; treasurer and superintendent of schools for three years, D. T.
adopted 318 to 305.
Bichardson. All Bepublicans.
_

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

SMITH WILL B1 A PEER

Monday the buildings of Dennis Moulton
of Madrid were burned, with their coptents.
'ri.
111
A<n/vi
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And Balfour Will bo tho Covommont
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defective chimney;
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Mr. Eugene Neal, son-in-law of Hon. WiL
liam H. Bigelow, who was with his wife visiting in August, learned Monday of the destruction by Are at Mencken, Dak., 12 miles
this side of Bismarck, of his house and barn,
and GUO bushels of wheat. The buildings
were burned in the great prairie Are which
raged in that section, destroying property to
the value of 91,300,000.
The Neal buildings
insured.
It will be remembered that in December
last, Mr. W. K. Lunt's store at Benton was
broken into, and goods to the amount of 940
taken.
Monday, as two boys were at play
under the bridge at Benton Kails, thev found
a large sack stowed beneath
the end of the
bridge, whlcb, upon investigation, proved to
contain nearly all of the missing goods.
About a dozen pair of ladies' kid boots and
were no:

few pairs of gloves were missing.
Labor Commissioner Matthews has engaged T. J. Lyons of Vinalhaven as a special
agent to make investigations and report on
the fisheries, shipbuilding, granite, etc. No
lady assistant will be employed by the department this year.
a

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

It If the Intention of the Boston and Bangor Steamship Company to put the steamer
Kockland upon the route between Bangor
and Kockland about May 16tli.
Mr. Hosea Ham of Corinth has an Iron
pot that came over in the Mayflower. It was
used as a cooking pot in some of the campaigns of Miles Stand ish against the Indians.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Joseph Coombs

of Topsham, died last Friday morning from the effects of a fall several weeks ago from a load of hay. He was
working at Herbert Small's, and was not removed to his home. He was 77 years old.
Yesterday morning, in the Supreme Judicial Court at Bath, the suit of Dwinal Allen
vs. Maine Central railroad, for damages received by plaintiff in collision between a locomotive and his team, through which he
lost his right arm, was opened. Baker * Baker and Cornish appearing for the road.
Judge Gilbert and tv. E. Hogan bandied the
case for plaintiff, and placed the damages at
It is claimed that the train was
920,OGo.
running at a higher rate of speed than is allowed in the city limits, at the time of the
accident, and that the bell of the locomotive
was not ringing, but this is denied by thj defence. The case is exciting unusual interest
and the attendance at the court during the
ifkiui

so

mi

London, April 9.—The SL James Gazette
announces that Rt. Hon. Wm. Henry Smith,
first Lord of the Treasury is about to be
raised to the peerage. He will accordingly
resign the government leadership in the
House of Lords. The Gazette Insists that
of the possible candidates for the leadership In succession of Mr. Smith, Mr. Balfour
Is the best choice and declares that the Conservatives will not tolerate any leader other
than Balfour.

the 70-ton boiler for
steamer Kennebec was hoisted aboard
that vessel without accident, elaborate preparations having been made to Insure this
end. The hoisting tackle was an 8i inch
line, iu a four shear block, and the other apparatus corresponded in massiveness. A
large crowd witnessed the work.

the

of Cherryfleld has been
corresponding with Fish Commissioner Stillwell in regard to a supply of land-locked salmon fry for Tunk Pond and Spring River
Lake, and the Commissioner! is to furnish
the fry desired.
He will forward them to
Franklin road station in a few weeks, and
from there will be taken to the place where
they are to be used.

Campbell

ITEMS FOR

HORSEMEN.

Belgium.

Mr. Wlman In Ottawa.

Toronto, April 9.—The Board of Trade
today moved that Erastus Wlman be Invited
to deliver his lecture on the subject of the
trade relations between Canada and the
United States during his visit to Ottawa
this week.
Sir Charles for the Parnellltes.

London, April 9.—The Parnell Commission reconvened this morning. Sir Charles
Russell resumed his long argument In behalf
He continued reviewof the Parnellltes.
ing the testimony given by the witnesses
of the Times and was followed throaghout
with the closest attention by the court and
spectators alike.
An Event of the Turf.

London, April 9— Oo the first day of tbs
Newmarket Craven meeting the race for the
Fitz William plate and S(JO sovereigns added
to the sweepstakes for two year olds, five
furlongs, was won by Belmont, Beldemonio,
second. Laure, third. There were 12 starters.
The race for the Crawfurd plate of 700
sovereigns (or three year olds and upwards,
six (urlongs, was won by Love in Idleness,
by Mask, dam Lucetta; Ain tree by Seftoo,
dam. Electric, second.

tires from the

ministry

mare,

The bay gelding sold by Mr. Elmer Osgood
last fall to Mr. Moul of Troy, N. Y,. has
made a mile this winter better than .30, so
writes Mr. M. Mr. Osgood received $400 for
this horse.
Mr. James E. Leighton refused $1300 from
a sew xorx party ror ms norse uarry uienarm.
_

The directors

ot the Augusta Driving
Park Association held a meeting at the office
of the secretary, Judge A. G. Andrews,
Monday afternoon. It was voted to offer the
following purses to be competed for July
4th. For 2.20 class, $200; 2.37 class, $130;
Five per
2.50 class, $100; 3.00 class, $100.
the
cent will be charged as eutranoei fee, and
', per
owner of each horse must contribute
will
entries
The
cent more to the winners.
In addition to the horse
close June 25th.
to contestants
races, purses will be offered
in half and quarter mile runs. It Is designed
athletic
exhibithe
best
for
a
to offer
prize
tion, including horizontal bar work, tumbling and general gymnastics to be competed
for by teams from the various Maine colleges. The proposed balloon ascension has
been given up, but It is probable that a base
ball game In the afternoon will be substitutThe races will begin promptly at 10
ed.
o’clock in the forenoon.

Gorham,

N.

H.,

Notes.

ltev. James Nixon, pastor of the M. £.
churches of Gorham, N. II. and Berlin, will
soon end his first year of pastoral labors on
this charge, which has been one of faithful

and earnest works for the good of mankind,
the upbuilding of Christ’s kingdom on earth
Aland the salvation of precious souls.
though he has had a great many unpleasant
things to contend with and by some that
misrepresented and opposedto
with
should have stood shoulder
of batan 5
him in working for the overthrow
the cause of Christ
kingdom aud buildiog up
he has Mood
and the elevation of mankind,
his
at
post of duty,
firmly and patiently
word in the
preaching and teaching the

.h*.*be*°‘T0^}.yt
shouldor^

Master, as did bis disciples.
It Is earnestly hoped that he will be returned to us another year, but we shall have
to await the action of the anaual conference
which Is held at Lewiston, Me., April 35th,
fur the life of a Methodist minister Is full of
uncertainties. But wherever he may go he
has the best wishes of a large number of this
of

people.

the

of war at

his own

request and will be succeeded by General
Verdi du Veruois, general infantry land
Governor of Strasburg.
The visit of King Humbert to Berlin ia
fixed for early In May.
The Fisheries Act.

Ottawa, April A—In the House of ComHon. Mr. Tnpper
mons this afternoon,
moved the third reading of the bill to amend
the fisheries act which prohibits net fishing
In tidal waters. Mr. Ellis, In amendment,
moved a six months' hoist The vote resulted in the rejection of the amendment The
bill was read athlrd time and passed.
The Measure Defeated.

London, April 9.—The House of Commons this evening, 200 to 79. rejected Mr.
Clarke’s Scottish home rule motion. Mr.
Gladstone

opposed

the

motion

in

an

ani-

mated speech In which be sald^the question
was not ripe and would obstruct more presslag measures. He did not doubt that when
Scotland unanimously demanded home rule.
Parliament would accede to her desire.

Foreign

George E. Merritt, proprietor of
Springdale Farm, East Gray, supports the
following horse stock: Lady Gray, a dapple
grey, 950 pounds, Hi:hands, Uambletonlan
blood; will road 13 miles an hour, and is in
foal to Harry Glenarm. Konie, an 11 months
filly, seal brown, 13J bands, by Glenarm;
dam. Lady Gray; this colt is conceded to be
one of the finest in this vicinity.
Phyllis, a
11 months filly; he has recently purchased
of
Cleveland
is
she
this colt;
bay stock, sired
by Lord Stansfield, 083 C. B. S. B., he by
Roseberry, 363 C. B. S. B., ont of mare by
Lucks All, 187, C. B. S. B.; she is undeveloped, but will undoubtedly make a large

Ministry.

The German

Bxklin, April 9.—The Helcbsaiueiger announces tbat Count Von Sehellendorf, re-

CUMBERLAND COUNTY STEEDS.

Our Gray correspondent writes as follows:
Mr. Scammon Fogg has a handsome bay
gelding, black points, three years old, 14.3
hands, and weighing 830 pounds. He Is by
Harry Glenarm; dam, a Uambletonlan mare.
Mr. S. L. Adams is the owner of two fine
colts. Kitty A., a dark bay filly, by Harry
Glenarm; dam, a thoroughbred English
mare; and a light bay filly by Harry Glen-

name

Position.

Boulanger's

Brussels, April 9.—The Belgian government has Informally warned Gen. Boulanger
The
to abstain from political agitation.
government will not tolerate such action.The
general has been Informed that If be complies with the wishes of the government in
this respect he will not be expelled from

gv ■

Yesterday afternoon

SOME

Loader In tho Commons.

TV MV

insurance.
COUNTY.

no

KENNEBEC

Mr.

[Correspondence of the I’ress.l
Bridoton, April 9.
Being only 40 miles from Portland,
Maine’s chief city, with which it Is connected both by rail and by water, with Mount
Pleasant on its western border and Long
Lake on tbe east, while numerous small
lakes, streams and beautiful hills lie between, no outlook offers more to the eye of
the tourist than Bridgton and vicinity, and
to him who is more than simply a tourist,
▼»®*i
dtipmmpr
or. In commoner
terms,
the boarder, this region offers advantages
havrimf

French

arm.

BRIDCTON.

a

The

general will be? tried.

23d.
L. Barton.

Boston and

D. VV.

San Francisco, April 9.—It is claimed
here the warships lost at Samoa, were without coal and that their loss could have been
prevented had they been coaled. A prominent firm In this city acquainted with the
Samoan coast and tbe imminent danger to
boats unprovided with fuel at this time of
offer through
year made an
Paymaster

Something

A

how' the

April

WASHINUTON COUNTT.

THE DISASTER AT SAMOA.
An Offer of Australian Coal
Was Rejected.

but

The

New York, Apiil 9.—The German disin the parade at the approaching centennial will be a striking feature of the great
event. It will cost $30,000 and will began
with Illustrations of the first German immiThe illustrations
gration to this country.
will be great tableaux mounted upon
wheeled floats. The first float will display
an old-fashioned German ship drawn up to
the shores of the new land.
Peasant immigrants will be represented leaping over its
sides with agricultural implements and bundles of clothing. The next will represent a
party of German squatters travelling West
to settle a new tract. It will be a genuine
immigrant’s wagon drawn by mules, and
piled with axes and ploughs. A drove of
cows and domestic animals will follow.

play

PEERLEST VOLUNTEER.

come

organizations

THAT VIRGINIA STORM.

CONTINENT.

Boston, April 9.—The agreement ol the
New England railroads for the maintemnce

aboard

An Offer

to

mlssioners with special qualiflcatiois. To
vacate the offices, the law should hare read :
“shall appoint forthwith.”
In answer to the Inquiries of the Go’ernor
as to whether the members of the legiskture

cluding

the river, and the piuperty in question consists of furniture, bedding, dishes, etc. It is
said that a Bueksport man was invited

and^other goods

required

A Chain of Traffic

Struck by a Train.
Walnut Hill, April 9.—Half a mile beyond Walnut Hill this afternoon two ladies
in a team attempted to cross the track just
as the train from Portland was
coming
along. The wagon was struck and demolished, and both ladies were thrown out and
severely injured. One of the ladies was
stunned and very seriously injured.
Summer Cottages Robbed.
Uangoii, April 9.—Several of the cottages
about Verona Park have been entered the
past winter and from them much property
has been taken. Verona Park is a summer
resort below Bueksport and on the banks of

a vessel in Boston not long ago, and
in the cabin saw some of the goods which he
thought safely housed within hie summer
residence. Other stolen property has been
freely displayed, and nearly all the burglars
are known, and measures have been taken
to bring them to justice. They have grown
bold of late. On Saturday they broke open
one store and probably entered other
places,
Saturday morning it was discovered that the
store in Verona, known as the Grange store,
had been entered. This store is owned and
run by the Delano Brothers.
The thieves
forced a window on one side of the door, entering there. On the floor were found several spent matches, and near them an empty
money draw, which contained when the
store was closed about $15. Cigars, tobacco

Rockland, April 9.—Attorney Centra
Littlefield decides that the act amendatory o
section 113, chapter 81 of the Revised Stat
utes, additional to said chapter relating tc
the railroad commission cannot be construe<
to vacate the offices. He adopts the rule ol
construction that Chief Justice Fuller
speaking for the United States suprem
court announces thus: “Constitutions a:
well as statutes are construed to operati
prospectively, not retrospectively unless o
the face of the instrument a contrary inteitlon is manifest beyond a reasonable quei
tlon." The law does not apply to the pre*
ent board; does not declare the office vacwt
and does not abolish and create another. It
doesn’t say the present board shall posess
special qualifications and in no way ref<rs to
the present board.
By the amendatory act the Uovemo; k not

ACROS8 THE

ter.

ing, 6.

ON

■

PRICE $6 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

EflffS&tfJggZP

4

retary.

dom has sustained the action of the collector
of customs at New York, in refusing to al-

Preble

IT IS NOT

■

THE COMMISSIONERS HOLO> OFFIE.

shanty

tition
large
small
the partition, and the customer would de
posit his money and get his drink wlthou
seeing the man in the other room. Thl i
made it possible for the customer to swea
that he did not see the liquor seller, and die l
not know who he was.
The proprietor Ii
this case Is now in jail, serving a sentenci
of four months.

The Contract Labor Law Bars Him

Orders taken for photogranhlc work of any sire,
Itilsbed in Crayon. Pastel and Water Colors
Old and defaced pictures of deceased friends
enlarged a d finished at reasonable prices.
Specimens of work at the art store of J. T.
Stubbs, 61)3 Congress St.
apr8d3t*

last week.

Notes Gathered In thi i
the Potomac.

Washington, April 9.—Secretary

—

TO BE

Under the Law.

officers to me that I did no
bare Commissioner Tanner, or his office, o
any of his acts in my mind. The fact is tha
up to that time Commissioner Tanner hat
only requested three resignations.
“If I know the policy of the Commissionei
of the Pension Office, and I think I do,” con

ARTIST,

—

►

FLAIG MUST CO BACK.

or

LEAF LARD!

a

II A VI HI'It <3 FIC3K are so Derfectiv harmless that they may be administered with entire
safety to an Infant.
11ARIBUKG FIGM are so efficacious to
adults that a simile dose will prove their value.
IIAR1KUKG FIGM are so elegantly prepared that they ueed only to be presented to the
public to become a necessity in every household
tbrouctiout the land.
HARIKUHG FIGM, *25 cents a box. Dose,

Pure

Kettle Rendered

are

IUHHPKG pigs area discoveiy of tho
greatest interest to the medical profession.
HAtIHPKG PIGS are a boon to every
household.
UAIUHUKC3 FlOSar a most delicious laxative, or purgative, prepared from fruit aud vegetables.

SOUIRE’S

Strictly

Sen

resignations of

HAMBURG

WELCH,
(CLOCK)

be

of the press that I hare found i
necessary to issue an order checking Com
missluner Tanner in his onslaught on Demo
cratic employes of the Pension Office,” salt I
Secretary Noble this afternoon, "and I wan
to say further, and to emphasize it, tha ;
when I Issued the order requesting heads o f
bureaus to first submit their demands fo

Thu powder never vane*. A marvel of purity
'treunh aud wbolesomeness. More economical
hau the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
mpetltlon with the multitude of low test, short
wrlght alum or phosphate powders. Sold onto in
'■
a
Royal Bakixo Powdir Co., 106 Wall
s
W. Y.
'yad&wtf

Congress St.,
PARISH

to

rounds

‘‘■its' fine Calf Lace or

421
NEXT FIRST

in course of time. Since the law prohib
Its the sale of all intoxicating liquors, it pre
vents the sale of cider.
Another ingenfoui
evasion of the law has been overthrown. Ii i

Washington, April 9.—“There is not thi )
slightest foundation for the story going thi

at

POWDER
J. P.

ing

City by

WELCH’S.

and upwards.
Cetiis' fine Calf

th<

Endorsed.

Workman

Italian
Home

Boots and Shoes
price* than

in

a

aprllSOdtdsn
late._
“H !■ Hard lo IQahe an Emitiv
Sack Stand Upright.”
It is equally hard to And

at lower

Course

Tanner's

WEDNESDAY MORNNQ, APRIL 10, 1889.

MAINE,

evidence, bought cider in the defendants
restaurant.
The question was whether o :
not cider is classed with intoxicating liquors
Judge Travers said that while cider is a
first a non intoxicant, it becomes intoxicat

SECRETARY ANO COMMISSIONER.

P1ES8JH1

DAILY

Notes.

Lord Londonderry has decided not to resign the post of Irish viceroy until August.
A despatch from Western India announces
the failure of the pearl fisheries owing to the
prevalence of cholera. The failure Involves
a loss to the government of four lacs ol
rupees.
The premium on gold In
nepuunc nas reacueu os per

the

Argentine

cook.

LITTLE PHIL’S MEMORY.
Eloquent Tributes to the Dead Soldier In the City of His Birth.
Ai.iia.ny, N. Y.. April 9.—Memorial exertonight by the legislature (or
Philip H. Shernlan, at the
Academy ol Music. Gen. Martin D. McMahon presided.
Among the prominent
persons present were Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman, ex-Gov. Russell A. Alger ol
Michigan, and Warner Miller. Goa. Wager
Swavne delivered an eloquent address, at the
conclusion of which Gen. Sherman was Introduced. Re said he did aot profess to be
Indifferent to the kindly expressions of the
audience to an old soldier, and spoke feelingly of his associations with Gen. Sheridan,
cises were held
the late Gen.

saving that only a few of his comrades were
Ue said Sheridan was
left to mourn him.
born In Albany, but had the good sense in
Gen. Sherman reearly life to go to Ohio.
ferred to his early acquaintance with Grant
and Sheridan, and to the cause for which
Ue declared that no
the three fought.
stronger or better American ever lived than
said
his
name would always
and
Sheridan,
be coupled with those ot Washington and
Grant. Gen. Sherman was loudly cheered
Gen. Alger also
as he resumed his seat.

spoke._•
Held Him Over a Fire.
one o’clock
Uhovb City, Pa.. April 9 —At
this morning three masked men forced an
entrance into the residence of Lewis Patter-

near Centrevllle, But
son, a wealthy farmer
ler county. Patterson refused the burglats*
demands for money. After repeated threats
of hanging, shooting, etc., they held his feet
in the Ore roasting them so badly that ampo
tation was necessary.

The Stewart Will.

New Yohk, April 9.—The salt ol Henry
C. Harrison against Henry Hilton and Chas.
J. Clinch, executors of the late Cornelia M.
Stewart's will in the United States district
The
court, was dismissed by Judge Cote.
ot action sued on
the court.

cause

was

settled outside

__

Business Failures.
The following Maine business failures

are

reported:
John W. Smith, grocer. Port land, ts settling tu
Insolvency.
Chas. K. Donnell, grocer, Lisbon, has beeu pell
Honed Into Insolvency.

THE

PRESS.

the sale of

liquor, which was passed by the
lower branch of the Massachusetts legislaMr. Bishop
ture, but failed in the Senate.
claims that this bill practically in its original form was adopted by the legislature of
Maine in 1867 and became the famous “Maine
law.’’ This Massachusetts claim to the paternity of the “Maine law” will hardly stand
in view of the fact that the idea of prohibition had been advocated in Maine before
this, especially by General James Appleton

WEDNESDAY MORNING, APRIL 10.
We do not read anonymous
letters and eommu
Mcations. The name and address of
the writer
'1 cases

"*

"V,
publication
..

indispensable, not necessaryily
»»

*

bu.

for

guarantee of good faith.
'*ke to return or preserve

We cannot unde...
communications that are tm.

uged

of

island

The neck-and-neck race In Rhode
is interesting in spite of the smallness of the
It really looks as if Chicago might have to
undergo another election. If it should result iu turning the Democracy out the city
could well afford
As Ecuador will

send a representative to

the Conference of American States this summer, the great problem of the meeting will
be how that fellow from under the Equator

kept

nutritious.

The Illness in the Harrison family is attributed in the newspapers to bad drainage
of the White House, on what authority does
not appear. It la quite as llkery to be due to

changed conditions which surround the
lamllY and the excitements of their new sit——

the

uation.

Capt. George

D.

Armes, who

was

ordered

to be court marttaled for an assault on Gov.
Beaver, has abjectly apologized. The
scope of the indictment against him should
now be extended so as to include cowardice,
for he never thougnt of apologizing until he
was threatened with punishment.
Senator Morrill has been in the Senate 30
years, and will be 81 years old when bis present term expires; but the Republicans
up in
Vermont say he must go back. When a party that has a majority bigger than the whole
opposition says a thing of this sort, it is enmiea to respect even from gray hairs.
the days when reminders of the
times of Washington are in order. Hopkinten, N. H., trots out three sons of Revolutionary sires. The last Revolutionary pensioner should now come forward as a repreare

sentative of the heroic band of Revolutionary widows who survived far into the latter
half of this century.

The latest legislative elections in Rhode
Island make it practically certain that the
Republicans will have a majority on joint
ballot and be able to choose State officersThis ought to be welcome news to the reputable people of the State,for the last Democratic
administration was not such as to make that
class anxious for any more of Its kind.
The Prohibition campaign in Massachusetts seems to be growing exceedingly bitter.
On Sunday a Boston clergyman who was in
favor of the amendment, made the statement
In his sermon that a protest against the
amendment was presented to him to sign,
that be scanned it closely and could not find
npon it the name of a single Christian minister. "They were,” he added, "either Jewish or Unitarian.”

Attorney General Littlefield’s decision in
regard to the effect of the new railroad commission is announced elsewhere. His opinion
is that the new law does not legislate the
present commissioners out of office. The
Attorney General also decides that no member of the present legislature is eligible to
appointment on the commission until two
years from the first Wednesday of January,
1889, that Is until his term expires.
Mr.
Parker Bpofferd and Mr. B. F. Chadbourne,
both of whom were candidates and both of
whom are members of the present
legislature, will have to wait until 1891 at least.
When it became evident that the Capitol
commissioner had barred out Maine architects, and given the job of making the plans
to a favored Boston firm, the Pkess asked
these questions:
“Can better plans be obtained by turning the
work over to one favored architect than
by invltU‘e assumPtion’ w*>a‘ are the grounds
lor
“What experience lias the favored architect
had to put him so lar above his fellows in
the
profession that he is above competition?”
After consideration for three days the

if?’’’11*’18

Kennebec Journal reproves the Pkess for
asking such questions, and sarcastically insinuates that the Pbess is unmindful of the
“proprieties of journalism." The Kennebec
Journal should issue a “Don’t Book" for
the benefit of its contemporaries. It Is
very
humiliating, after asking such simple questions as the above, to be publicly rebuked
and told that we are anathema.
Perhaps
the Kennebec Journal might issue a Bull
occasionally, if the publication of the
“Don’t Book" is not feasible. Meanwhile
we will put the questions
again; and we
trust that our
contemporary will either
answer them or explain wherein
they are

j

eod*w6mnrmtopofoolcni

subject to re-arrangement by the
collectors under the provision of the
Itevised
Statutes applicable to the case.
what
Thus,
is known as the Bath
district includes not
only part of the Second congressional
district, which is Mr. Dlngley’s
district, hut
quite as large a part of Mr.
Milliken’s district so large in fact as to
cover the great
counties of Kennebec and
Somerset As
however, Bath, where the custom house is
ever, are

and where the force is

employed,

is

in the
Second district, the advice of the congressman from the Second district is relied
upon
in selecting the collector. Thus the Hon. J.

recently appointed collector of the Bath district on advice of Mr. Dingley. Aga'n. The Bellast district includes a
part of Knox county in Mr. Dingley’s district. As, however, the custom bouse is
located at Belfast, the collector of this district is practically appinted by the congressman from that district. Thus, Mr. George B.
Ferguson has just been appointed collector
on the advice of Mr. Milliken.
was

Massachusetts.
The vote on the prohibitory constitutional
amendment in M assachueetts will be thrown
on the 22d of this month. This contest,whatever its result may be, adds another chapter
to the very interesting history of liquor legislation in that State. Though now a license
State, Massachusetts has once had a prohibitory law, and a Massachusetts authority
claims that his State is the real home of the
Prohibitory idea in its practical form. In
1847 Joel Prentiss
Bishop, now the eminent
writer of law tex books but then a
young
lawyer, drafted, or at least performed the
principal work of drafting, a bill
prohibiting

Paine’s Celery Compound
Blood,
Purifies the

Nerves,
Stimulates the Liver,
the

Strengthens

DIAMOUD DYES

SSJSiETSJSte] UCTATED FOOO

eodft

toChUd"»tt“‘ I Castorla

recommend it as superior to any
prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Abcbek, 1L D.
XU 8a Oxford SL, Brooklyn, N. Y.

pigeon.
In Egypt.ladles used

to carry their devotion for their feline pets so far as to go into

I—-This lot contains Raspberry, Peach,
Damson, Apricot, Golden-drop Plum, and Quince.
We offer these while they last at

cures Colic, Constipation,
Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
K1U* Worms, gins sleep, and promotes dl-

I
I

Sonr

| Without tnj urious

where

a number of rifles were kept.
Taking
of these, he called a soldier and ordered
him to show if he could
aim properly.
“Point at my left eye," said the lieutenant,
and the soldier, without any idea that the
gun was loaded, did so. The lieutenant gave
the usual commands to make ready, present
and lire, the soldier obeying each, and being
horrified at the last to see the lieutenant fall
dead. The correctness of the soldier’s aim
was proven, for the ball had gone
through
the left eye. The lieutenant had left a letter
to his captain saying that the soldier who
would shoot him would be entirely innocent.
A few years ago a twenty-inch telescope
was the maximum size of the astronomer’s
friend. Today we have from the hand of
Alvan Clark the thirty-six inch telescope,the

___ocSdeow&wlynrm

^^^^^^^^^ssquickestsreSedysknown^^^^^!!^
D"U,V *

For backache, and all sadden, sharp, or
iong-elandin* pains or weaknesses at srerr
kind. Virtues ot fresh hope, hemlock and
pine balsam combined. It is wonderfully

^

I
I
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TBY one now.
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ever, time.

k
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prioe.
Look for signature qf the proprietors, HOP PLASTER

™£a.8T1£V>**

CO., BOSTON, on the genuine goods.
————WWWf

_EDUCATION

a

BtmiMBS* CAUDA.
_

PORTLAND LATIN SCHOOL.!

Students are solicited for the next half
year of the Portland Latin School,which
opens Monday, Feb. 11.
JOSHUA E. CRANE,
Head Master.
feb7dtf

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES
W.

COLCORI),

143 PEARL STREET.

«*ft>4

-TO OUB-

In

Scribner’s tor April William Williams gives
0,.the arduous and daring expedition
mountain
onm/
*f w'bUs>1
climbed
Mt St. Ellas in

climbers who In
Alaska, and surpassed tbe feat even Of the
Schwatka party that
visited the mountain in 1886
under the patronage
of the New York Times.
George Rice Carpenter
contributes a study of the person
and wmks of
Herrick Ibson, the Scandinavian
dramatist The
Prevention of Railroad Strikes is an
article prepared by Charles Francis Adams two years ago
the
labor
troubles
of
that time. It was
during
not thought advisable to publish it then-, butthe
now.
He
article Is timely
proposes novel administrative methods, which he thinks will in a measlabor
ure solve the great
problem so far as it applies to railroads. By tbe side of this railroad
of
the
article Is a descrlpton
building of an Ocean
Greyhound, by Wm. H. Rldeing. It Is an account
of tbe shipyards of the Clyde, the greatest In the
world, and will repay both tbe general and the
special reader for tbelr attention. Mrs. Fields
contributes A Second Shelf of Old Books, continuing her Interesting collection of anecdote, criticism and comment on men and women of letters.
Thomas Dwight writes of the anatomy of the contortionist an article that will Interest every boy
and many men. Shakspeare’s English King:, byWalter Pater, Is an analysis of an Important and
Interesting group of the grand assemblage of
characters that Shakespeare marches across the
stage. The poetry and romance iof the number
are
up to the usual standard In both quantity and
1 rrh
1888

quality.

Kn

An

n

BERRY,

NEW

STORE,

NO. 540

(ga\d

02

J. A. HAYDEN,

his connection with C. J. Farring
ton, would respectfully invite his customers and
friends to call on him at
store, 642 Congress street, where he will be
pleased to wait on them.
aphdtf
new

~W1W.

M.

Book, Card
AND

Stein way, Hardman, Lindman Smith, American
and Fischer

i

•'£ Exchange St.,

PIANOS!
Tuning

and CHIUS

and

Repairing. Renting.

WOODWARD

&

SIMM,

eaded to.

and with It comes the new

now

to match

of all descriptions

BOOTS

and

SHOES!

Wyer Greene & Co.,
are

wide awake to this fact and have placed
large orders for fine

PHILADELPHIA and NEW YORK STYLES
which will be forthcoming.

tS^Kcmember, this

New
but seldem

house often

leads in

Styles!

IF. HOMSTED,

at tills time as It Is well known that we use
none other. Our motto is, to always use the best.

WYER GREENE & CO.
marl 5

BROWN BLOCK.

eodtf

LAT8ET AND BEST!

From

The following records show the difference in
policies tor the same amount, $2,000
each, of the same kind, ordinary lile. issued the
tame pcur 1883, at age 29 to Mr. E. H.
Kimball,
of Lewiston, Me.
All divideuds were applied to diminish the annual payments.
New England
Name of Company.
NorthMutual.
western.
126,974
Policy No. 119,588
Annual Premium.$44 20
$43 94
1884 Cash Dividend.
c 80
oo 00
coet of two

451

1886
1887

Congress

1888

-FOB SALE BYM. A.

MARRINER & CO.,
A. L. MILLETT & CO.
W-,8-DUNN,
TEA
C. A. ROUNDS.
CO.,
GLijBK
U-W.
T G0DiN(j
SMALL & RICkER,
MORRILL& ROSS
W. L. WILSON & CO.
GEG- c- SHAW & CO.

DILLINGHAM.

-mam_eodlm

SELLING AT GOST!
MORRISOA & CO.. Jewelers.
ONE MONTH ONLY!
S6J
mar4

ONE MONTH ONLY!

on

J.

STOCKHOLDERS

Congress Street.
dt|

JfCLY.

Stock at par until April 1, iss9.
Subscribe now and get full five per cent dividend
In July.
Full particulars from the Company at Portland,
Maine, or

DAVID W. SEARS,

11 illillt Street, Ko?m 8, Boston, ffllsn.
d3m
mar6

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
lumber and timber.

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the low.
est market prices frorp our stock on tne wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, and In the
time.

DKEKINO, WINM1.0W dkVO.,
Portland, Ole
343 Cmanrclal Street,|
eodtf
Je4

General Agk,

GOODING,
14 Mmiih

Ml., Penlaad.

Baltimore&OhioR.R.
VAST EXPRESS TRAINS

Via

PHILADELPHIA,

to

BALTIMORE, WASHINGTON,
I

FOR FAMILY USE.

Cincinnati, St. Louis and Chicago.

|!

Pullman

Car Service

on

Trains.!

all

Leave NEW YORK, foot of Liberty street, as
follows:
For CHICAGO, 2.30 P. M., 12.00 Midnight.
For CINCINNATI and 8T. LOUIS, 8.30 A. M..
4.46 P. M.
For WASHINGTON, BALTIMORE,
WILMINGTON and CHESTER. 8.30 A. M„ 11.00 A.
M„ 1.30 P. M., 2.30 P. M„ 4 45 P. M., 12.00 Mid-

night.

All train a

A

10 lbs. daily per month,
$1.60
“
“
16 “
2.00
“
“
«
«.ko
20
“
60
'16
100“
.26
By the cake, 20c per 100 lbs.

Atkinson House Furoishing Co.

W.

aprUdlw

amities and

-rTTTTT.-

GOOD1M7-

147 Liaboi It., Lewiat«a, Ulr.

Offices:

apl_dtt

R TLAND

City, County

B E A U T I

Aak Voar Urocrr

am

to

fITl

wcloome

soap

Pictare

(witheai

NMrA«by

WRAPPERS,

T# obtain thi. Pictare cat from the centre of the
Wrapper the
containing the f'ln.pcd Hand, and the word., “Welcome
•oop” and mail to a. with Name and Addre...
feblo

Pant I

General

»P2

large

and

elegant

line

ol

EASTER

Caids and Booklets!
including

“WRANC”

those published by

“DUTTON”

and

MILITARY,
MASONIC,
ODD FELLOWS,
CRAND ARMY,
outfits
Swords,
go^5;
Kegalias. Lodfte
Gobi and Silver Laces,
»rinl.B\dge,J.
6c. Correspondence solicited.
Fringes,

Hade Without Artificial

(apfidlm)

263

mh2B

BAILEY,

Middle

P‘ar20_

ENGINES,
Boilers,

514 CONGRESS

^prtl^rLa.,
El.

W.

Me.

_d3w

AND

Crist Mill.
and all kinds dfWood

Working

CASE,

Machinery

and Mill supplies.

(

B. H. SCAN LAN &
mr21

—,

!

CO.,

30 fC.rhnngr H,., Portland,

dtl

FORMERLY WITH =

OLL1VIER, 1162 Broadway, N. V.
Studio 400 Congress St 6round Floor.
»Pr»
dim

MEXICO.

Neml.m.athly Partle.,—Personally conduct
Comfort—Low Kates—Quick Time
edj—combining
—Free
on or
address nearest
Sleeping Cars. Call
Ticket Agent, or E. E. COKKIKK. New Euglana
Agent Boutheru Pacldc Co.
IW Wa.hiuatoa
**•> Ft ..ion, Mass.
Ily 2eodl y

persons are hereby cautioned
against harboring or trusting any of the
crew of the Norwegian Bark
••Boudo," Olsen,
Master, from Buenos Ayres, as no debt! of their
contraction will be paid by Master or Consignees.
CHAsb, LEAVITT & CD., Consignees,
apro
d3t*

NOTICE—All

bought out the coal business ot H. L.
L PAINE & CO., No. 863 Commercial street,
to
wish
state to the patrons of Mr. Paine that

0TAVINGcomplete

have a
and full record of the Coal
hat they have been using; and therefore shall be
ible to furnish them with the same kind ot Coal.
We shall keep In stock the best and most reliable
)oals that are mined for domestic use, and by
itrlct attention to business we hope to please all
vho favor us with their orders.
(Signed)
uiarSadtf
A. K. WBfUUT ft CO.
*e

sf

aprsulw

Building.

THE VETERAN S SON,
UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF

Shepley Camp, No. 4,
jAJt

Sons of Yeterus

City Han,

Thursday, Friday aed Matnrday, April
11th, 12th aad ISth.
Fifteen Beautiful Tableaux. PUty people la the
Cast. Highly Endorsed in the West.
Admission 25 cents. Reserved seats 35 easts.
Tickets for sale by members of the Hons at
Veterans, 8. of V. Ladies’ AW Society. Q. a. R.,
and Relief Corps. Reserved seats for sale at
Btockbtidge's after April 1st.
aprSdlw

PORTLANDTHEATRE
Monday Evening,

FIX

April ISth,

LET

LOOSE.

The Supreme Favorites,

THE DALYS
And their

Company of Laugh Makers In
College Absurdity,

the great

Treasurer.

Director—Hon. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, Kon. NATHAN CLEAVES. Hon. CHARLES E. COON, Ex assistant Treasurer, U. $., C. 0. JENKINS, M. D„
GEORGE L. SHUHEY, FRANK N. WEDGE of the
Griffith I Wedge Co., Zanesnlle, Ohio.
The directors have decided to sell a small
amount of the treasury stock to complete their extensive mill.
In doing so we are not asking any
one to take the risk of
coming Into an undeveloped enterprise.
The amount of ore Is unlimited.
There are nearly 80,000 tons on the dumps.
A
mill Is being built, and It will be finished about
July, and according to four of the best experts In
the country will nay very large Interest on the
The directors are not asking the
capital stock.
public to do what they have not done themselves.
The have thoroughly satlsfled themselves of the
value of the mines, and have expended upward of
•200,000 in machinery and development of the
mines. A large pertlon o» tho stock was taken In
New York and Boston, by men who have seen the
mines and know the country. Nothing short of
an earthquake can make a failure of this
The stock wlU be sold until April 20, untoss previously disposed of, at t3 per share. No cerliacates will be Issued for less than 25 shares.
Stock listed on Stock Exchange and registered
at Atlantic Trust Company. N. Y.
Make checks or drafts payable to

R. H. WHITNEY & CO.,
4H
B’
iMgrcH Hired,

dtf

EVERYTHING BRIGHT.

OFFER, SUBJECT TO SALE,
at

par and accrued Interest

Beats

on

sale

at

aprudla

FlIttNVUL.

INVESTMENTS.
City of Portland
City of Calais
City of Bath
City Of Piqua, 0.

6a
6a
6s
6s
4s

...

•

City of Janesville,

0.
of Knoa, Me.
Portland Water Co,
Town of Corinna
Maine C ntral K. K.

County

“

WE

NEW MO SPMKIIM.

Prices 75. 50 and 36 cent*.
Bui omce, Friday, April H.

“

•

“

6a

•

6s
6s
5s
7a

•

and other desirable •eearttles for
sale by

$50,000

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

Washington, Indiana, Water Go,

KNTABMNHKD |«(j||

BANKJEIRS.

JPOBTLaWD, ME.,

FIRST MORTGAGE, GOLD, 6 PER CENT BONOS
Due 1908.

Interest payable Feb. and Aug. X.

Washington Is the County Seat ol Daviess County, and has a population of 7000 people. The City
has all mo 'em Improvements, such as Electric
Lights, U;
Waterworks, etc., and the Ohio ft
Mfssissipi railroad have recently located their

KFABE

shops thei

The Introduction of water will add largely to the
comfort of the citizens, as the well water Is not
good for drinking, laundry or boiler purposes, the
formation of the land being on coaL
The Works are completed and accepted by the
city. The mortgage Is for ,180,000 of which only
,115.000 has been Issued. The balance Is held In
trust lor future extensions when needed.
The Company has a contract with the City tor
and a contract with the Ohio & Mississippi railroad to
them with water at the adnlmum
price o( (our thousand dollars per year.
The
has assigned to the Holland Trust
Company, of New York city, sufficient yearly revenue to pay the interest on the bonds
outstanding
and the money so assigned can he used for no other purpose whatsoever.
The following are the list of assignments:

supply
Company

Hydrant rental from Washington, $3000
Contract with Ohio & Mississippi
Railroad Co. 4000

PIANO!
The sole agency of this world renowned instrument.

SAMUEL THURSTON
No. 3 Pree Street Block Portland.
N. B.—Ask tar Ik, B1EBITT OHtlts

$7000
The franchise la for twenty-live years and If the
city does not purchase the works the franchise
continues In force another twenty-live years.
The works are built In the most
satisfactory
manner, only the best cast Iron pipe, and standard

machinery having

been

used In

BV

Woodbury&]loultoii

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
under the Levs of the State of Missouri

NATIONAL

PASO

CP.

«l

JOBS IN GUNS.

—

The Debenture Bonds •
this company are se
cured by first mortgages vi real estate, mostly lnl
side property In growing eilles.
No loan is made
In excess of 60 per cent of appraisers’
valuation
The security Is ample and the Debenture
Bonds
pay the Investor « per cent interest.

__***»

25
20
12

tS

IN TI1K WORLD.

e««W
GET THE UL>l INK.
NlWIasts and Dealers Geaerally.

b,hA

No,

VINEGAR.
Haskell Farm Cider

Vinegar.

Maaulartured

Guaranteed Absolutely Pure.
and for sale In lots to suit, by

Will. B. HASKELL.
Worcester

$’•.*

RRTILL RIVBR, .fl kasi.

PACIFIC COAST EXCIISIM
WASHINGTON ITHBiroKt
AND OREGON.
For circulars firing all information, address
C. B. .SfePHBHaON,
‘III H'MdlllMClM •»!.,
W

Exchange Street,

•

MAINf.

15
26

FRAZERrreese

FRED E. RICHARDS,
PORT'-AND,

30
36

>KaVa.,*tf;;,.i.ir

,000,000.00.

Trustees for deposit of mortgages securing debentures: Knickerbocker Ti .tC’o., New York Cityust Co., Boston. Mass’
Boston Safe Deposit and
Orwel Vt—With Vermont In.
Eastern Offices:
: Portland, Me
vestment and Guarantee
j,M.
Bldg, 08 Exchange St., bi IE. Richards, Director.

job
$6,’>

twist barrel, rubber but, pistol grip'
and complete loading tools,
22 50 la
loo Complete Kish Kods—Keel A Silk Llae 3 60 2
All the above are new and in perfect order and
•ondUlon. Goods sent C. O. dT no
receipt
l* of
J2.00 to guarantee express charges
hi rr ti.o
2.

J. 8. Chick, Prest. W.W. Kk.ndaii., Vlce-Prest.
Uko. F. Putnam. Treas C. K. Bush, 4dVice Pres
F. C. WoHNALU, Secretary.

98

4tt

Itegultr prii*r.
1 Harrington A Richardson hammerles*. $74
3 Remington Damascus barrels, 10 G
40
2 Colt Double Barrel Twist 10 A 1* G
46
2 snot auil Kitte Combined. 12 G 44 eai.
SO
2 Hollis English Complete Gun, to G
35
do
do to G
2 Bonebill do
35
I Whltn’y Ke’edy Klfle, 38 with Waldurl
telescope 36
5 Single barrel Semlhammerless, lo G
16
3 Dicker man Shot and Klfle.
S3
100 Double barrel breech loaders, top snap

Loan and Trust Co.,
CAPITAL.

tukibo to oBttaa.

con-

struction.
After a careful personal examination of the
property, we purchased the whole loan, and reeoinmend these bonds to conservative Investors and
forlTrust Funds.
r®Fating to the Company,
together with thep*p?r*
opinion of our Attorney, arid
copy of the assignments of revenue on file at our
to
°th"

No. 501 Oelawsre S treat, Kansas Cltf, Mo.

SAW MILL,

ST.,

■

TEXAS

dim

PORTRAIT ARTIST,

Street.

C A L I F O R IV I A

Flavoring).

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

A. Keith

Salt

cease.

FRANK N. WEDGE,

Vice President.

Incorporated
Merbill,

U

THE NEW MILITARY DBA Mi,

and Railroad Bonds, and

C. 0. JENKINS, M. 0.,

pumps and

Passenger Agent.

TRiMOUNT

ap3dtjly21

€r. L.

Line.

dtf

193 Middle Street.

Rim and Back Bone, and hub band Brake. It Is
altogether the most complete Safety yet produced. Also, the “New Mail" Ordinary, the
reputation of which Is already established, and
the “American Ideal.” Seud for catalogue.
Guns, Fishing Tackle and sporting goods.

New

thrM°
g&SiS?
Uen’l

Made by the Best Workmen.

239 MIDDLE STREET.

J- A.

Prices 13. 30 and
Neale Wednesday.

,1.11.

Hade of the Best Havana Tobacco.

stems! joiies,
The latest and best Wheel yet.
Perfectly
straight Pork, Trlgwell Ball Head, Perfection

U

CIGAR

Manufacturers and Dealers in

A

A

Manager.

THE

J. A. MERRILL & CO.,
JEWELERS,

EASTER!

fin

Kor Tickets ana Pullman Car Space call at B. &
O. Ticket Offices, 210, 211, 21*. 232 and 822
Washington street, Boston, and at depots o( all

PICTURE.

Nhow Von the Hrautlfal Panel
printing) which i. given far

faveanf 11

FusImi ef ell fsaar

riey..

lion. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, Pres.

ap3

62 60
40 60

double dividend Is paid by the Northwestern
all policies at the end of the fifth year.

MERRY &

flveu

quickest possible

64
26
60
00

Net difference in Cos*.$23 46
Besides one full dividend after death.

Congress 81., Portland,

JANURV sad

11
12
12
*26

Total Dividends. $40 60

DK.

ITS

8 60
6 70
8 20
10 80

BARLEY CRYSTALS 10 «Per Annum! “NEW SAIL SAFETY” The Leading Plrotogranlnr,
THE NEW UNRIVALLED CEREAL FOOD.

Maine.

D'FFERENT RESULTS TO THE SAME MAI.

Difference
dividends. 2190
Add difference in six premiums.
1 66

REED treats all chrome diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their case to treat and cure
them. I find that about four-fifths or tne cases
up to die cau be cured. Examinations at a
•stance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and (2.00 Examination at the office, (1.00.
consultation tree.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tf

PAYS

1 ispeetlou of

in

to mention

RUBBERS

dtf

carefully

RECORDS

for Over Dresses, new his season and very low in
price. Prices are $1.62, $2.00, $2.50, $2.75, $3.50.
Complete line of BLACK SURAH SILKS, 24 inches
wide; every number is a great bargain. Prices 75c,
$1.00, $1.42 and $1.62. New LIGHT CLOAKINGS
for Ladies and Children.

follows. We hardly deem it necessaiy

GOODYEAR GLOVE

Portland, Me.

entirely

EXCHANGE STREET.

SPECIALTY

Clark & Chaplin IceCo.,
Burnham & Go.,
Libby & Co.,
Thomas R. Phinney.

Street,

Congress St.,

an

April

miles of

selected with reference to the retail trade.

Portland, Me*

Customers can commence taking Ice at any time
they desire, and delivery will be continued until
notice to stop Is received at the office.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to a proper reduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect ot our drivers In leaving the Ice; complaints lor carelessness or any other cause, II
made at the office, will be attended to promptly.

dee!4

To

In the new Hines Build

goods.

MOUTH.

and Saturday,
12th and 13th,

De yea lisw the

23c
Gilt Room

and

-

Friday

aiiu

111 vv

RAILROAD STOCKS
at Cost for 60 Days!
FALLING.
BARGAINS.
Fine Carpetings,
Colchis Minin; Cn.
roll,
upward.
Mattings and Rugs
upward. Bordering
RISING.

REED, Clairvoyant
and Ootanic Physician.

Prices for

u

log,

542 1-2

M° Congress Street.^

SPRING IS COMING

rooms

will opeo on Wednesday, April 3d, an
new and complete stock of

DR. E. B.

899^

ui

Having leased the

by mall or telephone promptly stnovlleodtf

House and Office

.uvuiiu

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
lelOeodtf

MOVE!

PORTLAND THEATRE

SWAN & BARRETT,

•A

FINE JOB PRINTING A

tuiuiM

other First-Class Securities.

**HINTKBM> RXVHANGB,

97

All orders

WEIS,SIMS

—

otu

JAIES S. IARRETT

Job Printer

full line of

purest

eod&wlvtopotcolcd

1885

(Rines Building)
a

MARKS

wvuuo

WHITNEY RHILDINfi.

BLACK LACE FLOUNCING!

SlttKXCHABOB BT., POKTLAND, MB.
dtf
tebl6

MR. J. B. MOORE,

the
now

giving exclu-

Pint National Bank

eodtl

Baptist Chirrh

double track of cable road wltb land, viaducts,
etc., now being constructed by the
machinery,
Denver City Cable Railway Company, which latter
owns
the horse car lines, and will opercompany
ate tne two systems in connection with each other.
Particulars and pamphlets upon application.
PRICE PAR and accrued Interest with the right
to advance the same without notice.
For sale by

mar26_____dim

severed

uo

only mortgage of

a corporation
Company,
a charter

under

only mortgage upon nine and one-naif

Colesworthy’sBook Store JAM & BARRETT

STENOGRAPHER

—

with

A

"

KEUISTEBED.

COMPANY,
GROCERS,

Pint Free

^

Society, will hold a sale of useful and fane,
articles. drgDlKSDtVudTai ksatt
April loth and 11 th In Y. M C. A. hall
Dinners
and sapper served both days 25 reals each. entertainment Thursday evening; admission 10 cents.
Admission, except Thursday evening, free.

rights; fifteen car Hues over 42
of track in Denver, a city of 100,000 people.

186 Middle

to be Torn Down.

All 50c and 35c Books
Room Paper 8c a
Paper 8c roll and

..1

EBRD B. BAB BIN TON’S

agent.

lande>erles

and

<{$oc/rf Job

having

miles

better test than any talK
about it. Giveitafair^trial.
Your dealer has it.

our

STEPHEN

by

Denver City Railway

a

myie

ieserved seats 75 cents and SI.00; admission BO
:ents. Nowon sale at Htockbrldge's New Music
ttore, 540 Congress street.
Hall (are on M. C. K. K. to all holding concert
.Ickets. Late trains on the O. T. K. K.
Carlakes may be ordered at 9.90.
NOTE—The doors will be kept closed during
.he performance of each number.
aprsd3t

apSdlw

NOW FOR

_-ir.y

We Have Removed

t^e

IMS,

the Orst and

by horses
operating
sive horse-car

rnost lasting piece
of Standard Chewing Tobacco
on the marKet. Trying it is

We respectfully solicit

Otven to private pupils by the subscriber

J.

to be

Railway Co.,

Carpet Ware Rooms. TRUST COMPANY

•

TO

Building

A

^

&

203 FEDERAL STREET.

All Goods
mailed for

Secured

Old Honesty is acKnowiana

AfllD

Miss MARY E. 0 BRION. S«hU;
Mr. FHAZ4 KMEISEL. Conductor.

and

Cable

60

MUSICIANS

TWO

€NEW&

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

GOT

CURATIVE and STRENGTHENING-

tt satisfies

COlPOir

50

Bonds

Central Trust Couipunjr of New
York, Trustee.

Qenuinetiasa
Red H tin tag on
every plug.

edged

Cily

I

TheladlOTofthe^^^

Interest Parable Jan. and Jnljr 1, in
Sew York.

^

f

FIRST-QUALITY CANNED GOODS I

aP**_

SOOTHING, PAIN-KILLING,

largest Instrument in the world.

The frontispiece of the Magazine of Art for
April Is a fine engraving by Mr. Merse, one of the
most sympathetic wlelders of the graver In Paris,
of Greuze’s painting. The Dead Bird. The original Is In the possession of the Baroness Nathaniel de Rothschild, who acquired It tn 1880 at a
eost of £4,800. The opening paper of the number is from the gifted and~careful pen o! Mrs.
Schuyler Van Renssellear, who writes of the faIn
mous American painter, Washington Allston.
the paper on The Romance of Art, Mr. Leander
Scott tells How Raphael Quareled with the Mar'
illuschesa. An interesting article, copiously
trated, is the one on Netsukes: Their Makers,
H.
Truwer.
Use aud Meaning, by
LovSeymour
ers of the grotesque In art will be entertained and
Instructed by this paper. A full page Is given
to an engraving
after a painting by Frank
Burnley, called A Hopeless Dawn, and there
are two engravings after Watteau In a paper hy
Frederick Wedmore on the old Master’s exliibf“•“b* London. The third of L.
Higgln's series
Arran Is given, as is also the third
SPJjJjWjof 0D
*"ustrate(* Journalism in Eng-

ON

PRICES

MARRINER

one

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

SET OUR

Cold

DUE

—

nose

There Is an epidemic of suicide in the
Austrian army. The latest ami most sensational was that of Lieut.
Mangesius, at
Klausenburg. He seemed depressed, aud,
leaving his comrades, went into a room

The Denver

OflESTY
I_

The Centacb Cokpaht. 77 Hurray Street, N. Y.

enm

collection.

Six Per Cent.

LOT NO.

days.
I,

Me.
Portland, dll

FIRST MORTGAGE

VOLD

65 CENTS PER BUCKET.
LOT NO. 3--E. T. Cowdrey Co’s extra fine preserves; these goods are too well known to need any
extended notice; price reduced to
75 CENTS PER BUCKET.
At these prices ouf stock will last but a few

the distance of 3J miles
twenty-five seconds before the first pigeon*
three other bees arriving before the second

&BARRETT,
OF

to another season we have
ou our present stock very low.

over

whale badly: and it was delighted to
get this one that was captured off the Jersey
ooast. The whale will have a plaster cast
taken from him, and then a perfect model
made iu papier mache, probably obtained
Irom the macerating of greenbacks in the
treasury. The skeleton will then be articulated and preserved. The museum possesses
several papier mache whales, all taken from
from life, but the bottle-nose was not In the

34INZEF(S

do not intend to carry any over

LOT NO. 2—This lot consists of a few dozen only of
whole preserved Strawberries; an extra fine trade.

A race between bees and
pigeons lately
took place in Westphalia.
The bees were
marked by rolling in flour, and the first

ORCHESTRA,

186 Middle Street,
marl 1

65 CENTS PER BUCKET.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

We would advise holders of above bonds to dispose of them while present premiums are obtain-

BANKERS,

ou

We cannot agree to sell at these prices after
present stock is exhausted.

«in

SYMPHONY

SWAN

_,

trouble. He says that it is a serious matter
to appoint a man to the head of the largest
printing establishment in the world. Sorry
to disappoint you, but it won’t be so that we
can accept, Mr. President.

the Regli Lineal, at Rome, that eels and mur*
possess a poison similar to that of vipers
In them it is not found |in the mouth, and
they have po organ for inoculating their
enemies with it So it is usually without
any effect upon man, because in the eel eaten
by him as food the poison is destroyed by
heat of cooking, and also because, as is the
case with the venom of the riper, It has no
effect upon the digestive ways.
The Smithsonian people are immensely
pleased at a find they have recently made in
a bottle-nose whale. The National Museum
which Is practically the people’s annex to
the Smithsonian, has a splendid
collection,
the finest in the world, of fish and fisheries.
Now, while the whale isn’t a fish, yet it
swims, and the Museum wanted a bottle-

Street.

PRESERVES IN 5-lb. BUCKETS.
we

made prices

[Oxlord Democrat.]
The appointment of a Public Printer Is
said to give the President a good deal of

at least one of the Khedive’s palaces
at Cairo there is a a free ration distributed
every day to any cats that may care to apply.
It appears from a communication made to

fljet) get t1)e
ie

and as

DECLINES AN APPOINTMENT.

mourning for them when they died, by
shaving off their eyebrows I Favorite cats
used to be embalmed, too, and these may be
seen today at the British Museum.
Even
now cats are held in high esteem in
|Egypt
and in

Congress

Due 1801.
able.
We are prepared to offer an excellent line of
securities (or reinvestment, a list of which we shall
be pleased to furnish upon application.
Correspondence solicited.

Jest
ANOTHER CUT IN PRICES! Which)

CURRENT COMMENT.

reacbed|home

Optical Department.

7

JEWELERS and
509
apSoedtt__

*

Last spring, being very much run down and
"Having used your Paine's Celery Compound
debilitated, I Procured some of Paine’s Celery ihia spring, 1 can safely recommend it as the
Compound. The use of two bottles made me most powerful and at the same time most
feel like a new man. As a general tonic and gentle regulator. It Is a splendid nerve tonic,
spring medicine, I do not know Its equal." and since taking It 1 have felt like a new man.'1
w. L. Greenleaf,
R b. Knobb, Watertown, Dakota.
Brigadier General V. N. G., Burlington, Vt.
fl.oo. Six for $5.00. At Druggists.
Wells, Richardson*Co. Props. Burlington, Vt.

our

WENTWORTH & CO.,
OPTICIANS,
We find ourselves overstocked

Regulates the Kidneys and Bowels,
Gives Life and Vigor to every organ.
Use It Now!
There’s nothing like it.

?

WESTWORTH, Optician, ^&%>°Pt^eN.Y“
attend to

—

)an 16

fiorged

A correspondent wants to know
what relation the boundaries of the
customs districts in this State have to the
Congressional
districts and what is their
bearing on tbe appointment of collectors. Some of the small-*
er customs districts lie entirely within
gle congressional district, but the
larger
ones as a rule take in
parts of several congressional districts. Their boundaries, how-'

'

THE SPRIHB MEDICINE YOU WANT

amendment.

improper_

Prohibition In

A. JH.

_aonally

annual

BOSTON

UNITED STATES 4 l-2'S

It is healthful and

^29

-BY THE-

1800 aud 1801

phosphates lost in

No other powder does
this.

HALL,
Wednesday Evening. April 19th,

-AND-

■ 14

meetings shall vote “Yes” or “No” on the
question: “Shall licences be granted for the
sale of intoxicating liquors for the year ensusing?” Since 1881 the efforts of the legislatures have been directed to stiffening the
license system, until in 1888 the State stood
fully and fairly upon the high license plan,
witli prohibition optional with the towns
and cities. Public sentiment on the subject
has unquestionably grown more heathy since
the repeal of the prohibitory law in 1875; but
whether sufficiently to justify the putting
of the constitutional amendment to the popular vote remains to be demonstrated on the
22d. The memories of the old prohibitory
law of 1869 are too unpleasant to many sincere temperance people iu Massachusetts, to
give the greatest hopes for the success of the

The daring
of this tremendous undertaking was the wonder of the scientific world. Now Mr. Clark
proposes to construct a telescope that will
surpass in size, and probably in power,
anything ever dreamed of In the wildest
flight of the astronomer’s imagination.
Senator Frye is reported as saying that he
This will be a forty-inch telescope for the
hopes the government will engage in no observatory of the University of Southern
California. Hon. C. F. Spence of Los Anmore negotiations with
England relative to
has guaranteed the price asked by Mr.
the fisheries, but will confine itself simply geles
Clark—8100,000— and the contract is now
“to a dignified insistence on our
rights.” being formulated with President liovard
that will Insure its completion. It is to be
“The proper course for our people to
take,” placed on the top of Wilson’s
Peak, one mile
he says, “is to insist upon our rights in Canaabove the level of the Isea, said to be the
dian ports.and if our fishing vessels are seized jI finest site for an
observatory in the world
to demand damages from the British
l Wilson’s Peak Is near the city of Pasadena.
governThe Paris correspondent of the Medical
ment ; and If these are refused we can acPress and Circular reports that at the last
cord the same treatment to their vessels
of the Academie des Sciences, Prof.
that they accord to ours." The
difficulty meeting
with this programme is that what we claim Brown-Sequard referred to some experiment
to be rights the Canadians do not admit to I he had conducted, with a view to determine
if any, were the toxic effects of the
be rights. Their view is that they are
priv- what,
ileges which Canada has the right to accord human breath. In condensing the watery
vapor coming from the human lungs, be obor refuse as she deems
proper. The Domin- tained a poisonous liquid capable of
producion claims to be contending for rights just as ing almost immediate
death. This poison is
much as we do. Retaliation may induce the
an alkaloid (organic), and not a microbe or a
Canadians to back down, and then again it series of microbes, as might have been imagined. He injected this liquid under the
may not It is a weapon, therefore, that
skin of a rabbit, and the efiect iwas
should be employed only after the most ma- mortal. The animal died withont speedily
convulsions
; the heart and large vessels were enture and calm reflection. All other means of
with reddish blood, contrary to what
settlement should be exhausted before res observed after ordinary death, when
the
sorting to it, and if Canada has intimated quantity of blood is moderate and of a dark
or
color.
In
this
eminent phsioloalready, does so in the near future, that
conclusion,
said that it was fully proved that
she would like to negotiate
further, it would gtst
air
contained
a volatile toxic princirespired
not seem to be wise
policy to repel her ad- nol for morn Hanrrnrona flinn tkn nm-lmniA
vances.
The present administration Is amacid which was also one of its constituents
ply able to cope with Great Britain in diplo- and that the human breath, an well as that
of animals, contains a highly poisonous
macy.

W. Wakefield

One

rhe only puro
phosphatic powder made.
Restores to the flour the
nutritious

was

vides that towns and cities at their

The temperance contest In Massachusetts
is becoming intntemperate.
One orator has
declared that no man who sells or drinks
liquor can be a loyal citizen; and numberless
people on the other side have called all Prohibitionists fanaties and fools.

These

bolting.

tory law that

CITY

Andros. & Kennebec R. R. 0’s

bread preparation.

AX—

—

Doe Jane and October 1880.

and was net a new idea at all in

1847, and was not Incorporated until after it
*
been adopted in Maine. But the bill of
"to the history of the temperance
-busetts, and no doubt led
1847 belongs
"
whlch placed “P'
agitation in Massac
Dtohibi18*.
of
to
the
up
legislation
on the statue books of that State i*.

popular demand, and enacted a license
law. Year by year this law was strengtheued in response to public demand; and in
1881 a prohibitory feature jwas again introduced by the passage of the well-known local option law of Massachusetts, which pro-

Forest and Stream for April has an article
which shows that the crow is a great disseminator of the seeds of the poison ivy. The article will help quiet the conscience of Johnny
while biasing at him at ten cents a head.

14th STOCKBRIDGE

State of Maine 6’s
►

to a

warm.

rilUNCUL.

BONDS WANTED.

in operation fcntll l®*The operations of that law had an import*
ant and lasting effect upon public sentimefft
Massachusetts. It was not well enforced, and
the legislature iu 1875 repealed it in response

it_

mint'E LLAN BO l S.

_

__

race course.

is to be

Portland,

nUCEtLAKIEOtlR,

O

aovk«tmkm-.

MlBN

Haw.

1 advertising In I Oi'O a»«d newspapers sent
Address GEO. P. ROW ELL A CO, lo
aprOewtAw lm
Spruce 8L, N. T.

l£e.

THE

rjAuthor-Jane, I promised Professor Slocum I
would speak favorably of his “Treatise on Philosophy” lu this book of mine, and I’ve got to do it, I
suppose, but I hate to have the public think I en-

PRESS.

WEDNESDAY MORNING, APRIL 10.

If I could onfy smuggle In a favorable mention of U In some way that would esattcution of tlle reader,
then I

dorse his work.

shoa'ld—6

MAINE TOWNS.

North Yarmouth.
A couple of men living in Yarmouth have
been identified as the ones who took a ride
at Mr. Hayes’s expense at Walnut Hill on

Sunday, as

afflicted with any of the ailments
for which Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery is recommended, as it Is so positively certalu In its curative effects as to warrant Its
manufacturers in
guaranteeing it to benefit or cure, or money paid
for It Is returned. It is warranted to cure all
blood, skin and scalp diseases, salt rheum, tetter,
and all scrofulous sores and
swellings, as well
as
consumption (which Is scrofula of the lungs)
if taken In time and given a fair trial.
Don’t hawk, hawk, blo«, spit and disgust
everybody with your offensive breath, hut use
Dr. sage’s Catarrh Keinedy and end It.
She was a showily dressed womaD, who cams
into a |drug store one day and said:
“I want some tincture of—of—I really forget the
name of It, as I was sure I would, but I have It
written down on a piece of paper in my purse.
Ah, here It Is. Ism afraid It Isn’t spelled light,
for 1 wrote It with my glove on, but perhaps you
can make It out.”
“Tlnksher of mer.” the clerk read on the slip of
paper.
"Ah, yes,” said he, with a polite smile, “tincture of myrili. How much will youhave?”

fever.
There has been considerable sickness in
town the past winter, and our skilled physician, l)r. Osgood, lias had about all ne was
able to attend to.
Mrs. Susan M. Hamilton has gone to Boston to spend a few
days.
Mr. Wm. Johnson is at work with his
horse power sawing wood.

W lieu Dr. Keats was head master at Ktoa, the
a certain class were told to write a theme
on the Latin maxiin, Temere nil
facias. When
the time came for banding in the paoers, one boy
named liaslilelgli appeared without his.

boys of

4.

Powers, ^formerly of this place, has
recently been appointed Judge at Spring
Valley, Dakota.

When Baby
When she

of-

ficers for the ensuing year:

t I

izx

irvuimrnKIn Inoo

4..

mifn

.....4

..1. 1 1.4

.....

in silent eloquence the virtues of
the lamented dead.
F.
Westbrook.

The Westbrook Electric Light Company

begin

work at once on a dam across the
Prtaiimpscot river, a short distance above
what it known as the upper covered bridge
at Smelt JKU. Formerly there was a dam at
that place, a»d the old foundation is still
there.
When the dam is completed the
rapids will be coveted and a channel will be
blasted through them, it is
proposed to run
a
small steamer from Saccarappa
down
through the dam by means of a lock, and
around by the harbor to Poitiand.
The
works are under the superintendence of Mr.
L. E. Newcomb of Cumberland Mills. After
the darn is completed, which will be in the
latter part of the summer, the face of it win
have to be filled in with gravel and cement to
the water undermining it.
The staprevent
tion will be set on the left hand bank, and
will be large enough to furnish ample room
for the dynamos.
The electricity will be
conducted by a submerged cable down the
river to Martin Point bridge, and thence into Portland.

Rumford.

V

VI

|

Scbr Mattie B Eaton,
larks’ Core to Norfolk,
ice 66c.
Schr Rebecca Sheppard Kennebec to Philadelphia, ice 65c.
S. hr B. L. Eiton, Portland 10 New York, lumber $2
Schrs Win. Denting and Grace Webster, Portland to New York, paring $14.
Scbr Ch.ld Harold, Kennebec to Philadelphia,
ice 66c.

Sclir W. F. G ceu, Portland lo Porto Rico,
shooks and heads, 30c foi sugar sliooks and 26c
for molasses shook

s.

Imports.
CHF.VEIRE.NS. S hr Mellnda-17‘» tons lump
plaster to ( arietoa Bros & Co 13 > lbs spi uce gum
DORCHESTER. Nil. Scbr Maggie L—3100 railway ties to B & M Railway.
Railroad Receipts.
FDBTI.AND April 9 >’ >9
Receipts by Maine Central Railroad—For Foil
land 61 cars miscellaneous merchandise; forlcornectlng roads cars 126 miscellaneous •nerchardise.
_

Grain Quotations.
IHCAGO BOAH OF TRADE.
Monday’s Quotations.
W»S*T.

April.

86%
85%
85%
86%

Opening.
'tgh.-si.
>.nweat
''losing.

May.

July

90%
90%
86%
86%

85%
85%
83%
83%

:okn.

opening...

April.
36
36

li n.-hcsl.
l .owes!.

Way.

June.

35%
36%

35%

86%
35%
36%

84%
34%

Closing.

86%

3b%

IKIS.

April

gess.
Mr. A. D. Putnam will utilize the water of
once noted Zircon spring, in Milton, to
raise cream by the Cooley system of sub
merged cans. The temperature of the water
is about 40° through the year.
Many Portland people visited the spring in the sixties,
when owned and managed by D. L>. Abbott.
The hotel and stable were burned about 1874.
The analysis of the water is almost precisely
like tile Poland Spring.

Cray.

Highest.
losing.
Tuesday’s Quotations.
WHRSt

‘iiltesl..
lowest.
<

losing

Templeton,

July
83%

86

16%
84%
86%

Highest.
I

■

wist.

May.

Apr.
34%
31%
34%
34%

...

Closing.

wedding

cards of

a

tance.
always

lady
young couple of her acquain-

wns^an

Carrie

igg jgjji

she married• but this looks
like shew
pected to go it worse than ever, when she
tn
send oat notice that she won’t beat
home but
three hours in a week. Great boiutkeeDlnc
.h«
will do at that rate: I pltyher
Youth’s Companion.
after

hU8C§“’-

IISI’S.

April.
26
26
26
26

O|tonliitf
Highest.
laiwest

’.‘losing.

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Ourreetsa by >wan a Kakkkt-i
Rankers and
18i> Middle street.

H T <) O U 8
i h>m notions.
Par Value, hid.
hdaI National Pans.lot’ 144
‘ascii Nat. Bank.loo
138
First National Rank.100
3un»heiland National Rank.. 40
Merchants’ National Tank.. 76
National Traders’ Bank.100
Portland Company.
t’> rtland Gas Company. 60

A-kea
I4«
140
110
4H
118
130
loo
8'

!0d
46
117
129
H5
8(>

BON n s.
•• Ot
Maine Ms, due 1H8H ....100
loniaudi liy t's.Mi tileip’l varionsloo
"d tail
>s, K. It. aid 1907...122
■nb'.uc t :tv Funding 4s.101%
...r11 s»■ >'■», '-tun. various.102
h. L sin Ms 0.. H. aid various....ml
Bangor City tts, long It. It. aid_113

100%
116.

126'
102%
106
103
11 tt
’22
on

Bangor City 8s, long Mun.120
Belfast City tts, K. R. aid.104
And. A Ken. K. K. tts, varlons.... 102
Portland & Ken. K. R. tts, 1896. 108
Leeds & Farmtng’tn R. R. tts.108%
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .119
Maine Central R. R. Ccnsol 7s_131
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund tts.106
Co. tts,due 1891. .108
Portland Water
*'
•’
1899..110
“
4s
1927.. 96

n,2%

110
1 it %
12r

133
10<
104
112
97

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

are

received

dally:
New York and New England

Railroad.... 42%

116%

41%
Atch. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad
<236%
Bell feleunone
Eastern Railroad..I 81
I'allMrnle .Southern Railroad.
\.
Mexican Central.
liys
93%
CJB. ... .’
v ,u a r-ere niaruuette ivailroad coin
tal

Pills.

Beecham’b

Pigs In the Clover:
Mrs. Briggs—You can't get them in the
pen,
can you?
Mr. Briggs—No. The pesky little things'
6
There they go again!
Mrs. B.—Those pigs remind me of vou, John
Mr. B—Why?
Mrs. B.—Because they'd rather
where else than go home.

run

round any-

A man’s wife should always be the
her husband, but if she is
and uses Carter’s Iron Pills,
sue cannot be, for they make her “feel
like a
different person,” so they all say, and their husbands say so tool
same, especially to
weak and nervous,

96

Boston & rxjwe'I Railroad. 162
Easier!!

..

120
214

ostou]A Albai ..*.
( hlcago Bonington a Northern. 41%
Old ColontlRallroad. 171%
171 B
Boston A Maine R.
l«
Wlsconsinicentral......

Portland. Saco A Portsmouth.
•Ex-dlvldend.

Fok a Disobdebed Livek try

36%
36%
36%
36%

...

“At Home Tuesdays in March
Irom three until
six o’clock,•' read a
simple-minded old
on the

Denver S Rio

16%
136

160
93
132

135%
16

Oramle.216%

Erie. 37%
Kne pref. 67
Illinois Central. ...110%
Did. Bloom & West.
9%
Lake Erie S West. 18%
Lake Shore.
.101%

37%
110%
9%
17%
101V*
62%
95%
86%
5%
11%
69%
95%

Louis a Nash. 68
Manhattan Elevated.
,97
Michigan Ceutral.
86%
6
Hum o at. Louis.
11
ao pret.
......

Missouri Pacific. 7u%
New.Jersey Central. 95%
Nor. Pacific common.
36%
..
60%
do;pref.
Northwestern.
105%
.138
North western: pref
New York Central.107
New York Chicago S 8t. I.ouls.. 17%
dr pret. 71
chlo S Miss.. 21%
Out S Western..
16%
Oregon Trans-Cont’l. 82%
Pacific Mall. 36%
Pullman-Palace.
181
Reaping. 44%
dock Island.
91%
St Louis « Ban Fran.
21%
do oref. 65%
do 1st prt. .110%
8l Paul..65%
..

26

6o%

104%

..

136
106%
17

pret.....

69

21 %
16%

82%

16%
180%
43%
91%
21

56%
109
64%
104

105

8t Paul. Minn S icau. 98%

99%
82%

St. PaulsOmana. 22
8'. PsulSIOmaha prt. 93%
20
Texas Pactfic(new)...

92%

20
60%

Union Pacific. 61%
D. 8. Kxpiess
83%
Wabash, It. Louis S Pacific.... 13%
do pro. 26
..
Western Union
84%
Richmond S West Point.25%
-9
uew.—
E. Tenn,
67
East Tenn, pret.
Wells. Fargo txi ress. 136

84

12%
26%
84%
26%

..

9%

08
186
98

Oiegon Nav.— 90
Houston & Texas.
8%
10
Mobile SI Ohio
Metropolitan Rl.142
44
Alton A Terre Haute.
do pret.
90

8%

10
142
44

...

99

New York Mining Stocks.
NEW YORK, April 9, 1889.-Th following are
to-day’s closing quotat ons of mining stocks:
Col. Coal. 26 50
Hocking Coal.18 00

Ontario.;.

33 00
|

IJ

38 75
8 25
160
2 35
100

Hlerra|Nevada.<.
Bodie.

124%

Chicago cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, April 9. 1889—Cattle mara-i—lecelpis 8,Ooo; shipments 4000; slrong; beeves at
4 40®4 46;steers 3 36®4 40; stockers and feeders a' 2 86 a 3 85; cows, bulls and mixed at 1 do®
3 40; Texas steers 3 40@3 90.
Hogs—receipts 12,000; shipments6000: slow
and lower ; mixed at 4 70®4 90: heavy at 4 70®
4 96; light at 4 70®i 00; skips at 3 60® 60.
Sheep—receipts 7,000; shipments 3000: lower
for heavy sheep; natives at 3 75 a 4 50; Western
corn fed 4 75@5 40; lambs at 90®6 40.
Domestic Markets.

By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK. April 9. 1889,-Floor market
receipts 11,628 packages ; exports 3841 nb t and
2 37 sacks, moderately active, weak and 6®l0c
lower; sales 1680 bbls.

Flour q iotatious-low extras 2 8663 30; city
mills extra at 4 60,64 66 ;clty mills patents at 5 lo
•i 6.40; winter wheat,
low grades at 2 86 a 3 60;
fair to fancy at 3 36®6 16; patents at 4 6 « 5 65;
Minnesota clear 3 85 ®4 76; straights do at 4 40®
6 60; do patents at 6 Oo®6.SO; do rye mixtures
at 3 86 «4 66; superfine at 2 26 ®3 10; fine 1 86®
2 66; Southern flour Is dull and weak; common
to fair extia at 2 8563 30; good to choice do 3 36
6 76. Rye Hour quiet and steady. Cornmeal quiet.
Wheat- receipts 1650 b' sli exports 16,000 bu;

sales 138,000 bush; unsettled, closing *4®%c
higher and slrong with fair export demand; No 2
Red at 85“4®86c store, 86%«87%c afloat, 86%
@88I%C i o b; No 3 Red 79 80c: No 1 Red at 98;
No 1 White at 9'>c.
Kve quiet. Barley steady
aim uuicii

v*>li

—

ri

tipiii tu,

v/u

uuoii

rapms

2056 mis, sa.es 156,000 hush; weaker and fairly
active; No 2 »t 4349rg,4344c In elev, 444904444c
afloat; No 2 White at 4649c, No 3 at 424*04344 ;
steamer Mixed 4244 ia4444c
Oat*—receipts 88,1 00
lot; ex oris 4(11'Usli; gales SI 1,000 bush:
firmer and moderately active; NoSatSlc: White
do at '24* @3 c. No 2 at 3l44<a32c: do White at
8049 a34c No 1 at 38c: Whtti do at Sue; Mixed
Western 30033c White do at 3403949c; White
State at 34(§)3949c; No 2 Chicago at 3249c. Coffee, Rio firs ; fair cargoes at 1844c. Nogar—
rawst'Ong; market for refined strong and quiet;
(J at 644a649c
extra C at 644a6%c; White
ExtraC at 6 15-1607 l-16e; Yellow at 6V«®
off
A
7
1-160744c; Mould A 744c; stand649c;
ard A 749; Confec A 749c; cut loaf aud crushed
844 powdere.i 8c: granulated at 744 c; Cubes 8c.
Petraleum is quiet aud steady-united at 90c
Pork Is steady
Beef is slow. I.nril moderate
export and speculation steady; Western steam at
7 2ft; city 8 70; refined in belter demand; ContiBniirr Is in
nent at 7 S6fi)7 6ft; 8 A at 8 O '.
good demand aud firm; State dairy old at 13a20;
ao uew 20025; West rn dairy 12@20; do crnt at
(8.028c, Cliir«» unsettled and weak;Stale 844
@11 fancy 10 Vs® 11 ;Westeru 849@I049Freight* to Liverpool steady.
CHICAGO. April 9. i»s9.-The Flour market
Wheat
Is dull; holders offer 16026c reduclion.
lowei; No 2 Spring and No 2 Red at 85440864vc
1 Vim lower; No 2 at 3449c.
business
fair;
Oats,
No v a’ 6c. No 2 Rye at 43c. No 2 Barley nominal. Ft v slons—M>ss Pork closed steady 11 86
®li;90. Lard dull and Heady at 6 8749®. Dry
salted shoulders 6 6106 76; short clear sides at
6 f 0g6 6249. Whisker
3.
Receipts-Flour 13 000 hbls, wheat 48,000 hus,
torn 131 uOO bus, oats 119.000 bus. barley 26,000
buso. rve 2,000 bush.
shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat 14,000
bush, coin 226.000 hus, .oats 99,000 hi sh barley
I0,i Ml bmh. rye 10.000 bush
ST. LODIS, April 9 1889—The Flour market
Wheat Is
Is dull aud easier; demand very light.
lower—Nn 2 Red at 8744c nominal. Corn Is weak
and Irregular; No 2 Mixed at 3044c. Oats are
lower; No 2 at 26c bid. Rye dull—No 2 at 43c.
Whiskey is steady 1 03. Provisions are dull and
nominally lower for all hog products; l’Srk 12 7>.
hard—prime steam held 6 60. Dry salted meats—
shoulders 6 2ft; longs and ribs at 6 0606 1249;
snort clear at 63749. Bacon—shoulders *0';
lonus and ribs 6 874a ; short clear at 7 10. Hams
at *94. r«* 12.
Receipts—Flour, 2,00-' bbls: wheat 12,is 0
Dush; |cor 43,00 > hush I a;s 24,000 hush; rye
l.'ss bush; arloy. 8.000 hush.
2,000 hbls; wheat, 9.000
Shipments—I lou
b ish: corn, 130,'»*) hush ;>ats. 64.000 bush: rye
0000 nuHi.l arley 0,0: 0 bush.
DETROIT, April 9. 1889.-Wheat-No 1 Whan
at 9349c; No 2 Red 8844 c.
Corn—No 2 at 8444.
Oats—No 2 at 2644c; No 2 White 2844.
3800
bush; corn 2900 bush:
Receipts—wheat
oats 300 > bush.
■

Cotton Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,April 9. 1889.—The Cotton market
Isfirinand i-16c higher: sales 387 hales; uplands'
ordiinary at 749c; good do at 9c; low middlings
9 1 -16; middlings ln49c; Gulf ordinary at 749c:
good do 944c; low middling 10 3-16c; middling at
1049c.
NEW ORLEANS.Aprll 9 1889.—Cotton market
firm; middling 10 6-16c.
■SAVANNAH, April 9. 1889.—Cotton market Is
firm; held higher; middling 9 11-16
firm; middling lOVfco
MEMPHIS April 9, it'- 9
Cotton market is
ver> Him; middling at iovi<
M0B1LK, April 9 ihi 9.—(< tun mar et is
firm; midd ini at i0\
mopiftn

markets.

Hy Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, April 9—The Cotton market—
business good at hardening rates; middling 6% d:
sales 10,000 bale*; speculation and export iOOO
hah s. receipts 33,000 bales
« 1 VKhT< *OJ.
April 9 l8>-9—Quotation*-Wif
t
at7s Vid; Spring wheal 7s 9d; Club Wheat at
s 3d. » mi
ni.x(d American 3s lOd. Peas at
fts * d. Prop's "•*,
-p- r*, prime Eastern at
*/ s; Hae<»n at 34s Od for short c.eai and 32s Gd
t *i long clear.
Lard ^ Gs Od. Che we at 53s Od.
Tallow 26s < d
V

6 05
6 19

J3
Length < f t.*\
Mood sets;2 39

*h

cent., closing 3.

mine

mercantile paper

The transactions at tue Stock Exchange aggregated 2u9 8oo shares
liie following are to-day’s quotatlous of Government securities:
United States 89
New 4S. reg.128%
New4.. coup... 128%
New <%s, reg.
107%
New 4%», coup.
107%
Central Pacific lfts....
.114
Denver & R.(ir. .lsts.... ..!. 1. 1.121%
Brie 2ds....
103%
Kansas Pacific consols.114%

CITIt ADYKBTIHSHENTtt.

Memoranda.

City Of Portland, would invite proposals
for furnishing the Street Department with
timber, plank, scantling and boards, to be used
during the municipal year, to be delivered at such
times and In such places as the Commissioner or

n„,„h,

MAIMNK

\

)•••
••••{...

PORT OF PORTLAND.
TUESDAY, April 9.
Arrived.
Steamer Stated Mai ne, Hilliard, St Jolin, NB
via Kestport for Boston.
Sch Melinda. (Br) Maeoinber. Cheverle, NS—
plaster to Carlton Bros.
Sch Maggie L, (Br) Heed, Dorchester, NB—K K
ties to B & M KU.
Sell John Bracewell, Munroe, Boston for Frankfort.
Sch Ktoka, Look, St John, NB, for New York.
Sch Velina, Wright. Calais for Beverly.
Sch Jas Freeman, Jasper. Macliias for Boston.
Sell George Sliattuck, Poland, Rockland-llme
ashes to order.
Sell Melissa A Willey, Wiley, East Bootbbay for
St Simons.
8ch Wm O Snow, Rogers, Kennebec for Wash-

ington.

Cleared.
K>'au’ Port Gilbert, N8-Chas
JIrl"eess,lBr)
Jr.

Bartlett,

FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.
Ar at Moville 7th inst, steamer
Oregon, Portland lor Liverpool, (and proceeded.)
Sid fm Buenos Ayres 8th Inst, seh Warren Adams, Colcord, Barbaoos.
Ar at Melbourne 7th inst, ship Kinllv F Whitr
ney. Rollins, Boston, 89 days.
Sid fm Hong Kong Mch 31. ship Empire, Snow,
San Francisco.
16‘h' 8Wp ^seer, Smith,

Newcastle',"nsW,6b17tb

Re8yuoldsPte°dmb

'nS'’ Ship

W H

Starbuck’

Buenes Ayers Mch 1, brig Annie K Storer
Adams. New York.
Ar at Ajpinwall Mch 31, sch A B Crosby, 6mith,
New York.
At Coatzacoalcos Mch 28, sch Wyer G Sargent
Sargent, for Boston.
Ar at

Chairman of said committee may direct. For further particulars enquire of the chairman or commissioner of streets. Said proposals will be received up to April 13, at 6 p. in.
aprSdlw

Dumping Places
THEthe dumping

are

hereby designated

for
of ashes, bricks, stoue,
plaster,

&c., viz: at the south-easterly corner of Mellen
and Portland streets; and at the northerly side of
Kennebec street, between Kelley’s foundry and
Green street bridge; aaa also at the south-easterand Portland street*. Parties
ly corner of Carter
(lumping at the above named points must, under
leveled off at all times so
penalty, keep the same
that the same shall not present an unsightly appearance or obstruct the sidewalk In any way;
nothing of a vegetable or auunal nature will be
permitted to be left at either of the designated
pmcec, under

Domestic Ports.
PORTTOWNSEND-Ar 31st, barque Carroll
ton, Lewis. San Francisco; Palmyra, do.
SAN FRANCISCO
Cld 1st, ship Louisiana
Oliver, Port Townsend.
In port 1 st. ship R R Thomas, for Puget Souud
to load for West Coast South America.
MOBILE—Ar 8th, sch Lizzie Heyer, Powers,
Wise asset.
FERNANDINA-Ar 8th, schs Wm R Chester,
Thompson, New York; Nellie F Sawyer. Arey.
New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 8tb,sch Penobscot, Car
—

&&&
City Marshal.

ap0d2w

POKTLAKp!

CITY OF

DaRIEN—Ar 8th, sch Helen L Martin, FounNew York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 6th, sch Flora Rogers, Rogers, BostoD.
Ar 8th. schs W L Newton, Coombs, New YorkNellie 8 Pickering, McKeen, do.
BEAUFORT, NO—Sid 8th, sen Geo Moulton. Jr.
Hall, Darien.
NORFOLK—Ar 6tb, sch Jennie Greenbauk,
Webster, Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, sch Charles F Sampson,
Keuuebec.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 8th, brig Harry 8mlth,
Hutchinson, Cleuiuegos; seb Nantasket, Klehardsan, Havana.
Ar Bill, sch C J Willard, Wallace. Sagua.
Below 9th, sch Lizzie Carr, from Philadelphia.
81d fm Delaware Dreakwater Bth.lbrlg Stockton,
Alleu, Chester; sch Addle Jordan, ilarriman. for
New York; tug B ,W Morse, lor Portland, with
barge Washington.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar Ctli, sch L B Sargent,
Smith, New York.
Sid 6th. schs C H Eaton, Sinclair, Boston: Ernest T Lee, Thomas, do via New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 8th, schs H W Anderson, fm
Bath; Eva May, Portland; Puritan, Belfast; H B
Metcali. Round Pond; N H Skinner, Thrasher,
aud Rebecca M Smith, Grace, Kockport; Empress. Hatch, Dauversport.
Cld 8th, barque Fannie Skolfield, Nason. Rangoon; brig Daisy, Nash. Montevideo; seb Emma,
Plummer. St Pierre: Lizzie S Havnes. Sawyer mr

THE

Amd all such persons are hereby notified to make
bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists
of all their polls and estates, real and personal, or
held by them as guardian,executor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,
1889. and be prepared to make oath to the truth
of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided, during the past year, or have changed
bauds from any cause, the executor, adinlnlJliotor
or other person Interested, is hereby warned to
give notice of such change, and In default of such
notice will be held under the law to pay the tax
assessed, although such estate has Deeu wholly
distributed and paid over.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be ttoometl to a tax according to the
laws of the State, and he barred of tile rights to
make application to the Assessors or the. County
CommUeUmers for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer such
lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blank schedules will bo furnished at the Assesand

ors’ office ou application.
ty In no case where the

Mobile.
Passed tlie Gate 7th. schs Perseverance, from
Amboy for Portland; Billow, Elizabethyort for do
F A Magee, Kondout for Boston; Laconia, do for
Salem: Georeietta, do for Saco.
KROVIDKNCE-Ar 8th. sch Julia & Martha,
Young, Calais; Lucy Hammond, Flynn, fm East

ITEAKIB*.

Machias.
Cld 8th, sch H C Higginson.for Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HAKBOIt-lu port, schs J A
Berkele, French, So Amboy for Hingham; Elvira,
Beal. New York for Lynn; Adelia Corson. Williams. Amboy for Portsmouth.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 7tli, sch Speedwell, Bishop, New York.
VINE YARD-HAVEN- Ar 6th. schs Light of
the East. Amboy for Boston; Red Jacket, Elizabetliport for Portsmouth; G M Porter, Hoboken
for Salem; S S Kendall. Elizabethport lor do;
E M Sawyer, and Silver Heels, Elizabethport lor
Dcuulsport; Ada S Allen, Amboy for Saco; Mattie Holmes, New York for Marblehead; St Elmo,
do for Portsmouth; Mabel Hall, do for Biddeford;

mitigation

of such doom.
JOHN W. YOKE,
WILLIAM O. FOX,

)

} Assessors.

STEPHEN MAKSII, )

dtd

apl

BREAKFAST.

SOLD BY ALL GBOCER9.

Quaker Mill Co., Ravenna, Ohio.
W&8nrm9m

sep21

HOW ro PROLONG LIFE IN dUR
CITIES AND TOWNS.
By increasing our kuowledge of the
laws of nutrition, it enables us to know
what is most easily assimilated by the
diseased svsteni.
Just so fast will the mortality of our
loved ones decrease as they will be re*
stored to health.
With all the Improvements in sanitation and
ventilation, we find in our cities this high rate ol

mortality:
In Murdock’s Free Surgical
for Women, 5 to each 1000.

Hospital

Women In Boston die.20 to each 1000
Total population, Bostoi..
New York.26.32
"

Philadelphia...20

Baltimore.20.40
Chicago.20.90
St. Louis.20.49
San Francisco. 18.36

New York.

Sid fm Liverpool 4th Inst, barque Hiram Emery,
Gorham. Cape Town.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 4th Inst, barquee E W Stetson
Knight. New York.
Cld at Surinam Mch 6, brig Eugene Hale, Harding, for United States.
Sid fm Manzamlla Mch 21, sch Martha N Hall,

U)ICI«UUU0i

The results show with how little risk of life.
Of the 1000 operated on last year, representing
90 of the worst classes of surgery known, only 5
died; the rest returned home restored to health.
Again, of the deaths in Boston, 42 of them

the breast.
We operated on
thirty-five women, with no deaths, and they remained in the hospital eighteen days on an
average. During the year we operate on more
women than all the hospitals of Massachusetts,
Maiue, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island,
Connecticut and New York, and our mortality is
less than any one hospital, showing the value of
Murdock's Liquid Food and Suppositories In re
pairing the wastes of disease and operations.

St Croix, Rose-

ECZEMA GIN BE CURED.

OUR LIVES ARE DEVELOPED AND SUSTAINED BY NUTRITION.

The Most Agonizing, Itching, Burning,
and Bleeding Eczema Cared.
Eczema in its worm Hinges. A rnw sore
from heitri to feel. Hair gone. Doetois
nml hsspilnls foil. Tried
everything.
Cured by the Cuticura Remedies for Stt.
I am cured of a loathsome disease, eczema, In
its worst stage. I tried different doctors and
been through the hospital, but all to no purpose.
The disease covered my whole body from the top
of iny head to the soles of my feet. My hair all

When the stomach cannot digest common food,
then the system develops disease, as the wastes
of the system increase, instead of being thrown
off by new blood.

Dyspepsia and Constipation
sources

out, leaving me a complete raw sore. After
trying everything, I beard of your Cuticura
Remedies, and after usiug three bottles ot Cuticuha Resolvent, with Cuticura and Cuticura Soap, I find myself cured at the cost of
about $6.
I would not be without the Cuticura
Remedies iu iny house, as I find them useful in
many cases, ami I think they are the only skin
and blood medicines.
ISAAC H. GERMAN, Wurtsboro, N. Y.
A fflost Wonderful Cure.
I have bad a most wonderful cure of salt rheum
(Eczema). For five years 1 have suffered with
this disease. 1 bad it on my face, arms and hands
I was unable to do anything whatever with my
bands for over two years.
I tried hundreds of
remedies, and not one had the least effect. The
doctor said my case was Incurable. I saw your
advertisement, and concluded to try the Cuticura Remedies; aud Incredible as it may seem,
after using oue box of Cuticura, and two cakes
of Cuticura Soap, and two bottles of Cuticura
Resolvent, 1 flud I am entirely cured. Those
who think this letter exaggerated may come and
see me for themselves.
GRACE F. HARKRAM, Belle River, Outario.
Cnlicnra Remedies.
■
Cure every species of torturing, humiliating, itching, burning, scaly, and pimply diseases of the
skin, scalp, and blood, with loss ol hair, and all
humors, blotches, eruptions, sores, scales, aud
crusts, when physiciaus and all other remedies
fall.
Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 60c; Soap,
26c; Resolvent, »1.
Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
gySend for “How to Cure Skin Diseases.” 64
eame

from which most of

our

the
diseases
are

come.

The reason Dyspepsia is so difficult to relieve is
from the fact that the stomach can obtain no rest
to enable It to recruit or throw off any inflammation or disease that It may be suffering from. Bv
the abstention from all food for 30 hours, your
stomach will have a vacation, which It never has
had, and a person can be sustained by taking one
of our Suppositories every twelve hours, and the
stomach will be relieved and will recover its action
so that it will be able to digest food.
In any case
where benefit Is not received from these Suppositories the money will be refunded if the bill of the
same person be sent to us. 10 cents each.
Our Infant's Suppositories are of equal value
for any troubles infants may have.
Not a case
known of Cholera Infantum in ten years where au
infant lias been brought up on our Liquid Food, or
a death from the same where aphysiclau has prescribed It.
liquid Food, 12 oz., $1.00, sent by express free
^
Suppositories—Adults. $1.20 dozen; Infasts 35
cents per dozen, by mall.

/*\
1 LIKE IT.

I

WANT IT.

"

1

MURDOCK
ap3

W&S&w2w

ANTI

CAPITAL $500,000

Ur

of ANTI-

APO-

100,000 Sharps,

full

paid.

HAILHOADS.

PLECTINE.
eodlynrmce2m

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. PRESID. JENKINS, M. D., VICE PRESIDENT; FRANK N. WEDGE. TREASURER.
HON.

DENT; C.

DIRECTORS:
HON. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. HON NATHAN CLEAVES, HON. CHARLES E. COON,
GEORGE L. 8H0REY, C. D. JENKINS, M. D
FRANK N. WEDGE.
decided to sell a small
The Directors
amount of the Treasury stock to complete their
extensive mill. In doing so we are not asking
anv one to take the risk of coming into an undevefoped enterprise.
The amount of ore is unlimited, there is nearly
on the dumps
thirty thousand
ready for the
A mill being built and well on the way.
It will be finished about July, and according to
four of the best mining experts In the country will
pay very large Interest on the capital stock.
The Directors are not asking the public to do
what they have not done themselves, as they have
themselves of the value of
thoroughly satisfied
the mines, and have expended upward of two
hundred thousand dollars In machinery and development of the mines.
A large portion of the stock was taken In New
York and Boston, by men who have seen the
mines and know the country.
Nothing short of an earthquake can make a failure of this.
The stock will be sold until the 10th of April
(unless previously disposed of) at three dollars
No certificates for less than twenty-five shares
will be Issued.
Make checks payable to

C. 1. JENKINS, M. D., Vice President,
iuar28dtf

_45

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

THIS TAPER ffflowM Awfjfc, .;apap.
teb*

eodnrmlin

MALE—The desirable property situated
at No. 11 Avon street, containing 10 finished
rooms with modern conveniences, furnace heat;
will be leased or sold on very easy terms of pay
ment; immediate possession. Apply to JOHN F.
PROCTOR.0—1

FOR

State street, 2 1-2 story
brick house, containing 10 rooms; heated with
steam; all modern conveniences; pleasantly situated : large lot. JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial
Block.
6-1

FORMALE-On
For

MALE—House and lot No.

modern

conveniences,

827 Constreet, containlnv 10 rooms with nil the
one of the most desirable
locations on the street.
JOHN F. FKOCTOB,

Centennial Block.a—I

MALE—Cottage house with stable at
FOR
Woodfords corner, Deering; Sebago water,
good drainage, nice vegetable garden. Apply to
F. A. BILLINGS, 248 Brackett street, Portland.
6-1

__

—

Bubber

padded side, extension clasps, illuminated insides, arranged for cabinet photographs, also
cabinet and card photographs, assorted Insides
such as sold on the instalment plan for $6.00, will
seU for $1.25, tl.50, $1.75 and $2.00. They are
than twice the money.
COLESWOKTHY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange St.
4-1

worth

more

MALE—Three farms; one of 150 acres.
cuts 60 tons hay, plenty of wood and timber,
$3,500; next 100 acres, well divided in tillage,
wood and pasture, cuts 30 tons hay, $2,600, and
one of 45 acres for $800. land all good, buildings
fair, only 8 miles out. W. H. WALDKON, 180
Middle 81.4-1

FOR

FOR
HALE—One jump
order, clean and good; one
seated phaeton, suitable for invalids or
elderly people; this carriage is from the celebrated Goddard Factory of Boston, and is one of
their best make.
Apply at 88 Winter St.
KUFU8 CUSHMAN.4-1

CARBIAUEM
seat in prime

new

low

YACHT FOR HALE—I will guarantee,
in first class condition in all respects; she
be bought cheap.
Inquire of FKANK JOSEPH, Preble House, Portland. Me.
4-1

A
can

HALE—Pure Light Brahma,
and Wyondotte eggs for
IjSOHBock
few fllne
Brahma

also

Light

a

Plymouth
hatching;

Cockerels.

CUAKLES E. GOOLD. Nason’s Corner, P. O.
Cumberland Mills, Box 60.4-1
male-Twowork horses,
HOHNEM
sound and kind, sold cheap. Enquire at G.

8pru-~

—

W-4NTKU
Turkeys
also nice corned
&

know that

morning. We have
AMDs winsiow

Tongues.

Wet,

CO., No. 2 Milk St.

had

we

Portland, Mahie.

___6-1

persons In want of trunks
WANTED—AH
hags to call at E. O. REYNOLDS' 654 and
656 Congress
of

or

St., cor.
Oak; as we manufacture
can therefore give
you bottom
Trunks repaired.
13-5

goods, and

our

prices.

D-Hlghest cash prlces pald forWoH clothing, ladles
WA|N'«'
gents,
exchange
for Turkish
Please
E

or

U

il.I.HN'S

Ul.1,11- r.„ll

(Sn,

rih.h,,h

4

MALE-Two platform scales In good
condition; also large screw. Enquire of
F. 0. BAILEY A CO.
4-1
MALE—Two

H/k story houses at Pine
FOR
Point, Maine, finished suitable to live in the

year round, no summer cottage, water in both,
sheds attached, reuts readily. Inquire of G. it.
MEHKILL, Pine Point, or L. B. 491, Waterville,
Maine.
1-8

MALE—A
FUR
fifteen acres;
for what the

farm in Windham,
new house, cost $660; will sell
house cost to build.
ALFRED
WOODMAN, Portland.1-4
small

MALE—DENNETT, the popular society
FOR
florist, 658 Congress street, makes specialof the
a

choicest funeral work, furnishing designs
Odd Fellows and Masonic orders, Knights of
and
other secret societies; choice flowers
Pythias
for weddings and parties;
reliable flower seed;
orders sent all over the State.
28-4
ty

for

LOTH
EUR HALE
AT
Blllnivi;
THE WEST EM O—Very desirable
lots

building

on Spring,
Danfortb. Fletcher aud
Orchard Streets; prices low and terms of payment
easy. Apply to E. C. MERSEY, Room 8, 191
Middle Street.
25-4

Pond Pianos, TflE
New England Conservatory, TIIE piano that has just received the preference for the Boston public schools; also for sale
the attractive and line toned “Everett,” 8. G.
Chtckering pianos, and Palace Organs. C. K.
MALE—Ivers
piano used by the

FOR

Hawes,

431

Congress

postal to

or

*pr4dim

A

HELP.

oirl wanted
Apply at the

a good smart
BLANCHARD

Table
table girl.

Free street.

8-1

of two child-

care

United States
Hotel.f-l
IWWEDI ATEI.Y—2 or 3 ladles on custom coats, none but first class
coat makers need apply. Address, H. McDONUQH, 518 Main St- Worcester, Mass.4-2

WANTED

-A good blacksmtthlng situation,
by au experienced workman; will purchase. rent or work for wages; good references
given. Address BOX 10. East Hiram, Me. 1-4

WANTED

uo*

yjUI

II

a

few

those
and pi-

rare

of

cost

we

material to make them. Come at once to secure
the best bargains.
NEW ENGLAND ORGAN
CO., 16 Free street.6-1

R. FRK1) CRIE A CO., Rockland, Me.
11-tf

MALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bar-

FOR

gain. Address, B1DDKFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Biddetord. Me.
oc6tf

For Sale.
Real Estate In Deertng. Fine
Country Residence; buildings and grouuus
cost more than twenty thousand dollars; bouse of
modern style; about 6 acres of extra fine cultivated laud; nicely situated; good elevation; 4^4
miles from Portland on best road leading out of
the city; fruit trees and shrubbery. This property
will he sold at less than one third its original cost.
For terms etc., apply to L. M. WEBB, 80 Exchange Street, or J. B. BROWN A SONS. Bankers
rornana, Maine.
api.ieodlm

VALUABLE

FORSALE.

Grand View

House, West Auburn, Me.

desiriog
TOpower, for any manufacturing

rent, Including
purpose, would
learn something to their advantage by corre spond
Ing witltPENFlELD, Deering, Me. Easy communication by water or rail, no taxation, part of
plant now used for other light manufacturing.
low

toilet soapjust opened at
6c a cake, 50c per box (12 cakes), the
best 6c soap we have ever had;
sponges,
feather dusters, too'h brushes, with lots of household goods cheap, at MITCHELL’S 6c store 620
6—1
Congress street.
gross

FOUND—Five

intend to do

any papering
you
FOUND—Do
this spring, for 1 am selling out at
half
I’ve
to
in 60
I will sell
one

price.

move
days.
got
you
common paper for 6c a roll, wide bordering le
a
yard, gold room paper 8c and 10c a roll, bordering 2c a yard and upwards. COLESWORTHY'S
Book Store. 9-’ Exchange.4-1

the damp spring weather has
given me the Rheumatism so that locomotion Is Inconvenient. Call at Way’s Drop Start
and get a bottle of KeweU't Mixture for 50 cents
and you will be all right in a few

FOUND—That

days._5-1

for bargains, got to move,
FOUND—Now
building to be torn down In 60 days, you
handsome illustrated

can

buy

family Bible,

large

a

bound in beautiful leather, go d edge, over 2,000
pictures, both versions In paiallel colums, such
as agents arc selling on instalments for 614.00,
will sell for only $5.00.
COLES WORTHY'S
Book Store, 92 Exchange St.
4-1

LET—Lower part of house No 221 High
street, In thorough repair and most conveni6-1
ently arranged. Apply on the premises.

rilO

J.

suit of rooms;

IET-A

physician's office;

used for many

also an unfurat No 365 CON-

as a
room with

an alcove;
URES3 STREET, opposite the park.
ntl.K

5-1

HEI.P

WANTED—An experienced
man
no others need apply.
Address SIMONTON & RANDALL, Portland, Me.

SAI.KN.UAm
on the road,

ITKAESHIP COMPANY.

pictures

water color; salary
with references for particulars EASTERN COPYING CO.. 21 Malu St- Bangor. Me.
14-tf

RELIABLE MEN if

desiring permanent employment cau obtain sltua
tious by addressing R. G. Chase a Co.. 23 Pemberton Square, Boston.
mar29eod4w
TO

I.ET

Bichardaea A

Baraard, Agral.,
Atlantic Avenue, Boston.
cod3m
Janl6_

mo LE r—A desirable corner front room, large
1. aud stiDuy; bouse central aud pleasantly
located; private family. For further particulars
enquire of J. F. PROCTOR, No. 93 Exchange St.

DOMINION LINE.

Rogers. This
good laud,
good pasture with plenty of
hay,
water, good wood lot, orctiarb, &c. The buildlugs consist of a large old fashioned house, large
baru and wood-liouse. This property Is situated
about one mile from Freeport village, where there
mills,
are churches, stores, postofllce, depot,
slum factories, Ac.
MRS. SETH E. ROGERS, Freeport, Me.
E.

acres

of

apr2d4w

A GOOD CHANCE.
sale—A furniture, stove and upholstering
on Washington Street, In first-class
(corner;) owner compelled to return to
see
after other business; average
England to
profits, 46 dollars a week; business Improving,
unforseen
but
circumstances compell owner to
sell. For particulars, address U. FERHAM, 008
Harrison Ave., Suite 23, Boston, Mass.

LET—Furnished front room,

luqulre
TO62 Myrtle street, upper bell.6—1

at

I.ET—House 13 Cedar street. Just opposite Cumberland, containing 9 rooms, Sebago
water and gas. Apply 46 West street, or BENJ
SHAW, Exchange street.4-1

TO

pleasant tenement of eight
TO
at 1 Stetson Place, Park St. Enquire at 1
STETSON
I.IAT—A

West End.

two 2Vk story, slate roof dwellings, situaled on Crescent Street, on lot 35 feet front
and running from Crescent to Cougress street.
Each house contains 10 rooms beside hath and
pipes for
laundry with set tubs ; heated by steam.cemented
gas, speaking tubes and electric bells,
cellar floors, aud perfect drainage; everything
new and modern ana the finest and most interesting view to be had in Portland; houses open durfor occuing the day for Inspection, and ready to
owner,
For prices and terms apply
E. PROCTOR, 300 Congress St., Roomi 0,

THE

rcy.

Davis Building.

marlikltf

I

From

Sarnia,

March 16

April

Vancouver,

or

PockT

PLACE.4-1
small

tenement of four rooms.
TO
No. 46 Oxford street.
4-1
I.ET—House No- 10 Park Place. S. W.
TOTHAXTER. Galt Block.
3-tf
I.ET—A
Enquire at

I.ET.—The large and One
OFFICES
office recently occupied by Hon. Wilbur F.
aud other
to

Lunt
vacant rooms lu the First National Bank building including steam heat, 9afes, ele
vator and Janitor service. Apply at the Bank.
6-tf
jk.

u»veiy

Uiiscineiii, u^ui

atiu

mw.

ury;

w

ft 119 Middle street, Thompson Block; suitable
for wholesale or retail; It will be let or leased to
the right parties, low. Enquire ol H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164 Brackett street5-»
■I CM INK MM tllANl'KM.

FOK

MAI.E—By JOHN SMITH, JR.. Busi-

ness
Broker, Herald Building. Boston.
$1200: not $1.00 bonus; meat, provision, grocery
and
supply; line business; run by owner
successfully, 16 years, who now retires; line paycash
trade
that can be increased; location, flue
lug
corner; city of 26,000; little ways out; nlceinod0-1
ern fixtures, &c.

shipping

business

SMITH, JR„
by
FOR
broker, Herald building, Boston; wood and
SALE

JOHN

business, paying *3600 net profit yearly at
good profits; sell at a bargain, *2.i00 down, balance out of profits of the owner; owner has drawu
5-1
*28,000 out of profits In eight years.

TRUF'S PIN WORM ELIXIR

l_

\,

|

I

1

g

I

LINE.

sirii

Tynsdai and Fridu

From Long Wharf, Boston, S
P. m. From Fine Street Wnarf,
•Ak A
Fhladelphia, at 12 m.
,i|
insurance one-hall the rata of
vessel.
Freights for the Weet by the Fenn. K. K., end

'NaWSMB^^salllng

Beutb by connecting lines, forwarded tree of commission.

ttsasd Trip UN,
ruMft DIO.OO.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passag apply to
B. B. SAIPSUN, Ascsl,
•IdU
TO (-•■« Whirl. Hmisb.

U\m STEAMSHIP IW W
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. m. Be turning, leave Pier
88, Bast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COY LB,
Saturdays k4p.ii.
sspt21-dtfGeneral Agent

ALLANLLINE,
Winter Arrangements.

1888.

‘

1889.

I.ivrrpeel triad Pertlneai Service.
From Liverpool I itl
I Prom Portland
stviuihi
KA1IKK
via Halifax.
1
| via Halifax.

1_
Sardinian.

_Feb. 14.
_Feb. 28.

|

THURSDAY,

Mar.

I

Mar.21.

Circassian,

Mar, 14.

|

Parisian.

Mar. 26.

j

Peruvian,

Apr. 11.

I

7._

April 4.

April

Sardinian,_May

INLAND NTKthKKN

Co.

On and after March 18,1889, the steamer Phantom, H. B. Townsend. Master, will run as follows:
Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John’s and Cousins
Islands.
Leave South Freeport dally (Sundays excepted)
at 7.00 a. m.
Returning will leave Burnhams wharf, Portland,
3 p.

m.

marl

H. B. SOULE, Manager,
9dtfFreeport.

Steamboat Co.

Harwell

On and after Oet. 10, 1888, Steamer VIBBKYt'UN It A44 will leave Orr’s Island 6.46 a.r.
Bailey’s 7.00; Harpswell 7.16; Great Chebeague
7.46; Jenks8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Little Chebeague 6.16: Long Island 8.35. Arrive in Portland 9.15. Return leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all Intermediate landings at ".30 p. m.
dtf
oc2

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
STEAMER EVE E IIP KIM E.

ON

Every Friday at 8.30

a.

m.,

for Boothbay, K.

Boothbay, So/Brlstol.
Returning, will leave Pemaquld every Wednesday at 7.00 a. m., for Portland and Intermediate
Landings.
Even Saturday will leave E. Boothbay at 7.00
a. m.. for Portland and Intermediate Landings.
Connecting with Boston Boats at Portland.
No freight received after 8.16 on the day |of
sailing.

received and delivered by W. H. Bohaon the wharf at Portland.
marSdtfALFRED RACE. Manager.

Freight

non

CIDER BARRELS.

h

Barrels and Kegs for Cider;
also IOO Bass’ Ale Hhds.,
A GREAT DISCOVERY

FOR SALK BY

—

•

the best, safest an.
acknowledged
nost potent and effectual remedy known foi
ihlscnlld-kllllng disease.

—

to be

it lb

Hold by gall Drufisl»»«
PRICE 3Sc

5Po.

and *1.00,

Di JOHN r. TRUE & 00., Propriety,
AUBURN

R.STANLEY i SON,
410 Fore St., Portland, Me.

MAINE-

W-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape 'fora*
removed fn from OD«bour andtnl-ry minutes

oets

ttr

to three hours

eod&wtf

janlB

OOLD MEDAL, PARI8, 1878.

cevt! OHIO MORTGAGES cert!
value $2500.
11000 Security-Cash
“
“

BAKER'S

Breakfast Cocoa.
\\ arranted

absolutely

Coeoa, from which the

pure

excess

of

Oil has been removed. It has more
than three times the strength
of Cocoa mixed with .Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar, and is therefore fai
more economical, cost I ny less th a n
one cent a cup.
It is delicious
nourishing, strengthening, easily diand
gested.
admirably adapted for invalids as well as for persons in health

Mold by Cirorrrs everywhere.

I BAKER &

CO., Dorchester,

Moss.

**

1300
2000

“

“

“

3200.
4000.

The above mortgages with Insurance assigned
sale. Reference to National Banks furnished In every Instance. Prompt payment of
interest guaranteed. Why go far west when you
For full Inforcan get gilt edge loans near home.
mation address SEAORAVE
BROS., Toledo,
Ohio.
feb25eod8m

are for

a

&J I ■
r II
•

"

fare, Parlmault, Newburrperl, Salra,
Cyan 3.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p. m. tan
a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION
for Cape fCliaabelb and Mcnrfeera Craaaaag.
б. 36, 8.36,10.16a. in., 13.40, 3.26, 6.60 p.m.
Trains from Commercial Street Station connect
at Scarboro Crossing with local and through trains
of both Divisions.
(Connects with Ball Lines (or New York, South
anil West.
AOonnects with Sound Lines (or New York.
“West Division (rum North Berwick
All trains arriving at and departing from Union
Station run via Western Division between Scarborough Crossing and Portland.
Through Tickets to all points South and Weal
(or rale at I'slss Stalin, Ceagreaa Street,
Commercial atreei Niatiea, and at lalva
Ticker 9hcr, 40 Kickaage Street,
J. T. FURBKK Uen’l Manager. Boston;
D. J. TLANDKttS, Iren. P. a F. a.. Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen'l Agent, at Portland.
]an 19dt'

feary 9.00

NEW LINE TO

Washington and Baltimore
VIA

CENTRAL R. R. of NEW JERSEY
PUILA. & READING R.K.
AND

SOI.ID
NO

THAfNS- NO TBAMVEfes.

EXTRA FARK

FOR EAST TIRE.

Pullman Car Service

on

AUTtrIrs.

SCHEDULE IN EFFECT MARCH 10th.
Trains leave station Central Railroad of New
Jersey, loot Liberty St., North River.
For Washington. Baltimore. Wilmington and
Chester, 8 30 A. M., 11.00 A. M.1 1.30.3.30,4.46
P. M. ; 12.00 night. SUNDAYS, 8.30 A. M.; 1.30
2.30, 4.46 P. M.; 12.00 night.
For Philadelphia at 4, 7.45, 8.80, 0.30. 11.00
A. M.: 1.30, 3.80, 3.16, 4.00, 4.45, 6.30, 7.30,
12.00 P.M. SUNDAYS, 8.30, 9.30 A. M„ 130,
3 30. 4.45, 6.30. 12.00 P. M.
Tickets and Parlor car seats can be pro ured at
Union Depot and 40 Exchange 81., Portland, and
at the following offices in Boston, 210,211, 214,
232 and 322 Washington St., and st Depots New
York Lines.
Baggage checked to destination.ap2dll

GRAB TRIM RAILWAY OF CHAIM
WINTER AKKANUEYII NT.
Ok ssl

after MONDAY, Or
'S
iralaa will raa aa fall m

1

I8S8,

DRPARTliRRK,
Fer Aabaraaad f.awlatea, 7.30 and 8.46
a. m. and 12.46 and 6.10 p. ro.
Fer l.erkam, 8.46 a. m. and 1.60 and 6,10 p.
m.

Fer Meatreal

1.80 p.

and Cklcaae, 8.46 a.

m.

an 1

m

ud

m.

Oaekee, 1.80 p. m.
FerRacklrld a ad Caataa, 8.46
1.80 p. m.
Fer

AHRa V 41.a.
Erma Uskm aad Aabara,

a.

8.3F

a.

a

m.

Eraaa«arbaai, 8.26a.m., Is.lband 6.38 p. a>.
Erw» Cblragw aad Uaaircal, 13.16 and

6..18 p. m.
»ma Qwrbee, 13.16
fr*a Island IPaad,

p. m.
(Mixed) 7.00 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping car, on night train and
Parlor cara on day train between Portland and
Montreal
TICKET OPPICli

85 Eiohinc* SI., «ndQ*ool Fool of .'idti Strsc
Lowest

fares from Portland. Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To t'btca$21.00 and *10.00: Detroit, *18.75 and
16.00: Kansas City, 632.50 and 628.86; S',
mol 632.60 and >28.00; Bt. Louis via. Detroit,
*26.00and *31.26; Ht. Louis via. Chicago, |2S.; 0
and *24.20; California. *82.60 and »«3.7o.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Ueners Manager

(o,

WM. EDGAR, UenL Pass. Agent,
J. BTKPHBNBON Supt.
Portland. October 29.1888.
oeMMU

Ceutral R. R. of New

Jersey.

NEW ROUTE TO
PHILADELPHIA, BALTIM0RE.WASHIN6T0N and the
WEST. ShortBst and Quick**! Rout*.

Via CENTRAL RAILROAD of NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA and READING RAILROAD
and HALTIMOKK ami OHIO RAILROAD.
TIME TABLE of MARI H 10. 1889. Leave Nsw
York station Central Railroad of New Jmsey. foot
of Liberty street, N. K.. for PHILADELPHIA—
At 4:00,7:46. 8:80, 9:30, It :0O A. M. J 1 :00, 2:30,
3:16, 4:00,4:46.6:30.7 30, 12:00 P. St; Sundays
930 A. M., 1:30. 2 30, 4:48, 6:30,
830,
12:00 r. M.
Kor BALTIMORE and WASH 1NUTON dally—At 830, (11:00exceptBnndays) a. m.
1:30, 2:30. 4:45, 12:00 r. M. Connecting tickets
on sale at principal poluts.
DRAWING ROOM and SI.KkPINU CARH.

marl!dtf

Rimford Falls k Budfiold Railroad
la Effect Otlsber 2V, INHN.
Portland, via O. T. Hallway, 8.46 a.m. and
1.80 p. m. RETURNING—Leave Canton 4 SO
and 9.26 am.
•TAOII cfsm N ECTIONW— Daily—From W
Minot for Hebron Academy; BuckDeld for w’
Sumner and Turner
Canton for Peru, Dlx field
Mexico, also fo,
Live**.
Leave

jnd

Bmw...Mm&

cured without the use of knife
A "or ligature, or detention from
V busiuess. AU diseases of the

§■ ^
L

I

r

I

UU®

WRectum successfully created

AM by D. c. r. pish. w
wPlrspsai ai.,Asksrs,j|r.

Cure guaranteed.

At U. 8. Hotel, PortlamLRoom

18,every Saturdayfrom a. in to * p. m. References gfven.
Consultation tree. Send for pampb
et. 10
years

sep»

per Haaiaa ta.uua.m.,dailyi.tw.uoa.m .|i w>.
(8.00 p. m. Returning leave Haaiaa *-*7.30, 9.00
niddr
а. m.. 13.30 p. ns. (“7.00 p. m. daily),

13.16, 8.10 and 6.28 p.

and after Tuesday, October SO, 1888,
steamer will leave Portland every Tuesday
at 8.30 a. in., for Boothbay, K. Bootbbay, So. Bris-

tol, Pemaquld.

Eastern Division From Ualon Station.

BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; and C. P
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN,
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H.
& A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
ooySO
dtf

Steamboat

and way stations 1.00 and 4.15 p.

16.

$20.

Freeport

Sunday Trains From Union Mtatlon.
For Bee tea

I

2.

“Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
•60, 865 and $75; Intermediate, $30; steerage,

\m

|

wick,

From BOSTON inn WEDNESDAY and SATUBQAY.

|U

.M

tnasTERiTumsios.
leave Portland.
Union
Station
Heetea
18.80, t8.4fi A m.,
113.48,
Bssisa
far Persia ad 7.80,
8.80 p. rn.
For Mrarssrs
8.80, A m., 1.00. 3.46, p. m.
Beach, Piae Paial, 8.80. 10.36. A m„ 8.80
8.16 p. m.
Old Orchard Beach,
Mare,
Blddefard 8.80, 8.46, 10.36 A rn., 13.48,8.80,
8.15 p. m.
hraarbaak. 8.30. 8.46 A m.
Wells
13.46, 8.30, 6.16 p. m.
Beach,
Narib Ber6.30, 8.46 A m.. 8.30 p. m.
Ureal Walls, Devei 8.80, 8.46 A m.
m.
Hirer3.30
13.46,
p.
KitMr,
bill, l.awreace, and I.swell, tf.30, 8.46 A
m., 13.46, 8.80
p. m. HscbetMr, Wares
lageea, Aleea Bay, Well bare, 8.46 A m.,
13.45, 3.80 p. m., Manchester and I sarerl
(via Lawrence) 8.46 a m., (via Newmarket
Junction) 6.30 a m., 8.80 p. m., WerceeMr (via
Great Fails and Rochester) 6.30 a m.
War

Boston! Philadelphia
From PHILADELPHIA

JtBNNry Jit, l*»A9.

Trains

Pa«.agr:
Cabin.. ..160, *85, *75..Return *100, *126, *160
Intermediate.. PO,
..Return. 60.
..Return at lowest rates.
Steerage. 20,
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE St CO.,
nov27dtf
Foot of India Street.

I.ET—The beautiful constructed store with
a

Im effect

Rale* af

STEAMSHIP

We.blag lea,

Tickets to

J. W PBTER8 8UOC
QCtlOdtf_
BOSTON AND MAINE R. It

11._

April 26.

FromlBrtatol | BTKAMHR8. | From Portland
Toronto.
| About April 6.
|

DIRECT

■alliMere,

an points West and Boo*
may be had of 8. H. H ELLEN .Ticket Agent, ro

about

(Avonmouth

MKBVICK

Through

April A
April

Sarnia,

|

BRISTOL

on

~
_

j

4

Philadelphian

and the Aeaib.

Liverp’l direct

Montreal

March 21

INNS tf

March 28.

Oregon,

_

—

I From Portland
j via Halifax.
Mareh 14,

11x111x1111111

I

February 21
March 7

rooms

FORbusiness
location

mar28__d3w«
New Dwellings for sale at the

WINTIB ABBANOBBINTS

—

Liverpool.

9-1

I.ET—A new and desirable bouse containing It) rooms,nicely finished; beated bv steam;
cement cellar; perfect drainage; located on Mellon street. Apply to JOHN. F. PROCTOR. 6-1

and AM p. as.
War Alerhaas at 7.30 a. as., 13.30, 3.or*
3.30, and AiO p. as.
War SaccsrsfH,Cambrrlaad Hills, Wtis
break JiatUsa and Wsedfsrd'a st 7.M
and 10.00 a. as., 13.30, 3.00,3.30 and
0*30 p. as.
War Wares! A reaac (Oaartaa) 0.30 p. as.
The 13.30 p. as. train from Portland connects
Ayer Jaact. with "Heeeac Taaael Heatr
(or the West, and at t alea Mlaliea, Warns.
Mr, for Prevldeare and New Verb via
‘•Providence l.lae" tor Nerwlcb and New
Verk. via "Norwich l.lae’', with Bssisa *
Albaay R. R. for the Wrai and New Vurk,
all rail via "NpriaaOcM ", also with N.V. *
N. B. H.R. ("Strainer Maryland Route”) for

20

THURSDAY,

aprdd2w
FOB MAI.B.

"Oatb City” and “City or
Lewis Wharf, Boston, Thursdays

For NEW YORK.

collect small
to
crayou, India luk aud
paid and outfit free. Address
to

WANTED—Men
copy aud enlarge In

On and after Hlaadav, do. 34, lass,
Passenger Trains wtll l.eave Pertlaadi
War WvrrraKr, Cllalea, Ayer Jaacdss,
Nasbaa, Wiadh.a and Kyplag at >.M
a. as. and I3.3W p as.
War Naacbawr, 4'eacerd, and poUte North
at I'AM p. as.
War Kacbrsler.Marlasralc, Alfred, Wawa
bare, and Sacs hirer at 7.30 a. as., 13.341

ENGLAND A SAVANNAH

Steamships

9-1

coal

farm of the late Seth
farm contalus about 00
THE
cuts 30 tons
has

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

—

(Tks'Jfr

TO
years
nished

HTKA.HBOAT IO
Resumption o( service; od and alter March 5. '8».
steamer «;•!? ei stirbMead, ( apt. win. K. Dennison, (weather permitting) will leave Portland
(or Rockland, Bar Harbor and Marhlasport. via
usual landings, Tuesdays and Fridays at fl p. m.:
touching at Sargentville on Friday's trip only: returning, leave Macblasport Mondays ana Thursdays at 4 a. m., connecting at Portland with early
morning trains for Boston.
PAY8CN TUCK HR, General Manager.
P K. BOOTHBYOen'l Pass, and Ticket
Agt.
Portland. Keh. 30, 1889,decBHdtl

Macon” leaving
at 3 o’clock.

—1^^^

Valuable Beal Bessie Far Hale.
oiler for sale the homestead recently occupied by Henry Nutter, situated on BarberCreek
road near Cape Elizabeth depot. The
ry
property consists of a fine two story frame house
with French roof 40x33 feet In size, with projections, cemented cellar, finished throughout In first
class condition, with stable 40x60 leet In size,
having 18 foot posts, good cellar with silo, ami
carriage-house aud wood-shed attached, aud 16
acres of land In a high state of cultivation. There
are some 30 or more fruit trees in bearing coudltlon,house Is well supplied with closets aud drawers, bath room, large clstero, furnace with open
In seven rooms, and all modern convenences, and was built In a most thorough and subThis property Is within three minutes walk of
Elizabeth depot, where several trains pass
Cape to
and from Portland.
dally
A most desirable residence.
For particulars
LOCKE & LOCKE,
enquire of
180 Middle 8t., Portland, Me.,
or Henry Nutter, Cape Elizabeth Depot,

TO

I, IV E B POO I. M E K V1C E,(via Londonderry)
Mailing Itateei

LET- Parties

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT and MACHIAS

Noon.

LOST AND POUND.

in

Photograph*

Weal.

~

Balling between Liverpool and Portland, via Moville and Halifax.

mo

OWING

~

1SN8L-H

tlie death o( the proprietor this
property will Dow bo sold at a bargain. This property Is splendidly situated In a
beautiful village overlooking Lake Auburn and
the surroundiug country. The house Is three and
one-half stories high, with a central pavllliou Bve
stories. It covers a space of 43x 112 feet, and Is
surrounded by 300 feet of broad piazza. The
whole surrounded by beautiful shade trees.
There are 60 rooms, with all modern conveniences, Gas, Electric Bells and Bath Rooms.
There are two acres of land, with garden, croquet,
tennis grounds, etc. Also a large Stable, Bowling
Alley and Billiard Hall, all In thorough repair.
It has easy access to two celebrated Mineral
Springs, Lake Auburn and Eastern Star, the latter being only a few rods from the Hotel. The
house is all furnished ready to open. For full
particulars, address S. II. WOODROW, Administrator, Mechanic Falls, Me.
mar27 W &Stt
to
valuable

~ttl

enlarged
crayon at a
reasonable rate; best of references can be
14-4
given. 38 BROWN STREET.

REMOVAL-U.

aad

Arrivals In Portlaad. (rom Sebago Lake 7.26 a. m.
Bartlett 10.06 a. m., Augusta aad Bath, 8.86 a
m. Lewiston 8.40am..Cumberland Mills 11.80
A m. and 4.20 D. in.; Karmlngtou. Skowhegan
and Lewiston 12.26 p. m.; Bangor, Rockland,
etc., at 12.30, p. in.; Fabyao’s aDd North Conway A66 p. m.; Watervllie, Bath, Augusta
anil Rockland, 6.36 p. in.: Farmington and
Lewiston 6.48 p. m.; Night Pullman 1.40 a ra.

^

HARMON, mason and
builder has removed to 186 Brackett street:
lobbing done a' reasonable prices; orders by mail
will receive prompt attention.
6-4
P.

Baagar

m.

nOlSTAMS' LINE.
For Caaakrrlaad mil. 8.40, laiO A m.
2.16, 8.16, 6.16 p, m.; for kebagn Lake 8.40
A
3.16, 6.16 p. m.; Tnr Brldgtaa
m.,
Fryrkarg, IVarlk L'aaway, Lira ktailea,
aad
1 rswfarda.
Fabyaaa 8.40 A m.,
Bridglaa, Fryrkarg, IVarlk Caaway im
Bartlett 2.16 p. m.
The 8.40 a m. train connects (or all points la
Northern New Hampshire and Vermont and rune
through to Barllaolaa, flaalrral aad ika

VIA

of

more

BAR«AINN-We
bargalus in second band organs
will close them at less than
and

p.

Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Portland & Rochester R. K,
Louisiana, Texas and Cuba,
STATION. FOOT oTpREBLE STREET.
NEW

d3t*

Maaaar'via Lewie
Via
7.10
4ugu.iv

in.,

■ft*
.**• *'r»vl»«ra, 1.16.1.20,111.60 p. m.
INIgbt express with sleeping car attached, rune
every “ght, Sundays Included, through to Banger, ,!?* ootto Skowhegan Monday mornings og
4011 Dexter or beyond Bangor,
8unday

elOdU_

nun L M

juu

JAMES M. STONE, E. Otisfleld.
aprO

me.

P.

1.20 111.20

K K.
7.10 A m., 111.20 p. m.
Ell.wank and Har llarkar 1.20. tfi.20
p. m. Va.rrb.ru
Ml. Slr.kra (Calais,)
irwlaak Osagiy, ai. Jaha, Halifax

For J a pun ud Cbiaa.
CITY OF | SYDNEY sails Monday April 15,
3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general tntormatioa
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
I. A. ADAMN * CO..
113 Mia la Street, Cer. Bread gk, Besiea.

—

Mary

ldli

FiaraiagaL

FAVORITE ROUTE

If
E. Stone will return
to E Otisfleld she will And a comfortable and
Christian home waiting for her. 1 am not wholly
to blame for our trouble but we are both to blame.
I have tried to flud you but could not. If this
reaches you, write to us and 1 will not come

m..

a.

and South Aimrioa and Moilot.
From New York, pier toot of Canal Bt„ North
River, for San Francisco, via Tk. lukni .(

.WINCE L LAN Etfl’H.

SALE
Fishing schooner Grade C To
FORofYoung,
83.70 tons net.
For particulars in
—

LUfB FOB—

Faun,
NEWPORT sails Wednesday. April 10.

_8-1

have

l. 16,1.20,lll.30p.m.

PACIFIC MAIL OTIAlUir C*Vim

girl to take
WANTED—A
dren. Apply at
19,
room

HaaaMaik. Wlailraa,

in.

Only $1.00. mornings
tvIII I t

OalHernla, Japan, China, Cnutal

anos,

wick, 1.20 p.

Lake Sluranacaak. Mraddeld. WaklaaJ
aad IVarlk
4a.ua, 1.16 p. m. \4ulurvilla aad
Nkawkegaa via Lawiaiaa,
1.16 p. m., via 4ugu.iv, 7.io a m, 1.20
and tH.20 u. m. and on Satuidays to Water,
villa at 6.10 p. m.
Hrifaal aad Da liar

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
season for connection with earliest train* for
points beyond.
Through tickets for fr.vldeaec, Lewcll,
W.nr.ler, New V ark, Ae.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 /clock,
J. B. COYLK. Manager.
aprltf

—

American

MID Ml

£■“'

FOMT-CLAM $T1AM1M

lady not under 20,
for perniaueut position; salary to commence $10 u week; references required. Call lo
to 12 a.m., Room No. 1, FIRST NATIONAL
BANK BUILD!NO.

wucrc YUU »IC.

&*Skte£d

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

Wanted.
SECOND HAND SAFE, large size. In good
condition. Auy one having one to dispose
of please address, giving Inside dimensions and
F. O. Box, 1479, City.
price.
feb4
dtf

PEHMONAE—

«-46 A m.. 1.16
Lrwiaua * in Hraaawkk
1-20
an<l 111-30 u. m
for
6'.10
Haih, 7.10 ft. Ut., 1.30 and 6 10 ti m
and
00 Saturdays only at 11.20
ru
p,
and Hiu aad l.larala K.
H.,
and 1.20 p. m. Hraaawlck,
Lardla.,.
••well, wad Avguvia, 7.10 a. m l ao
6.10 and 111.20 p. m.
FaiuwlagiM via
Lewialaa, 8,46 a. m., 1.16 p. III.; via IBraaa

STEAMERS.
Fare

IWM.PuMa
fulluw.i
ad,

ajiiwTofi"?."
5.06 p. m.

1889.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

TUB

31,
T?1!"
P«*»«ik»r
TnlHlwv,
Far 11a

auu

BOSTON

£t(2w-

and

street.18-4

SPRING ARRANGEMENTS.

K

After March 1st, and until further notice, the
steamers of this line leave Kallroad Wharf, Portland. MONDAYS and THURSDAYS at 6.30 p. m.
for Eastport and St. John, with above connections, returning, leave St. John and Eastport
TUESDAYS and THURSDAYS.
Tnrudgh tickets issued and baggage checked to
esttnation. (f Freight recelvedupto 4.00 r. u.
Por Tickets and staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket OIBee, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, Kallroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COY LK.
of State street.
Oen’l Manager.
feblfSdtf

mints Life Insurance -Solicitors In all
parts of the State to commence work
April loth, liberal guarantee to first8.
SCH WAKZSCHILl),
class
men.
State Agent, 185 Middle St., Portland,
He.

WANTED-All

««r

and all parts of New Hr«aawlrlt, Neva MceFrieec Kdwarda lalaad. aad Cepe
iim,
Hreiee. The favorite route to Caaapebrlle
and Mi. Aedrewi, N. H.

Mutual Reserve Fund Life Association

HOUSE,

—

or

send letter
rugs.
M. DKOROOT, 94Mi Mnldle street.

PE.11ALE

fob

EASTPORT, CALAIS. ST. JOHP, R.B., HALIFAX, «.♦.

FOR

stantial manner.

per share.

GoWTOtE^vn,

corner of
sunny
street,
Emery, and within three minutes walk of the
street cars; contains 10 rooms besides
bath room; has laundry and alt modern convenience, and Is lu thorough repair. E. L. UODINU,
Nu. 100 Middle street.6—1

Spring

Iuteruatioual Steamship Co. MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

1819.
The people to
arrive this

on

f[rates

have

PLECTINE. Pain in Region of the Heart with
Feeling of Suffocation, Ringing Sounds in
Ears,
Numbness or Prickly Sensations of
Limbs Pain
Between Shoulder, and la Side, Pain
In Small of
Back or Hip, Scanty and
High Colored Urine
Smarting or Burning Sensation on Passing Water’
together with Flatulence, Sour Stomach. Graerai
Debility, &c., arc symptoms that are quickly relleved by this Purifying and Tonic
Remedy For
sale by all druggists for *1.00
,lx bottles for
*5.00. Send to DR. F. S. HUTCHINSON &C0
Enosburgh Falls,Vt., for circulars and testimonials,'
proofs of the cures wrought by A NTI-A PO-

janl8

In

Cu“^r'

corner

SertSelti

MALE—House, western part of the city.
No. 39 Cushman street, pleasautly located
FOR
the
side of the
next to the

WE

COMPANY.

MINING

against, os applied to ANTI-APOPLECTIXE, means a remedy against striking down, or
a remedy for thoso diseases whoso termination
often Is sudden death. It is tho only
Apoplexy
Preventive known to medical science, and It will
Cure Paralysis, Heurt Disease.
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, I.iver Complain!,
K ifluey nnd llladder
Troubles, Chronic
lirouchltls, Sciatica and all Diseases Arising from Impure Blood and Debilitated
Nerves, Dizziness or Pressure In the
Head, Spots Before Eyes, Pain Around
or Pnlpitntion of the
Heart indicates the

MWAStf

COLCHIS

ouly instantaneous pain-killing plaster.

use

LIQUID

FOOD CO.,

BOSTON.

in our min me by toe t utienrn
Anti-Pain Planter. The first and

apr3

property
divided Into tillage and pasture, with sufficin't
wood for family use. and cuts about 20 tons of
hay; also orchard and grapery. The buildings
consist of a lVi story house and ell, containing
10 finished rooms, large barn, carriage house,
hennery and gralnery, all In good repair, situated
on the Portland road, within 10 minutes’ walk of
the Yarmouth P. O., churches schools and depot.
A. T. SMALL, Yarmoutlivllle, Me.25-3

quire

--

'and pains, back ache, weak kidneys,
rheumatism, and chest pains relieved

of the late Cant.
This
good
equally

were cancers on

Sooken.

MUSCULAR STRAINS

farm

FOK

women who enter Murdock’s Free Surgical
Hospital for operations; everything free, including

29th, brig Mary E Pennell,
Mitchell. Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Havana 8th inst, brig John H Crandon,
Norwell, Cardiff.
Cld at Moncton 6th Inst, sch Annie W, Wood,
Portland.
cm ai
jouu, nil, um nisi, sen emeu Fisher,
Reynolds, New York.
Cardenas

testimonials.

••

And In the hospitals the mortality is much
larger, and about one-seventh of all deaths are in
the hospitals.
Compare this reality with that of the diseased

Tavlor, New York.

DIMPLES, black-beads, red. rough, chapped and
111*1 oily skin prevented by Cuticura Boat.

MALE—A

er,

Forelen Ports.

illustrations, anu iuu

variety of stuffed birds. InFOR
cluding eagles, hawk, heron and small birds,
at 42 SOUTH ST.9-1

MALE-200 large quuto photograph
FOR
albums, bound in beautiful plush and leath-

FOR

26ceQts'

SSdand Myrtle St

FOR

fm Havre 3d Inst, ship Geo Curtis, Sprout,

ou

$-1

MALE—Fine cottage on Big Diamond
Island, on shore frout, good view of city and
harbor, 8 minutes walk from Isis lauding, two
lots, halt acre, nice well of water, will lease for
the season.
GABDINEK A BOBEKTS, Oxford
Block.
6-1

EAST BOOTHBAY—Sid 8th, sch M A Willey,
Willey, southern port.

pages,

FOR

SL

FOR

New York.

brook,

mai.e—Large black horse for sale
cheap. 17 hands, about 1100 pounds, good
worker. ALUERNON STUBBS, 438 Congress

MALE—Handsome
residence
with
grounds, fine houses and lots in Western
and
sections
of
all
also
houses
city;
arranged
part
for two families, modern style. Surburbau property in Deering, Falmouth Foreside, South Portland and Cape Shore. Cottages and lots on Cushing's, Diamond’s, Peak's. Long and other islands.
GAKDIXEK & BOBEKTS, Oxford Building. 5-1

BATH—Ar 8ih, schs Carries Bailey, Cushing,
Darien; C B Church, Gallagher, Norfolk.
Sid 8tb, schs Satilla, skottield, Charleston; Win
O Snow. Rogers, Washington; Loduskia, Robbins.

lat 39 40, Ion 73 46, sch
from Ponce for New Haven.

MALE—Top buggy, built by J. B. BrewFOR
ster, New York, cost *400, very light and
stylish; top buggy built by Stevens’ Bros., Merrimack, Mass., both for sale at a great bargain at
MART, Plum St.9-1

ity of any material for covering roofs; will call
with samples on receipt of postal: repairs of skylights and tinned and leaky roofs a specialty; satisfaction guaranteed; Portland references, the
FILLKBBOWNS, 72 Chestnut street, Portland,
Me.6-1

Portland.

April 0,

FOR

MALE

Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 8th, aclis Nentune, Chase, from
Machias; Rose E, Sawyer, Boothbay.
Ar 8th, sells Lone Star, Church, Machias; Margaret, Leighton, Millbridge.
SALEM— Ar 7th, sch W Holmes, Dorlty, Boston
for Bristol.
In port, schs LaVoIta, Whittaker, Ellsworth for
Rondout; Grace Cushing, St John, NB, for New
York; Charlotte Fish, do lor New York; William
Flint, do for do; Win Slater. Bucksport for do;
Annie J Russell, Rockland for do; Nautilus, ana
Albert Jameson, do for do;
Fannie Hodgktus,
Portland for do; Reno, Machias for Vineyard-Ha,
ven; Nellie Eaton. Calais for New Haveu; Louisa
A Boardman, do for do; Jas Warren, do for New
Haven; Senator Grimes, do for Fall River; Adam
Bowlby, Ellsworth for Rondout; J M Kennedy,
do tor do; MB Mahoney, Viualhaven for Newport
Alsatian, Boston tor Bath.
Also, schs J P Wyman, fm Sullivan for Providence; J D Griffin New York for Rocklaud; Diadem. do for do; Albus, Gloucester for Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—In port 8lh, sch Mary Hawes*
Boston for Kockport; W X Emerson, do for Orlaud; 8 W Brown, dolor Rocklaud; Abble E Willard. New York for Newburyport, Lizzie U Rich,
and Maria Adelaide. Boston for Baugur;
A K
Weeks, New York for Portland ; Daniel Simmons,
Lynn for Portland.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 7th, sch Speedwell, from
New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 8th, sch George Nevmger,
Boston for Rocklaud.
BANGOR—Ar 7lb, sell Wni M Bird, Barrert,

Sid fm

MALE—Extension top C'abriolette, built
by Sargeut, Boston, almost new anil in flue
condition, cost *260; one depot wagon with top,
same builder, suitable for parties living out of
city, seats removable, carries four persons, at
MART, I’lum St.9-1

roofing; the lowe«t
FOR
priced, most durable, greatest fire proof qual-

Hammond. Machias for Providence.
Slu Btb, schs W S Jordan, E 1’ Rogers, Roger
Moure. Lucy Hammond, John Lenthal, and Fannie E Wolslou.
HYANN18 —In port, sch J Nickerson. Winslow
New York for Portland; J L Maloy, do for Rockland ; M E Eldridge, Kelley, do for Boston.
Outside, brig Jennie Hulbert, from Baltimore for

Sid

families; nice stable
Vi acre land; buildings all in good order, will be
sold cheap for cash if applied for Immediately.
9-1
L. O. BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange St.

FOR

Lucy

haVM been experlmenting all winter trying to get rl(l of a
oau I ou<jU to call for a bottle of
fyau's t "ompound
Syrup of Lunauortuuii get relief before the hot

arranged

HALEHouseNo. 205 Newbury street,
containing 10 rooms, heated by hot water,
araluage perfect. Inquire at 50 Union at. 6-1

THAT'

WAml?,ot!^~«Meopile.

wl)0

MAI.E—At Deering Centre, nice two
FOR
story French roof house, with IS rooms,
for two
and about

gress

Assessors have been
putio the disagreeable necessity of mnkingadoom
will the possession of Government bonds or deposits In the Savings Banks be allowed as a plea
In

9-1

MALE—The

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
persons liable to taxation In
give notice to all
said city that they win be In session every secular
fifteenth day of April next.
day from the first to the In
City Hall, from nine to
Inclusive, at their room
twelve o’clock In the forenoou and from two to five
o’clock In the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable In said

tain.

goods.

FORSamuel
Bucknani, of Yarmouth.
consists of 40 acres of
land

Assessors’ Notice.

ter. Belfast.

FROM OUR

CORRESFONPENT.
GREEN’S LANDING, April 6-Sld, sells E H
and
Newcomb, Alien,
Cordova, Barbour, Boston.

for

Rubbish.

following places

male—To every person who would like
handsome, sound white teeth, healthy gums
and sweet breath, BAKER’S DENTAL CREAM
(In tubs,) removes tartar, cures canker, contains
no acid or
grit, harmless yet effectual. Try It tor
yourself. Sold by druggists and dealers lu toilet

FOR

THE

discharging.

6 21
6 68
8,l9lD
7ft 1 in

NEWS.

WANTED.

EOlt SALE

PROPOSALS FOR LIMBER.

Sch Willie Martin lias been thoroughly repaired
at Rockland aud will go to Bay
Fundy to load
York- capt Clarence
Osmoreof
N,r,wcommand
Mill bridge will
ber.
Sch Ida A Thurlow Guptlll, from
Eastportfor
New York, put luto Boothbay 9th
Inst, with loss
or main gaff.
Delaware Breakwater, April 8-Sch Lizzie
Carr,
?e.r,„frol?
,rePotf». <th Inst, about
miles E of,K^arl0V
forty
Body Island, struck a sunken obstruction, knocklug off a portion of the stem aud
starting iport bow, which caused a had leak.
Passe a large school of whales In the same locallty.
Montevedlo, March 0—Surveyors have ordered
a new foremast for the barque Gluts K
Lewis and
direct that the mainmast be stripped aud securred
Where necessary. The master thinks he can move
sufficient cargo to carry out Instructions without

.».

SAILED—Barque Kygdo.

4%®I% per red. Government bonds dull but
steauy. Railroad bouds nulet and generally Brin.
The stock market closed quiet aud firm near the
hlcheit prices of the day.

BCl1 L M
Warren, Greenlaw, and
d
Willie, Knowlton, Boston;
Katie Hall, Stinson,
April 7- Sid. sell Lamartine, Eaton, Boston.
April 8—Ar, sch J H Butler, Boston.

IN1AT0KK AI.MaNaI .APRIL 10.

Sun ilses
Bun se*s

__

New York stock end Money Market
[By Telegraph.]
NUW YORK. April 9, 1889,-Money turn been
easy, ranging from 8 to 4 per cent.; last loan at 3
at
per

Watertown Cattle Market.
(By ITelegraph.)
WATERTOWN. April 9. 1889.—Cattle market.
Market Beef—Extra at 6 6o®6 76: first quality
5 006 5 26;second duality 4 60a4 76; third quality at 4 00,0,4 26.
Receipts of cattle 3163.
Working Oxen ♦* pair $70® $165; Milch Cows
and Calves $26®48: Farrow Cows |Ht $12®$30;
fancy at $60(0,$/6: yearlings at $8 00(616; fwo
year* old $12®$26: three rears $20® $36.
Swine—Receipts 631; Western fat, live 4%
®6; northern dressed at OVac.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 1786; In lots at
3 Be (i $3 60; extra 4 Oo@6 76
Veal Calves 2%@6% c.

83%
June

35%
36%
86%
36%

Doprei

WIT AND WISDOM.

84
83

COHN.

opening.

Richmond.

Mr. B. J. Condon has tendered his resignation as principal ot the Richmond High
School to accept the
position of superintendent of schools at
Mass.

May.

April.
86%
86%
85%
85%

opening.

t-r-.

Send in your order for salmon trout after
the Kith. Exodus of fishermen on that date
to Weld Pond, from this place.
W. U. Vinton has taken from his Umber
lot the past winter 400 cords ol oak and GO
thousand first class pine.
Mr. J. W. Frank, brother of Uon. M. P
Frank will trade farms with the town to secure ft nice farm away ftom the village.
The
town farm would bean excellent location for
a horseman with capital.
Mr. W. S. Douglass leaves next week for
Virginia, to set her stave mill in operation.
Mr. Silas L. Adams proprietor of the
Mountain View Farm and summer resort, at
West Gray has already received applications
for all of nis rooms but there, for the coming
season, from people residing in Washington,
D. C., New York, Bsston, Providence and
Worcester, ft is a fine place to while away
the summer months.
Purest of air and
water, fine scenery, drives, fishing and
bathing. People who visit his place once,
are sure to come again.
The new road will
be more attractive to summer visitors.

25
26
25
25

lowest.

low,

the

H3
34

Express.113

Amador

AMJOMMEim

opening

Water in the Androscoggin is extremely
4 to 6 feet lower than usual at this time
of year.
The roads are very bad.
Officers of Humford Dairying Association
for the ensuing year, are President, W.Clark.
Directors, W. Clark, W. Petteugill, F. P.
Putnam, D. G. Glines and S. L. Moody.
Secretary and Treasurer, W.
Pettengill.
Butter maker and selling agent, T. N. Bur-

am.

Central Pacific. 34
Chesapeake & Ohio.1116%
Chicago a Alton.1-6
do pret
...160
Chicago, Burlington A;yulm y.... 98%
Delawares Hudson Canal Co. ...182%
Delaware,: l.acka. S Western—186%

do pref.
Hoinestake.

Castorla,

.4

proclaims

"ill

gave her

we

FREICHTS.
The chartering business Is rather light. For
Bver Plate (here appears to be a good supply of
tonnage with but few freights offering; rates are
easy, reported at $ 15 to Buenos Ayres on lumber
and $17 for Rosario. Coastwise trade is Quite
active.
The following are recent charters:
Barges Washington and Hoogly, Norfolk o
Portland, cnai at private terms.
Barges Mayflower and Puriugton, New York to
Portland, coal at private terms,
Bark Arthur 0. Wade, Philadelphia to M dan
zas, coal $i 75.
BrigKaluna, Philadelphia to Cardenas, hogsheads HOC; tierces 36c.
Brig Glpsey Queen, Philadelphia to Matanzas,
coal $1 76; hogsheads 86c.
Brig Glenorchy, Portland :o Guadaloupe, coop,
erags at private terms
Sehr E. H. Furber, New York to Portland, coal
70c and discharged.
Schr Nellie W. Craig. Windsor to New York,

Porter Village Cemetery Corporation met

President—Amos Blazo.
Vice President -L. D. Staoley.
Secretary—J. L. French.
Treasurer—Fbeu Blazo.
Trustees—J. L. French, L. D. Stanley and Amos
Blazo.
Sexton—Bewail Sawyer.
They have one of the finest cemeteries to
be found in the country.
In memoriamHied at Porter Mr.
Joseph
J. Jenkins. He was born in Barnsted, N.
H., but moved here quite a number of years
ago. He was a worthy member of Rising
Lodge, F. and A. M., of New Market,
^tar
N. H. 1 feel I will not be able to do justice
to tlie character of my dead friend and
brother, noble in his patriotism, pure in instincts, honorable in his actions, true in his
friendship. In his friendship he was sincere
and faithful.
No man ever enjoyed his
friendship who was not impressed with the
nobility of his character and the fidelity of
his nature.
He was a devoted husband,
gentle, kind and confiding, a generous, indulgent, loving father. All these virtues
and more impressed themselves upon the
modest home of that bright and happy circle.
Ihe gloom which now enshrowds that once
happy home tells in unmistakable language

sick,

Child, she cried for Cash >ria.

was a

iiMlil

getting quite

following

was

Arctic exploration possesses a great fascination for the man of science, and nearly every civ
ilized government has lilted out expeditions to
that region. There is cold enough here to satisfy
most people, aud to make Adamsou's Botanic
Cough Balsam a necessary remedv

dry. At this time one year ago we had some
two feet of snow.
last and chose the

...

Trunk Dealer-I see. Want something tor a
six months’ tour abroad. Well, madam, in the
adjoining building I have a trunk which I’m sure
you will like. Caa’t get it in the store-roomdouble door Is too narrow. I thought of remodelling it aud using it (or a seashore cottage, but if it
suits you vou can have it cheap.
Dame-I’m not the one who Is going abroad;
it’s my husband.
“Oh! Oeorge, show the lady one of those vestpocket hand satcbels.

our

Porter.

Saturday

a>

Miss, she clung to Castorla
When she had Children, she gave them Castorla.

quite plenty.
Mr. William Hill and his nelce, Miss Alice
Moulton, are sojourning in Lynn, Mass.
There is in active operation here a
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, and
a Woman’s Missionary society.

on

Adams Exuress.149

_APrl1

Boston.

8.

When she became

Farmers are beginning to talk up the work
of the season now close at hand, and do not
by any meaas give evidence of any lost
courage over the bad luck of last season. It
is not likely that they will raise as much
sweet corn as usual, because as it now looks,
the corn factory at Bridgton will hardly
make out to operate.
Mr. Kufus I. Warren who has had trouble
with his eyes for years, and who has been
gradually growing blind has now become so
nearly blind as to be able to distinguish light
from darkness only. Mr. Warren has bean
under treatment in New
York without
avail. He is a worthy cit.zen and has the
deep sympathy of all our people.
Foxes and hedgehogs are heard from
through our local hunters and are reported

are

April
148

9

.......

Knapp & Sanborn our merchants are
operating a branch store at Naples, quite
successfully, under the firm name of Knapp
& Sanborn Bios.
The mud, the mud, the beautiful mud, aud
many a plan is “nipped in the bud," for as
we go dashing along down the
street, we

The ground and roads

>

nothing, Raslitetgh (rashly).”

A. A.

fnot

1

The head master was so delighted with the
pun that he smiled on the Joker and said no more.
—Youth’s Companion.

man.

stick

_al_nil

haven't done It, sir.”
“Not done your theme?”
“No, sir," persisted the youth, apparently un
dismayed at the prospect of apple twigs. Why,"
sir, you told me not to do It!”
•'1 told you?”
“Yes, sir; you said, ‘Tenure nil facia*.'-'do
"1

North Brldgton.
A society of Christian endeavor has been
organized here under the direction of Rev. E.
P. Eastman with the
following officers:
President—F. D. Moulton.
Vice President—Howard Irish.
Secretary and Treasurer-Miss Hattie East-

and fast

April

do

A woman who is weak, nervoua ana
sleepless, and who has cold hands and feet cannot feel and act like a well person. Carter's Ircu
Pills equalize the circulation, remove nervousness and gtve strength and rest.

a

hole

Land Urauts
Slnktne ihmds......
The following are the closing qoutatlons of
stocks:
do
do

...

candidate.
his horse Friday
night, the animal being choked to death in
his stall.
Miss Dora Uoten is ill with rheumatic

bog

Put u in

Don’t Pay
to experiment with uncertain
remedies, when

Mr. C. S. Sweetser lost

encounter a

*S easlly done-

It

traced to YarSaturday night. They
mouth, and one was found with his face horribly bruised. He claimed that lie had been
home some
fishing and as he was returning
Mr. Hayes thought the
one assaulted him.
him
with the
story too thin, and charged
theft. Finally the fellow confessed. He and
his companion had been on a spree and conWhile ridcluded they would have a ride.
ing at a furious pace they had collided with
He had struck on his face
a stone post.
while bis companion was uninjured.
It is
probable that the matter will be settled without goiug into court, as Mr. Hayes does not
wish to prosecute. At his request the names
of the parties have been suppressed.
The following officers were elected
by the
bons of Temperance on Saturday
evening:
W. P—W. E. Bastnn.
W. A.—Susie E. Prince.
K. S—Delia H. Symonds.
A. B. 8.—Ueorge F. Howe.
E. 8.—Howard Cole.
T—Frank W. Lorlng.
Chan —Busan M. Hamilton.
C.~Willie J. Taylor.
A. C.—Nora Jewett.
1. 8.—Ellen Leighton.
O. S—Charles Allen.
Rev. Mr. Aiken, of Princeton, preached
on

prefaceWlte“TllSt

the

were

here

why

Oregon Nav. lgte. .UC%
Onion Pacific 1st.114

experience.

Hundreds

cured.

eodt

EYERY

WEERJfU

ALL USES.

ror tlckoi and tu formation, auniw t.. •►.»»
and M. C.
Agent, B. A
Oowess "t. Lowest, rates to alf
so4
point8ott“deegodlf
|

Cnlti SutiX

WEDNESDAY MOliyiNU. APRIL 10.

ADVEBTYRSnENTN

NEW

NEW

TO-DAI.

ADVKKTIMIMKNTS.

Wanted—Girl.
House lor sale.
Room to let—y.
Rent wanted—2.
Tenement to let.
Notice of hearing.
Agents wanted—2.
Owen. Moore A Co.
Found-8. Mathias.
Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
No Ice—John Petersen.
Notice—John 8. Moody.
For sale or rent--House.
Schlotterb’ck A Foss-6.
Overalls Kines Brothers.
Ira F. Clark. The clothier.
Notice—G. 8. Waterhouse.

■■

= of Tim

REDUCED TO

$6.00 A YEAR
When Paid in Advance.

When Not Paid in Advance, $7.00.
111., today F. 0. Bailey A Co., will sell
No. 10 Custom House Wharf a.lot of
sails, rigging, Ac., Ao. See auction column.
At 10

last

pleasing.
unique
and lurch of sturdy seamen.
The roster was as as follows: Boatswain,
Arthur N. Dennis; crew, C. M. Warren, A.
E. Craig, J. M. Dunham, G. R. Robinson, W.
V. Bradley, A. J. Floyd, G. G. Craven, F.
M. Bradley, J. A. Dickson, F. A. Meller, F.
W. Adams, H. H. Hanson. R. S. Moody, H.
E. Waite, H. P. Pierce.
After the entertainment, Gilbert’s orchestra furnished musiclfor a well arranged order
roll

DAILY PRESS

a.

at store

of dances.
The following was the programme of the
entertainment:
Operatic Selection—Nell Gwyune.
Gilbert’s Orchestra.
Star of Love.Dudley Buck
Portland Male Quartette.
Reading-The Polish Bov.Stephens

Mrs. Emma Wyer Moseley.
Song—To Sevilla.Dessaner

Miss Henrietta D. Rice.
Selected.Portland Male Quartette
Solo—Wheu the Tide Comes In.Millard
Advice !• mothers.—MRS.
WINBLOW’S
Mr. Smith.
SOOTHING BYRUP should always be used when I “Ave Maria” (by request).Abt
Miss Rice aud Quartette.
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
Reading—Calls.Anon
suSerer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
Mrs. Emma Wyer Moseley.
by relieving the child from pain, and the little Song—The Old Street Lamp.Molloy
Miss Henrietta D. Rice.
•herub awakes as “bright as a button).’
It Is
The Soldier’s Farewell (by request).Ktnkel
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softPortland Male Quartette.
ens the gums, allays all pstn, relieves wind, reguBOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.
lates the bowels, And is the best known remedy
The full symphony orchestra will give the
for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
fourteenth entertainment in the Stockbridge
other causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
There will be the full force
course tonight.
febl
_M.W.FAwlyB
of sixty musicians under the baton of Mr.
In order to avoid all danger of ruining your
Kneisal, Mr. Gericke as usual remaining in
health by drinking Impure water, add 10'to 20
O’Brion of Portland, will
drops of Angostura Bitten to every glass of Boston. Miss May
be the soloist. There will be half fare to
water you
octSeodAw
drink._
ticket holders over the Maine Central and
The good old Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamlate trains over the Grand Trunk. Good
Best known care for Coughs, Colds and Consumpseats can be obtained at Stockbridge’s.
lon. Genuine: Cutler, Bros. A Co., Boston.
PRIVATE SECRETARY.
eodAwOmos
OC124
Friday and Saturday the “Private SecreFor any case of nervousness, sleeptary” which bad, when presented here belessness, weak stomach. Indigestion, dyspepsia
fore, so much success, will be produced at
try Carter’s Little Nerve Pills. Relief Is sure.
Portland Theatre. The Pittsburg Dispatch
The only nerve medicine, for the price in market.
dwlw
says:
Castona cures uouc, uonsupaiiou;
Sour stomach, Diarrhoea, Kructation;
Dives healthy sleep; also aids digestion;
Without uarcott stupefaction
octfid&wly

“The well known comedy ‘The Private
Secretary,’ was presented at the ‘Graud’ last
night by a capable company. The audience
was

iktuiu

cukiiUbiasMC.

JL lie

most spirited

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
Tuesday—The April term of this court was
opened this morning with prayer by Bev. Mr.
Whitaker of the Chestnut street church, JudgE
Vtrgiu presiding.

The docket was called and a few cases marked
for trial. The traverse Jury will come In tomorrow

morning.

SUPERIOR COURT.
1IEFORB JUDGE BONNEY.

Tuesday_In the case of Argyle D. Morse vs.
Melville F. Sawyer, to recover damages for the
breach of warrauly of a horse, the Jury brought
in a verdict lor the defendant.
K. (i U. B. Cleaves forplff.
w. K. Antbolne for dft.
Mary A. Blake vs. Joshua Lunt.
The plaintiff liriws suit to recover $390 for services in the defendant's family at Morrill’s Corner,
Deeriug, as a liousek. eper and nurse at different
periods df time during the last eight years. The
defendant's wife was an invalid; the plaintiff was
The largest Item in the
the wile of her nephew,
account Is for services from July, 1880, to July,
To this item the De1881, at $0 a week-$312.
fendant sets up the statute of limitations.
The
other items are in 1883, and subsequent. The
defendant claims that the services of the plaintiff
were gratuitous; that she and her llttle.cmldl had
a home there while she
worked there, and that
outside of the gifts that ware made her, she did
not expect pay. The defendant says he repeatedly offered her money, which she refused. He also
claims that her services were simply that of
housework; that although bis wife was an Invalid
she required no nurstug. only a little waiting upon at times.
The plaintiff testified that Mrs. Lunt
was afflicted with
dropsy, and frequent tapping
was necessary, at which times she was confined
to her bed lor days, and required good nursing

and attenaauce.
The courtlnstructed the jury that inasmuch as
the delendaut had set up the statute of limitations as to the services for the first year, the
could not recover that item. This left
but $78 in the plaintiff's account for the Jury to
The Jury were still out wheu court
pass upon.

plaintiff

ad, lourned.

N. ti 11. B.

Cleaves for pltff.
H. C. I'eabody for deft.

MUNICIPAL

COURT.

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday.—Thomas Bangy. Thomas Flaherty,
Viiai

\jo

aiuo,

iinuaivaiiuii

uuvu

ar*'

auu

wurai

John Barry. Intoxication; fined $6 and costs.
Edward Curran. Intoxication; 16 days In couu-

ry Jail.
Michael Conley. Intoxication; two months In
county Jail.
William Kelley. Intoxication; 30 days In county
John Lalley. Common drunkard; 30 days In
county Jail.
Thomas Flaherty. Kesistlng officer; fined 380
and costs.
Willis Hillman. Kesistlng officer; fined |6 and

jail.

costa.
John W.
each fined

Trelfall and Thomas Pugh.
|5 and one-half costs.

Affray;

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

impersonation was
Cattermole, by Harry Allen.

uuu

that of Mr.
David P.

Steele as the Private Secretary presented a
somewhat new view of the character. He
was favored with ereat applause.
The female characters in ’The Private Secretary’
do not afford much scope, but the work of
the company was entirely satisfactory.”
THE VETERAN’S SON.
The “Veteran’s Son” will be produced at

City Hall on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings of this week, when the amusement public will have an opportunity, for
the first time, to witness Mr. Wilson and a
very stroDg caste In this play. Tbi> la wbat
an

exchange says:

“It is the talented author’s greatest work.
It is a grand military production. Mr. Wilson’s actlDg was simply fine and made a big
hit. The climaxes are stronger than ‘Held by
the Enemy,’ and received terrific applause.
It is the best play ever seen here and will be
with crowded houses everywhere as
ts merits deserve it”

f:reeted

DALY’S VACATION.
The sale of seats for the performance of
“Vacation” by the Daly’s, will begin Friday at the theatre box office. The Daly’s
and their play afford an evening of “innocent merriment.”

old,

located at Oak

Hill,

is to

be

pulled

down.
The Gorham Savings Bank have re-elected
its old officers, aud has $275,000 worth of de-

posits
Peqnawket tribe,

Will Remain

a

nd Participate in the
Boom.

When Ira F. Clark engaged in the clothing
business in Portland, some ten years ago, he
was Seriously thinking of going West in a
few years. Times change and he has changed
with them. After a careful canvas of the
situation he is convinced that Portland offers opportunities for business success to
live
men.
He
has
therefore
decided to remain permanently in Portland
aDd go to work with the same vim and vigor
to build up and extend bis business here,
that he would have done had he gone West,
and from this time on he will go to work in
earnest to deserve and secure the largest
patronage of any retail store in his line of
business in Maine.
If honest goods, bed
rock prices.and careful personal attention
to business count for anything ha expects to
succeed. He believes thoroughly In the business possibilities of Portland and also believes that now is the time to develop and
realize on them. We need more manufact-

ories. Let us do something practical to
bri ng them here. For his part be will give
#500 in cash.
#100 to the manufacturing
that will locate permanently in
Portland, within one year, and give employment to fifty hands or more and #1900 each to

will meet with OakHill Grange on the 24th of
this month.
The United States Light House tender Iris
has sailed on her usual spring trip among the
light bouses of Maine.
The Evening Express announced Monday
night that the Adams Express Company’s
office in this city had been closed.
This is
not so.

Temple Lodge, No. 86, of Saccarappa, has
been Invited to exemplify the work before
the Grand Lodge

of Maine

at

the annual

meeting May 7th.
Officer Webster found the grass on fire on
the slope of the Western Promenade Monday
afternoon, and with the aid of two men extinguished the flames.
Parties buying Lubin’s extracts by going
to Schlotterbeck & Foss can have their
bottles filled at much less price than by
buying the usual bottles of extracts.
Assistant Inspector General McCabe finds
Maine Division headquarters. Sons of
Vet.
erans, in fine condition, and says there are
thirty-two camps and over one thousand
The Evangelical Alliance have
appoluted|a

committee to arrange for services April 30th
in conformity with the President’s proclama-

tion.

The Alliance will hold its next meet-

ing May

13.

The grass on the Western Promenade was
again on fire yesterday afternoon. Chief
Cloyes, with the Brackett street engine and
company, went to the scene, and in a few
moments the fire was extinguished.
About
hall an acre of ground was burned
over.
Pariah Meetings.

At the annual
meeting of Park Street
Parish, held at Mr. T. L. Talbot’s office Monday afternoon, the meeting was adjourned to
May 6tb without transacting any business.

meeting of State Street
Parish, held Monday evening, these officers
At

were

the

annual

elected:

Moderator—Prentiss Loring.
Clerk—Thomas J. Little.
Treasurer and Collector—J. C. Libby.
Parish Committee aud Assessors—Eben Corey,
J. E. Blabou, F. J. Hollins.
Music Committee—C. B. Milliken, B. 0. Conant,
P. Loring.

The appropriations for the year were somewhat increased.
A committee was appointed to take into
consideration repairs on the church, and to
secure plans for a new church front and
other detail relating to it. It is thought that
such repairs and changes are imperatively
needed. The estimated cost is between $25,000 and $30,000.
The committee will report
later.
_

Muster

Redmen.

All Itedmen who are

Mills tonight

wigwam

at

are

6.15 p.

two concerns that will give

employment to
one hundred persons each, or more.
He
also believes In a more liberal policy on the
part of the city toward new manufactories,
large and small, and is thoroughly convinced
buftv

vatls

1. O. It. M., will be instituted at this night’s sleep at Cumberland
Mills.
The tribe has about a hundred charter braves.
The Cumberland County Pomona Crange

going to Cumberland
requested to be at the
m., as carriages will be in

readintess at that hour to convey those who
deBire to go.
The Grand Sachem of the
Grand Council of Maine, Mr. A. I. Mather
of Hock land, will
accompany the Kedmen
to assist in
instituting the big council of 100
braves at Cumberland Mills.

■
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ligzag Company,
el.
Mr.

is at the United States Ho-

Clarence Burleigh,

turleigh,

and one of the

Kennebec Journal,

was

son

of Governor

proprietors of the
in the oity yest^r-

iay.

The Hon. Edwin L. Plllsbury, whom the
dayor of Boston has appointed as a member
1 if the
board of health is a native of Bucks>ort in this State.
Roxwell C, Bryant of Saco reached the
ige of 92 years yesterday, healthy and vigorms, being still able to do a considerable
imount of work on his farm.
Congressman Boutelle, Hon. Eben E.
Hand, the newly appointed appraiser at the
port of Portland, ex-Senator C. H. Gilbert
Pf Canton, and Hon. P. H. Stubbs of Strong
are at the Falmouth Hotel.
The sad news of the death of Mrs. Charles
W. Barrett in New York, from pneumonia,
was received in this city yesterday morning.
While it was known she was sick, no one
was prepared for the sudden shock created
by ber death.
Mr. Samuel D. Harding, a
prominent
builder of Worcester, Mass., died yesterday
He was a native
morning, in his 83d year.
of New Sharon, Me.
Mr. Harding served
several terms as councilman and alderman.
At the coming Methodist Conference, the
only change expected in Portland pulpits is
the coming of Rev. H. H. French of Haverhill, Mass., to the Pine street; Rev. S. Hooper will probably go to Cape Elizabeth Depot;
Rev. S. L. Hanscom to Woodfords; and Rev.
D. Pratt, Jr., lo ivnlghtville.
The Late Mrs. St. John Smith.
To the Editor of the Press :
A few years ago the fireside, of a winter
evening, at St. John Smith's, corner of
Spring and Oak streets, was one of the
pleasantest scenes that social or domestic
The bustling storm or still cold
life affords.
air without, in striking contrast with the
glowing fire, genial comfort and cheerful
talk within, gave that fine sense of superiority to nature which constitutes one of the
chief moral effects of a northern climate,
and for which more genial latitudes offer no
substitute.
The deep fire-place with its
shining brazen leauipage, the liberal wood
of oak, beach or maple from the mountains;
the favorite doe stretched on the rue asleeD.
his feet twitching, and now and then a
gentle how), as if in dreams he followed the
fox or hare through eovert and glen; two or
three children laughing at riddles and “open
your mouth and shut your eyes”; a man
with a kind of Abraham Lincoln like face,
quiet and half-sad, but awake to the sympathies of the hour as they flashed in child-
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largely

in western cities, would prove
advantageous to all concerned. It should be
kept in mind that the people who find employment in these factories have got to live
here and spend their money here. Many of
them will be our own Portland boys and

girls, who are leaving the city daily in
search of employment elsewhere.
Police Notes.
Yesterday Officer Hughey attempted to arrest a drunken man for reckless driving on
Indian street. As the policeman made a
step to get into the carriage the driver struck
his horse and Mr. Hughey was hit on the
and quite badly hurt.
He started in pursuit of the man, however,
determined to get him if he had to run all
over town.
Special Officer Smith saw what
knee

by

the wagon

up, jumped Into a teams and also gave
chase. In attempting to turn from Oxford
into Boyd street the reckless driver collided
with a tree, badly breaking his carmge. He
was

left his team and fled through

door yard,
but was caught by a man and held until the
officer arrived. He slept at the police station
last night.
A man stole a lap robe from a carriage in
front of F. A. Smith & Co.’s store on Com-

commissioner,

impropriation.

i.u conversation w 1th Street Commissioner

the
Noye.s yesterday that gentlemen thought
following work at leat't should be done.
The sidewalks, generally, need attention.
Macadami-.’* State str set from Spring to

Congress street.
Macadamize Federal stroe t from Exchange
street to Monument Square.
Take up the street pevemen t on Congress
street, in front of Lincoln Pi ark, and put
dcrwn granite blocks.
Pave Congress street from Holland’s drug
store to Union Station.
from High to
Pave Commercial street
Union street.
street from
Macadamize Cumberland
Franklin to Smith street.
Pave Fore street between Union and Exchange streets.
BASE BALL.

from New York. He asked for food
at once upon arriving at the police station,
stating that he had had nothing to eat for a
long time.

came

May Festival.
On the evening of May 1st, Bosworth Relief Corps Is to hold a May carnival in City
Hall, consisting of a pleasing programme,
comprising a variety of topics. The fact

that the ladies of that corps have the matter
in charge is sufficient guarantee of its success and of its excellence.
The committee
of the corps having the matter in charge
consists of Mrs. W. H. Wentworth, Mrs. C.

Mitchell,
Brackett,

Mrs. E. L. Beane, Mrs. George
Mrs. L. L. Thurston, Mrs. Watson R. Gribben and Mrs. E. L. Randall.

A.

The Industrial Building.
^
Monday evening a special meeting of
the City Government
will be held, and, in
joint convention, a
hearing will be given to
those Interested in the
petition of the Board
of Trade presented to the
city for the erection of an industrial
building on the old
market lot. An
opportunity will thus be afforded both sides to be heard in
the
mat

ter.
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Martin’s Point Bridge.
The County Commissioners, accompanied
by Superintendent Beals of the Portland
Company, made an examination of Martin’s
Point bridge yesterday, and the engineer and
draftsman of the company will prepare
plans at once for the new draw for the Commissioners’ inspection.
Free Baptist Church Fair.
T'oe First Free Baptist church society will
hold a sale of useful and fancy articles, today and tomorrow, at Young Men’s Christian Association hall. The admission will
be free except on Thursday evening when
there will be an entertainment and a small
admission fee will be charged.
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Our Secret.---'There’S

such favor.
Made from the most carefully
selected celery, hops, buchu, sarsaparilla, dandelion, pipsissewa,
and other medicinal herbs, it cannot harm a child.
The formula from which it is

prepared

months.

to any soap.

"V

almost
whole

The Index.

alent

worth

Medicine

ought

as

or
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ginning.

If

buy only

such
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left,

dead

of

sure

ly, it

the

be-

ble guess that
elsewhere for
to

things

Some

Strong

Hood’s Sarsaparilla, it Is so
strengthening.” Lizzie Bai.voub, Auburn B. I.
Hood’s Pills—The great liver tnvlgorator
like

purely vegetable, unequalled as a family physic
and dinner pill. Sold by druggists, or sent by
mall—25 cents per box. Prepared by C. X. HOOD
& CO., Lowell, Mass.

arsaparilla
f 1: six for $5. Prepared
Lowell, Mass.

new

ever

--•jl'onit irely Cured by
these Little Pill*.

They also relieve DisDyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A per
feet remedy for DizxP
trees from

Nausea, Drowst
ness. Bad Taste In the

ties*,

Mouth,CotOedTongue,
-.---(Palu In the Side, TOB.
ea> LTVEB. They regulate the Bowels.

A letter Irom the County Court Messenger:
Having used nearly two bottles of NEWELL’S
MIXTURE, 1 can say that for sudden colds, producing soreness of the muscles and for RHEUMATIC PAIN8 It is a VALUABLE REMEDY.
Geo. H. Hudson,
Messenger Superior Court, Portland, Me.

Exaggeration.
informed by Deputy Collector

C.WAY&CO.,
SELL IT AT SO CEBTS A BOTTLE.
^

Cumberland,
mchlo

Corner

am

I

Myrtle St.
eodtf

»

30 °BNTs -pa

Lilli’s BorruLs iu-nuu wrra
^

Do_ w

EUBIN'S PERFUMES
OT AT VERY

?

shirts

f®SS^S5®SKa*aai-^—
ttsltt,S3S3SWKS^^g
p—-oo.

Wra^T*s!:
BROS.

&

Fogy.

L70K SALK OR RgNT-A two story frame
a
bouse, eight rooms, aad small ban all la
good repair at Town House Comer. Cape Elizabeth ; on high ground: In close prvstmlty Is
cntirches and good school, Vb mile from Portland.
size ol lot 60x100.
BENJAMIN SHAW. ABC,
Exchange street.10-1
K NT*—Calyx-eyed Sett-ihreadtoa Needle*
are a necessity to falling sight, aad beta Is
the best eyes; “thread them with your eyes shat''
price 10 ets. per paper by mail. Agents wanted
everywhere. A perfect bonanza. U. L. POND
h CO.. 830 Washington St.. Boston.liva
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LOW PRICER. ~*3

Schlotterbecic

tax payers of Gesham to
WANTKD-The
know that all taxes for the year 1887. not

paid

first of May, 1889. will be adverWALTER C. CLEMENT. Collector
10-1

before the

tised.

__

hire bull
house,
WANT*»-To
cottage bouse. A<«***«. RENT,
ef rooms
a

small

or a

fice, giving location, number

Pres* Ofprice.

ana

_18-1
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TIT ANTI »-At one*.

Wildl 911ctll

I

ouy,

Uy can get board. Address, 07, Press Office

..

Timely offering

of a

TNOYND—A place where you ean get a good
fitting Suit at a moderate price, at S
MATH I As, 90 Exchange St.
1Q.|

JT

large lot of

In prices and variety as indicated by the subtended list:
Evaporated Nectarines,
16 cents per pound.
><
•<
».
Evaporated Silver Plums,
|j
“
“
w
Evaporated Jelly Apricots,
«o
“
“
u
Evaporated Peaches,
so
»
u
u
Evaporated Bartlett Pears,
u
*»
Evaporated Silver Pruns,
is
••
»*
«.
California Prunes,
g
Not only are these goods very nice, but on pound being equal to six
of green fruit, they are really economical at these prices.

ASK FOR ORIENTAL JAVA COFFEE.

Chan-

This Spring, contrary to
our usual custom, we are
having a clearing out of
broken lots left From last

riW I.KT-A teuemeat of six room* on second
X m Mir; also one ot lour rooms: also lor sale
several houses by J. C. WOODMAN. 100A,
Exchange street.__lu-1
LET —Ome or two trout rooms with sloovo
rflO
X on Hew Cumberland street between High
and State. Address ''M~' Press office.
km

girl to cook, wash and
WAISTBB—A
Apply to 10T DANKOHTH STRUT.

It

affords
an

Geo. C. Shaw &
Wholesale and Retail

provident

opportunity

All

At

—

BOOKLETS.
We are now prepared to
show a most choice line of
In
Easter remembrances,
shape of fine cards or booklets having appropriate sentiments for Eastertide.
Satin, Celluloid and Ivory
souvenirs, all the latest de-

signs.

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.

Nos, 585 and 587

to

»Prl°

Winter

day

it’s

About

fifty of them.

They have been selling
rapidly for the past few
i.
ere

ready.

SALE OF LADIES’ SUITS.

JOB LOT LADIES’ MODJESKAS, $5.00; REGULAR PRICE $8.50.
Sale

I SHALL OPEN ON ON ABOUT APRIL 17th,
'■

Spring and Summer Millinery.
shall also keep a larger stock of all kind, of
Klbbons than ever. My scale of prices
will be as low as ever.

O.S. WATERHOUSE.

of

Clothier,

LOTS

EQUALLY CHEAP.

Underwear at

HAL.K-A two story brick bouse. Mansard roof, central location, rooms on llrst
and second floor tlnlsbed In black walnut and butternut. The house was built. underfthe; owner’s
supervision for his own use; sun all day: large
double lot; barn on the premises. BENJAMIN
10-1
SLIAW, 48 Va Exchange St.

HALF

PRICE

ARE

The LTJBIIST’S
MARIE

WELulling

STUART.

an

Soon.

>

**

SEW mill SALE

1000Horses!
The West End Street
or

Railwiy Co.

Boarcui, Mam..

has lor sale lo«e Merae. which ran now be teen
at our .teeh Hiablr, fell v*
Mrees
and cau he purchased at private Kite antu

TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 1889,

Public Auction!
Sale win take place at 4000 Wufciaaim
Ntrees, commencing at S> o’clock a. m.

exquisite perfume,

mar20eodl0t

SELLING

tlaiiii Yluiiii
y the

ounce

or

less.

New and Very Popular.

SchlotterbecK

SCHLOTTERBECk & FOSS.

A Fo§«.

perfect representation of the flower.

SCHLOTTEWB6CK A FOSS.

Fob

C. W. RICHARDSON.
K. W. WAI.KKR.
C. D. RICHARDSON.

when the remainder will be Mid at

„TURNER~BROS..
ladies^choice.

A

The undersigned have this day formed a oe
partnership under the Arm name of RlehardsunWalker O Co., tor continuing the Southern PUm
and general lumber buainess, as formerly carried
on by C. W. Richardson and Haines, Richardson
& Co. Office and yard, Brown's Wharf.

to the highest bidder.

Near Exchange St.

I UBIN’S
■■^HELIOTROPE!

dtt

runuuiu,

FARRINGTON,

The Middle St.

C. W. ALUS.

lePARTSKRSHIP NOTII KS.

ones

ISTOTIOE.
So. 648 Congress St, Corner of Oak,

eodSt

some

are now

CO.,

Auctioneer* and Commission Merchants.

NOTICE OF CO-PARTNERSHIP.

OTHER
C. J.

F. O. BAILEY &

marl 4

Jackets, Wraps and Long Garments.

Overcoats

AldlM UU-IMM. kt.
Meiistad. RoMhus, ior tuneEx-schooner
lit of whom It may concern. W KDN ESDA1

and 235 Middle Streets.

of the To introduce our Ladies’ Ready-made Suits we will
sell them at wholesale prices for one week.
left,
vou wait.
Some will be sold less than the usual
price for making. Also special
longer.
sale of Ladies’ and Children’s
now $7
$10 ones
“
“
15
10
“
“
18
13
“
“
22
13
New lines in Spring
are

most desirable
but won’t be if

MJCTNMCEftS.

^

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

To-

Spring Overcoats.

F. 0, BAILEY * GO

F. O. HAII.KY.

was

dtaprJl

Removed to my Hew Store,

Congress

Grocers,

much below real value.
it
Overcoats.

BALSA.

ON

April 10th, at 10 a. m., at Custom House Wharf
lot of Sails, Chains. Cable Rigging. Ac.. Ok.
Terms cash.
aprSdSt

Co.,

things

good

iron.

11M

a

season.
*

four roosas.

A rent of

_10-1

CALIFORNIA EVAPORATED FRUITS

pret-

dim

*«

‘**

7S obnTs

Money

Hearing.

Congress street on the southerly side
from Klltworth street to Oilman street, and
whereas said petitions were referred by the City
Council, to the undersigned, for them to consider
and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties Interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the Ctty
Council on laying out new streets, wttt meet
to bear the parties and view the proposed way on
Wednesday the 17th day of April 1889, at three
o’clock in the afternoon, at the comer of Ellsworth
and Congress streets, and at half past three
o’clock on the same day at the comer of Carter
and Portland streets, and will then and^heretoroceed to determine and adjudge whether the pcbllc convenience requires said streets or ways to
be laid out or widened as prayed for.
Given under our hands on this ninth day of
April A. D. 1889.
HOLMAN S. MK1.CHEK, Mayor,)
JOHN P. RAND,
I_
| CensmHtee en
ROBERT A. M< CLUTCHY,
GEORGE W. SYLVESTER.
f
WILLIAM B. IRISH.
Is"
V. RICHARD FOBS.
apio
did

addition
** ron

■

EASTER CARDS

aprlO

*'•

QUANTITY!

of

northaiilyj^araUel
To widen

trrjsnsnvv
&isxssttrwsssflssrsss

Jr*RCE

PORTLAND.

WHEREAS,

Workingmen!

I ro«ctti»gcllh

»

the City Council ha* been petltioned to lay oof a new street or Public
In
said
city,—beginning at a point on Portway
land street about two hundred and twenty (set
eastwardly from St. John street, and running
to said street to the Saccarappa

•

Schlotterbeck & Foss. dt

I

for

OF

Notice

•

LUBIN’S

A FULL LIN* OF

WoroKd

CASH CLOTHIER,

^**®

f /TIB

Extracts !

Having

CLARKTSPIIT

™ « mm mm.

and

1

$25 !

to

1 waaiWW

Yesterday

aprlO

F..

I / -11

decide

The finest Perfumes In the world.

STRIKE.

srsm mms

AA
X I 4 / I 4"

new

been sold

BIG

ClTl

go

Small Price.

SOMETHING NEW.

gl

W

The perplexing problem solved.

OWEN. MOORE & CO

AND

A.

For Sauce and Pie?”

purchase

SICK HEADACHEI

Small Dose.

V I Ul I

v

people

—

FOR

WAN

tilly Flouncings
yesterday and are marked a
little low (and that’s saying much) than goods like
these have

.IRA

_

/L
f '1

naturally

Black

THIS TIME.

TIP A general agent tor state *t
Maine to control sale of a new wonderin',
oil burns* i only reliable parties need address
ELECTRIC. Pres* ofBce.

came

IOO Doses One Dollar.

Small Pill.

n

SCHLOTTERBKCK & FOSS.

apr27d&w

LS>

A

ty much alike.

Makes the

Q

A

V 1 II
A | ..

LUBIN’S
JOCKEY
CLUB

for before.

P
Ss R

Wll.UU

__dtf

Laces, be-

what you didn't want,
in this people are all

at 2 cents cash advance from cost.

MARRIAGE MAY BE A
FAILURE,
but our low prices to increase our business to $100,000 00 this year is meeting with a
gratifying
3
* resnonse
which shows that the Public appreciate our LOW prices.

reasona-

better

to

YOU!

Hundr^s

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Gen. Manager.

ANY

yon want an

Hundreds and Hundreds of Suits at a SMALL advance from COST bought for SPOT CASH
Warranted
Indigo Blue Suits only $6.50. $15 All Wool Sawyer Suits only $10.00.
of Black
Suits at $2.00 less price then any other store in the city. These are new fresh
goods, sDrinc styles
We
do not keep goods two or three years, but move them while they are in style and
keep the
rolling.

«a

all the

see

TO

MEN’S SUITS $5

to

you’d

you would

want

3XTCVW

a

a

Jumpers Shirts, Ac.,

A GREAT BATCH

selling quick-

and it is

cause

aa
?

sorry
would have to

we

SPEAK

If

1600 WHITE UNLAUNDERED SHIRTS, well made in every
respect. If we gave the maker’s name
you’d jump for the goods. Only 63 cents ; none better. Several different grades at 2 cents cash advance
from wholesale prices.

were

were
we

would be

show

offer,

as

a

PI 1 | f. 5
Alii f

ouu,

■

far

so

in

we

At

ranches—Auburn, Bangor, Biddeford,
aplO

criti-

taken

consideration in

Thousands of pairs of Overalls,

WE

Don’t mind the details.

balfa

Gardiner, Norway and Rockland.

particular one goes,
that’s all right; that
is

\fl i (k
/ I .1
JVtfIfc.
V
I V

PORTLAND, HIE.

the

admired and

contingency

ffl JA "|p

Cor. MIDDLE id PEARL STS.,

yard

it is

“left,”

|1 fl

rI House Furnishing Co. 11

completed

cost,

WORKINGMEN,

ATKINSOM

that

—but

U you feel tired, weak, worn out, or run down
from hard work, by impoverished condition of the
blood or low state of tbe system, you should take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
"Feeling languid and dizzy, having no appetite
and no ambition to work, I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, with the best results. As a health invigoritor and for general debility I think It superior to
anything else.” A. A. Bikkb, Utica, N. Y.

Chase that the story which
appeared in last
night s Express, in reference to an altercation between the janitor of the
building,
Mr. Meserve, aad himself, was grossly
exag-

gerated.

to

—so are we

the Blood

A Cross
are

dress

a.

We give notice a few days beforehand to give every one a chance
of seeing this liberal offer and
acting upon It. Whoever buys any
thing specified In this list will be
more than satisfied,
having pur*
chased guaranteed goods from the
best factories In the United tttates
at a little above cost of production
We rely on a hearty response to
our endeavor to place before
you
such goods at such prices.

we

five

a

SPRING OVERCOATS $5 TO $20!

If JO** want something specially good go to the $15 Tables.
Overcoat THIS IS THE PLACE FOR YOU.

style of frame; a
chance for some one and
]ust when it is needed...

good-will

costs more than

cised

Purifies

LE

SUITS,

made from the well known Sawyer Woolens, and usually retailed at $7 per Suit. ASM All price’
TRULY. They are worth much more ; add to that, beautiful styles ; add to that, remarkable
tine 4
uoaUtiM
We know what we are saying. They are remarkably cheap. Let us show you our

entire

Laces

if

or

whole

“For a first-class spring medicine my wife and I
both think very highly of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. We
both took it last spring. It did us a great deal of
good and we felt better through the hot weather
than ever before. It cured my wife of sick headache, and relieved me of a dizzy, tired feeling.
We shall certainly take Hood’s Sarsaparilla again
this spring.” J. H. Pkakce, Supt. Granite Hallway Co., Concord, N. H.

m

$5.00

BOYS’

this

the other hand, if it
happens to be of the sort
you’d rather see on some
other than your own cos-

Spring

|\ | t, |\0

LOOK IN OUR BOYS’ DEPARTMENT!

Ac., win be sold at cost

on

piece

PADTrD Q

wholesale prices.

as it is the last of 18 and
we can get no more in

desirable, whether or no.
If it isn’t too loud, or too
expensive, and happens to
hit your fanCy, you buy it;

tume,

■.

conclude, tbe greatest bargain of all:

sign as uncommon as
uulque; combination of
colors-garnet, old gold.

don’t restrict ourselves to
the limit of local demand.
We have what is new and

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

Gray-Richard Colley to F. E. Goff. *25.
We

fixtures,

IIII

cuiuprisiug |
sofa, two easy chairs,one
reception chair and one
corner chair,
covered
in the finest of Crushed
Plush, with frames of
mahogany; carved most ^
delicately and of de- A k O A

com-

many

and all.
In buying

to

i.mui

than the

more

of

stores,

Spring sickness may be avoided by taking
Hood’s Sarsaparilla In season. If you have not
felt well during the winter, If yeu have been overworked, or closely confined In badly ventilated
rooms or shops, you need a good tonic and blood
purifier. Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla early and you
will ward off attacks of disease or escape the effects of Impure blood and that tired feeling, so
common In the spring. Do not delay.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
^Portland—Abby A. Steele to E. E. Proctor. «1
Pride to George F. Pride,

is

V L U

PIC

Leather Rockers, with
euibosse I leather seats
and backs; frames of mahogany and walnut; usuual price *16.00, for this

And,

in the
its value

State,—and

to-day

=---

Sold by all druggists
only by C. L Hood

Reef!?

sale.
[Every library should have one of these chairs]

be

to

most

saying,

to

whole

private.

Colby University.
The appointments tor the [Sophomore
prize declamation, which will take place In
May, are N. L. Bassett, A. F. Caldwell, A.
B. Cottle, Miss E. M. Fletcher, G. A. Gorham, C. F. Leadbetter, A. F. Rogers, W. A.
Smith, A. T. Watson. The selection of the
speakers is made by rank In elocution.

F.

9

a a

A

mustTje

our

department in
Portland,—which is equiv-

[The funeral service of the late Marla W. Chadwick will take place this Wednesday afternoon
at 2 o'clock, at No. 108 Park street.
Burial

Large Transfers of Real Estate.
It Is reported that very heavy transfers of
real estate, on Congress street, above the
Rines’ houses, have lately taken place,
amounting in value to some 843,000. The
owner of a portion of the property will, it is
reported, immediately improve the property
by the erection of several very handsome
blocks for residences.

Westbrook-S.

any other in
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8 Corner Chalrs,Sllk Plush 1
silk trimmings, walnut.
frames on some, mating-1
these f
auy on others;
sold; usual price I

lace

plete

6, Carrol C., son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Coolbroth, aged 10 months.
In Mount Vernon, N. V., April 9, of pnenmonia,
Hannah Van Wyck Barrett, widow of Charles w.
Barrett, of Portland.

Hood’
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of our *46.00 Plush Par-1
lor Suits, six pieces.com-1
blnatlon colors,that have
given such satisfaction I
wherever sold, will be |
placed on the list for this
sale at cost; only
special
ten will be sold at this
|
price; don’t miss this |
cliance, furnish your parlor for .J

say

about this

more

the best and

81 years.
In Scarboro. March

Gospel Mission.
Professor G. J. Wyman, founder of Lake
View Mission, South China, Maine, gave an
Illustrated lecture of scenes in the life of
Jesus from his childhood to his ascension, at
the Gospel Temperance Mission last evening
to a large and appreciative audience.
The usual gospel temperance meeting will
be held at the Mission this evening at 7.30.
All are invited.

&

could

edged by everybody

In tills city, April 0, Mrs. Susan, wife of George
Kingsbury, aged 69 years, [lloston papers copy.]
[Notice of funeral hereafter.l
In South Paris, April 4, Miss Lonise B. Merrill,
aged 66 years.
in Berwick, April 1, of pneumonia, Aaron K.
Downs.
In Lyman, April 6, Henry Gordon, aged 62
years.
In Bootlibay, March 31, Dea. David Lewis, aged

"We all

BE

100° Kites and Windmills will be given away, one to each Boy
baying a Suit, Overeoat or
We have between 1000 and 2000 salts of ( hildren s Uothing, nearly as
many Saits as all the other clothing dealers in Portland combined. Hundreds of Suits at from 10 cents to 25 cents a Suit advance from

■

100.00

19 Parlor Buits In Crushed!
Plush, combination colsix pieces,
ors,
well
trimmed, well upholster I
ed, and all in good, solid f
well wearing goods ;walnut or Imitation mahogany frames; a bargain... J

need to say next to
nothing at all.
It has already made its
reputation. It is acknowl-

DEATHS.

Weak

TO

shall offer to

reduced to.

we

Gloucester, April S, by Kev. Herbert G.
Mank. David E. Conley of Walton. N. 8., and Miss
Anna M. Lout of New Gloucester.
In Pittsfield, March 27, Charles D. Goodrich of
Canaan and Miss Eva A. Witham of Pittsfield.
In Moscow, March 22, Edgar J. King and Miss
Della B. Hall.

Resolved, That in the death of Hobart W. Richardson, the Associated Press of Maine has lost a
zealous associate, who has been deeply interested
in its welfare from its organization, and that he
will be long rememberea and missed by his surviving brethren of the Assocl atlon.

we

11 Parlor Suits in Crushed)
FlushSilk.plusb trimmed I
usual
price for six I

establishment, and
just the reason why

that’s

erick.
Id New

adopted by

April 13,

days only,

the

department than

excellent.

was

7"E
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The financial condition of the society Is

The following resolution
the association:

‘W®

LACES.

In this city. April 9, by Kev. 8. E. Pearson. ElBunker and Miss Sarah C. Green, both of
Portland.
In Limerick. April 8, by Kev. T. 8. Perry, Edwin
E. Hill and Miss Lydia E. Severance, both of Lim-

Treasurer—John M. Adams.
Secretary-George 8. Rowell.
Executive Committee—C. A. Boutelle.

11,

The weather today
likely to be fair
and cooler.
Portland. April 10* 1889.

ton L.

Associated Press Meeting.
The Associated Press of Maine held their
annual meeting at the Falmouth Hotel yesterday afternoon and elected these officers:
President—Nelson l)lugley,|Jr.

THURSDAY* "FRIDAY
April

is

MARRIAGES.

Association.

' ery •eldom is an
offer such as
this made.
It comes but
once In a lifetime.
On

10

three-fourths when he was relieved of a large
live tape worm, head and all, nearly fifty
feet long. The reptile was on exhibition at
the Doctor’s office this forenoon.—[Lewiston
Journal, March 15,1889.

Superior

1000 KITES AND WINDMILLS

Parlor Goods!

K^y'uJhM6,^

At Druggists. $1.00 per bottle. Six for $6.00.
WELLS, RICHARDSON A CO.,
Burlington, Vt.

Dr. Trae continues to work miracles in removing tape worms. This morning at 7
o’clock, David P. Macomber of Livermore,
who has been sullering for several years,
came into the Doctor’s office for treatment.
He had been there less than one hoar and

Portland Yacht Club.
The prospect now is that the anniversary
snpper of the Portland Yacht Club to be held
at the Preble House, April 26tb, will be a
great success. Already a large number of
members have expressed their intention to
be present. It is advisable that all who will
attend should notify Dr. C. D. Smith, the
secretary, at once, so that it may be known
how many to provide for. Among tha
guests will be the secretary of the Dorches"
ter, Mass., Club.

the want of
the
spring

to-day, meeting
everybody during

of

Hon. Eben E. Rand appeared
at the Custom House and took the oath of
office as appraiser for the port of Portland.

It Is voted to give premiums amounting
in value to $25, at the discretion of the directors, to the Cumberland County Agricultural
and Horticultural Society for exhibitions of
poultry at their next fair.
It was voted to give $20 forlthe same purposes, to other associations, subject to the
same conditions.
It was voted to lncreose the life membership fee to $25.

the

~—

•

Yesterday

elected:

originated by

was

*= o m

citizens of Portland the follow
late Dr. Phelps, of Dartmouth lag high class
Parlor Furniture
Medical College, a physiciun of «* a very slight margin over cost.
the widest experience. It -is a
t Parlor Suit In Silk Plush
scientific medicine.
of delicate hues handsomely trimmed, uphols- A ■
We claim nothing for it that it
tered a la bisqult, maliog- ,1*1 Id
jl | i 1
will not do. Every user becomes
any frames, carved elafi
A
/I i I J S i
live
orately;
sofa,
pieces,
VItIiUU
a friend, and recommends It to
dlvaa and three ctairs;
cost 1135.00..
his neighbors.
It is just the medicine you and
3 Parlor Suits of five pieces 1
each, Silk Plush, hand-1 ^
everybody else need for spring.
somely trimmed, fully Oftrtfl AA
It will purify your bloof’l, give a
on
upholstered
Ironist / #11 I v !>;
frames; master pieces of | ell / /ll.llll
clear complexion; it will strengthworkmanship,cost $314. | • mmwiww
These are flue bargains., j
en your nerves, impart life and
vigor; it will regulate the kidneys 13 Parlor Suits In Mohair 1
and bowels, cleanse the system of
all impurities. It is the medicine

The New Appraiser.

President—Win. G. Davis.
Vice Presidents—E. Dana, Jr., Portland: John
A. Lord, Kennebunk; W. P. Autholne, Hallowell;
F. C. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth; Geo. D. Stockwell,
E. Eddington; R. C. Pingree, Lewiston; H. M.
Tburlow, Belfast; Fred Atwood, Winterport;
Charles B. Rogers, Portland.
Directors—R. O. Conant. Cumberland; E. L. O.
Adams, Portland; B. H. Lewis. Deerlng; J. R.
Lunt, Portland; W. W. Harris, Deering.
Secretary and Treasurer—Frederick Fox, Portland.

no

secret. An honest medicine, doing all that is claimed for it, will
win its way to popular favor.
Paine’s Celery Compound has won

V

Christian Endeavor Society.
The societies of Christian Endeavor expect to go on an excursion to Philadelphia
July 8th, via the Providence division of the
Old Colony road, at 6.30 p. m., and the stean1
The boat1:
er Connecticut from Providence.
will reach New York at 7 a. m., July 9th,
and Whitcomb and Raymond have arranged
for a special annex steamer to take the party
to Jersey City, from whence the trip to Philadelphia will be over the Bound Brook line.
All those who wish to go from this section
shonld notify W. H. Pennell for further paiticulars. The rates will be very low.

the Maine State
Poultry Association was held at the office of
Frederick Fox yesterday afternoon, Vice
President Rogers in the chair. These officers
were

OPECIAL SALEO

_

The Sabatls Base Ball Association met *t
Temperance Hall, Friday evening, April 6th,
and reorganized for the coming season. It
will be known in the future as the Sabatls
Athletic Association, and will not only support a base ball team, but will take a hand
in all the popular athletic sports of the day,
and will at once take steps to fit up a gymnasium. Communications may be addressed to
Paul F. Meister, president of the association

San Francisco, April 2,1889.

The annual

made

of the city streets. Is
day afternoon. The y willtmeet this evening
at City Building, to consider what should be
done and what the ex pense of doing it will
be, so as to make op an estimate for their

"The year’s at the Spring
And day’s at the morn:
Alornlng’s at seven;
The hillside's dew-pearled;
The lark’s on the wing;
The snail’s on the thorn;
God’s in heaven—
All’s right with the world!’’
Mrs. St. John Smith was singularly happy
in her life, in being the (presiding spirit in
that scene. She was frank, generous, outspoken, with likes and dislikes that were no
neutral tints, but positive colors; and in her
heart there were profound depths of womanly excellence that firesides and storm,
gladness and grief, revealed and illumined.
u g

Poultry
meeting of

Commissioner

streets, with the. street
a thorough Inspection
nes and bridges yester-

The committee on

King! what methinks man’s life is like.
Sometimes when your hall is lit up for supper on a wild winter’s evening, and warmed
by a fire in the midst, a sparrow flies m by
one door, takes shelter for a moment .in the
warmth, and then flies out by another door,
and is lost in the stormy darkness. No one
in the hall sees the bird before it enters, nor
after it has gone forth; it is only seen while
it hovers near the fire.
Even so, I ween, as
to this brief spau of our life in this world;
What has gone befote it, what will come
after it—of this we know nothing!” We
learn with the old Northumbrian to rest |in
great general truths, and not be too definite.
O Goa!
I am. and Thou art! That’s

a

mercial street yesterday and was arrested
with the robe In bis possession.
He said he

H.

WKW

Thinks Sh ould be Done.

hood play, or in wit and wisdom of old-time
story; a woman, in whose face all the
lights and shades of human feeling passed,
from indignant sense of wrong, deep and
tender sympathy with sorrow, to shining
gladness. The scene is a human picture on
which memory lingers, and delights to restore. The heart chastened by years and
experience of the life of man sees more In
that scene now than then. As it recedes In
distance, the vista is deeper and the perspective more profound. It awakens a sense
of mystery, and the open fire within and tba
storm witnout, suggest the wisdom of the old
Northumbrian chief: “I will tell you, O

Main* State

the

Work

Especial

enough:

concern

Beautiful spring day.'yesterday.
The Presumpscots will play the Colbys at
Waterville the 20th Inst.
The Moses Libby house, ninety-one years

Mr. Richard Melcher of Andover, formerly of Portland, was in the city yesterday.
Leopold Jordan, business manager of the

WASHBURN UNION.

The.entertainment given at City Hall,
a
evening, by the Washburn Union, pleased
orchestra,
Gilbert’s
audience.
good sized
the Portland Male Quartette. Miss Henrietta
com0. Rice and Mrs. Emma Wyer Mosely
prised the talent in the first part of the prowas hardgramme. Miss Rice’s sweet voice
that
ly heard to advantage, owing to the fact
the floor of the house was almost entirely
in
bare, the audience being for the most part
most
the gallery, and the resulting echo was
volunpleasant. The quartette’s stronger
this,
ume of tone, enabled them to overcome
somewhat. Mrs. Moseley read very acceptThe fancy dance by sixteen young gentle,
Tars was very
men attired as typical Jack
They had the true
and

■
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ably.

Wanted—WalterC. Clement.
Ladles’ suits—Turner Brothers.
Faster -Luring. Short A Harmon.
C. J. Farrington 180 Middle street.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.

Tt »E S TREETS.

PERSONAL.

AND DRAMA.

MUSIC

PEESS.

THE

Is hereby

A LL persona are expressly forbidden to harbor
or trust my wife Anna K. Petersen on my
account as she has left my home and Is Dvina
spart from me without my consent, and 1 shall
l>ay no bills contracted by her or on her account.
Dated at Falmouth this ninth day of April A. D.
188U.
JOHN PKTEKdKNd3t*
•P10

given
NOTICK
given my son John E. Moody
of bis
or
shall claim

that I have this Jay
bis time aud
wages
pay any bills of
his contracting after this date. Dated at Cape
Elizabeth this the e.liday of April, 18H9.
JOHN 8. MOODY.
apIOdht*
none

■c».

j

I.KT-Furnished room: centrally located.
Inquire at No. 44 si'ltlNO 8T., right band
bell.
10-1

TO

D. r. LUNdSTKIBT.
Uen'l Manager

DIAMONDS, MATCHES. JEWELRY ik
SILVER WARE,
at

COST

rOK Vki

MORRISON Sc
niart.UI

LADIES'

SOtflt

••

CO., Jewelers,

jeilOSUIIM' *Tkk*T

GOLD WATCHES
at COST at

MORRISON & CO.,Jewelers
60S Congress Street.
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